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April 1972 

Dear Or. Hondler: 

I take pleasure in transmilling to you herewilh lhe final report of the 
Astronomy Survey Commiuee chaired by Dr. Jesse Greenstein. This repor1 
wasreviewed by COS PUP at its October 1971 meeting and has been slightly 
revised in the light of the comments made to Dr. Greenstein on that occasion 
or subsequently in writing by individual members of the committee. 

In the opinio n of COS PUP , thisreport breaks new ground in a number of 
respects. It makes a serious attempt to identify priority programs over a very 
broad range of science, which embraces all of ground-based astronomy and 
trutt part of the space program that direelly contributes to lhe resolution of 
primarily astronomical questions. excluding planetary exploration and manned 
space fli&ht. All techniques of observation and calculation are treated within a 
common priority framework, and the priorities are oriented to scientifoc: que• 
lions to be attacked by several observational techniques in parallel. Thus, for 
example, in connecdon with HEAO, the importance or associa1ed expan-
sion of ground-based optical and infrared facilities to identify x-ray 
sowces observed from space is emphasized, and a.n intennediate optical tele
scope for lhis purpose is assigned to the same priority category as the H £AO 

itself. 
In integrating a large part of space science into its priority scheme, this 

report goes well beyo nd Gro•md-Based Astronomy: A Ten· Year Program 
(the Whitford report) and should be part icularly useful for plonnlng purposts 
of the government at a time when a stronger attempt is being made to inte
grate NAS A planning into the general national scientific effort. The rcpon 
brings out very clearly the interrelationships of the several observational 
techniques and instruments and provides a good sense of the unity of astron-
omy and its increuinJly close relationship to virtu.tlly every subf~tld of 
physics and, increasinJ)y, to chemistry.lt points out that many of the 
newer areas of astronomy are pursued by very young scientisu having tht:ir 
original trainins in physics. 

The report aloo brings out the remarkable vitality of the field, u evidenced 
both by the discoveries of the last five years and by the influx of new young 
and very talented research workers. This Oowering has occurred despite a 
virtual moratorium on funding of major new equipment since the publica
tion of the Whitford report, especially in the field of radio astronomy. Noth-

v 
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ing could provide more cogent evideMe of the ripeness of the field for major 
advances. Despite funding limitations, the United States stUI holds a command
ing po>ition, especially in the newer experimental areas of research, such as 
infrared and millimeter-wave astronomy, long-baseline interferometry, and 
high-energy astronomy. Moreo.-er, because of the technological support pro
grams, which ha.-e already greatly incrused the efficiency of existing optical 
and radio telescopes, this country is in a superior position to exploit the new 
scientifoc opportunities opened up by recent discoveries made with relatively 
modest instrumentation. 

One of the most sttilcing conclusions of the report is the high probability 
it assigns to the existence of intelligent life elsewhere in the universe. This 
concluoon, so different from any that would have been reached only a few 
years ago, is largely a consequence of the entirely new picture of the origin 
of the stars and their attendant planetary systems. This picture has emerged 
from discoveries or" the existeMe and properties of complex interstellar 
molecules and the prevalence of solid particlu in regions of star formation, 
leading to the realization that planetary systems probably often accompany 
star formation. In this and other respects, astronomy ranks with molecular 
biology in its potential impact on man's philosophical conception of himself 
and his place in the universe. 

In evaluating the report, COSPU P felt that the Astronomy Survey Com
mittee had presented an extremely persuasive case for the scientiJk opportun
iliu in the field and for the validity of the diffocult priority choices it had 
made. The present rate of PhD production will supply enough new astronomers 
for the recommended expansion of effort, especially >ince there is much trans
fer from physics. The reporl does not predict where these PhD's will eventually 
find a place in the existing national programs. The future of the very large popu
lation of talented astronomers in the middle or late twenties is dubious without 
an expansion of federal support. 

For reasons that are readily understandable. in view of the present enor
mous promise of the field, the reporl has given, perhaps, inadequate attention 
to the probable scientifiC consequences of more constricted fiSCal support than 
is implied by even its farst four priorities or to how the national program would 
be reoriented to minimize the damage from such austerity. Other COS PUP sur
veys under way have gone into considerably more detail on the consequences of 
limited budgets, and such an analysis may be needed to provide a fair compari
son with other fields of science. 

I should also lllce to call attention to some overlap bet ween the astronomy 
and the physics surveys. In fact, there was a panel on astrophysics and relativity 
chaired by Professor George Field that reported to both survey committees. 
Physics and astronomy intersect in this domain, which is one of the most ex
citing and dynamic ones in both disciplines. The recommendations of the survey 

vi 
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c:ommiuees are reasonably eonsiuent with each other in their areas of intersection. 
COS PUP hu not attempted and cannot atternpl , al lhis srage, to compare the 

priorities with those in othe11 fields of science. Our endorsem<nt of the report, 
therefore, should not be laken as unqualified endorscment of each element of 
the recommended prosram in competition with elemenls in or her scienlilic 
f~elds. AJtronomy has scrved as an ultimate testing ground of technolosr at 
very low light and si811allevels. By most of the tests we consider relevant- scien
tific opportunity, ripeness for exploitation, availability of supporting technoi
OSY. ability and recent accomplishments of the people in the field, philosophi
cal and cultural impact- this program rates 3 high relative priority. Qf COUI1e, 
its possible impact on technology or on the resolution of current societal prob
lems cannot now be foreseen , but we believe that this fact is more than out
weighed by its extraordinary scientific promise, which we consider the more 
pertinent consideration for this particular field. 

vii 

Sincerely yours. 

H"""y Brooks 
for the 
C OMMITTEE ON SCI EN C£ AND PU BLIC POLtCY 
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This comprehensive repon of the Astronomy Survey Committee, like its 
predecessor report on ground-based astronomy, conveys the excitement and 
challenge inherent in the deepening understanding of the universe offered by 
modern astronomy. While making an impressive case for the values of astron
omy itself, it also convinces us once more of the powerful connections among 
astronomy, the other natural sciences. and ph ilosophy. Today, more than ever. 
;.Astronomy is everyone's second science.'' 

In recounting in so thorough and scholarly a way the promise of astronomy. 
the distinguished membership of the Astronomy Survey Committee has also 
revealed again the continuing promise of all science. For lhis we are most 
grateful. 

Washington, D.C. 
April 1972 

IX 

PHILIP HANDLER 

Pres;delll_, 
National Academy of Sciences 
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Preface 

The Astronomy Survey Committee was established in mid-1969. at there· 
quest of the Committee on Science and Public Policy of the National 
Academy of Sciences in response to requests &om several federal agencies. 
Its goal was to outline the present state of astronomy. to identiry the most 
exciting problem areas in that field, and to recommend a program for the 
United States for the next ten years, inc.luding both major new ground· 
based facilities and major space-science programs. From the beginning, 
the Survey Committee was also faced with the problem of assessment of 
priorities within the framework of recent federal funding. In the two years 
of the Survey, a large number of surprising and important discoveries oc· 
curred in astronomy. while growth in support was slowing down and major 
groups faced retrenchment or loss of funding: for the years from 1968 to 
1971 the National Science Foundation funds for basic research grants in 
astronomy remained unchanged at about S6 million per year, while 400 
new PhD's graduated and sought research support. 

In 1964. the National Ac.ademy of Sciences published a report entitled 
Ground·BtU~ Astronomy: A Ten· Year Progrum. prepared by a panel 
headed by A. E. Whitford. The present Survey has a dllferent emphasis. 
It reviews the present state and future need for facilities. Oight programs, 
and ongoing suppon of all astronomy, including space science and solar 
physics; one of its main themes is the rapid progress of the field since the 
Whitford report. The effectiveness of ground-based facilities has increased 
extraordinarily as the result of new applications of sophisticated electron· 
ics, which have greatly enhanced the effectiveness of existing telescopes 
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and extended their use far into new wavelength regions. The capability 
provided by the space·astronomy program resulted in observations at es· 
sentially all wavelengths unobservable from the ground. These advances 
led to the discovery of many new objects and phenomena and made it dear 
that the astronomical unh·erse was in many ways still laraely unexplored. 
New facilities are needed on the ground and in eanh orbit to exploit fully 
the promising opponunities opened by ad'·anccd te<hnologies. Funher· 
more. the new discm•tries brought new questions concerning total energy 
output. high-density maner, and general relativity that touched on central 
unsolved problems of both physics and cosmology. 

The charge lo the Astronomy Survey Commillee was to consider the 
broad rnnge of aslronomy, excluding lunar and planetary exploration. We 
do not discuss the moon and meteorites, for example, not because we do 
not consider them to be important; quite to the contrnry, they provide 
information essential for our understanding or the f'ormntion of the sun 
and the earth. The impressive results of the geological exploration of the 
moon, the dating of lunar rocks, and the initial heat-now determinations 
are major contr1butions to our picture of the formation or the solar system. 
The moon and planets. the earth's atmosphere and exosphere, geophysics, 
and earth resources have not gone unstudied; they have been the topic of 
extensive reports prepared by the National Academy of S.:ienC<Os as well as 
by other groups working directly with concaned government agencies. 

Following discussions begun in 1968. a 2J-member Suf\·ey Comminee 
was appointed in July 1969. Special panels were created. each with a Sur· 
vey Committee member as chairman; later. several working groups and 
special study committees were created to fill gaps in coverage of subject 
matter and te<hnique. One thing that became apparent with the forma· 
tion of these panels was the youth of the astrophysics community-the 
median age is less lhan 34. It also became apparent lhat the road to a 
career in astronomy is no! only through graduate schools of astrophysics: 
whereas in J 966 only 26 percent of those now calling themselves aslrono· 
mers received their Ph D's in physics, this had grown to above 40 pereent 
by 1970. 

We are deeply grateful to the nearly 100 panel members who did much 
of the technical work and, particularly, to Richard Berendten. Roben 
Doyle, Gerald H. Newson, and Terry P. Roark. who gathered and ana
lyud the statistical material that formed the basis of our study. Each 
panel repon was critically revi.,.ed by the entire Survey Comminee. 
altered or returned for desired changes. with e.xten.sh-e disc:ussions be~ 
tto·een the Committee and the panel chairmen. We felt that a frank and 
even corrosive review by scientists representing all fields o f astronomy was 
the best method for sharpening the vision and reducing the priority list 
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Preface xv 

propared by the specialists in each technique or field of study. We needed 
to achieve both a balanced program and an over-all priority assessment. 
0\'er an tnormous range of techniques. 

While the final choke of items of the highest priority was made by the 
Survey Committee. it Is weighted heavily by recommendations of panelists 
in each special technique or subject. This over·all priority assessment has 
not been reviewed by individual panel members and is the rosponsibility of 
the Survey Committee. It reprosents our best attainable consensus and 
provides a short list of major research and facilities goals that should be 
implemented for a well·rounded pursuit of current opportunities in astro· 
physics and astronomy. In the individual panel reports we give detailed 
lists of items of high priority as chosen by the individual panels. Clearly, as 
techniques improve and discoveries are made, these technical panel re
ports will provide Important guidance. As the science develops. we may 
also ••peel changes of emphasis and new fields to appear. 

Astronomy has become a fruitful aroa of modern experimental physics. 
The unh·erse has provided a laboratory with extreme conditions of tem
peraturo and density to test (if not to strain) the laws of physics under most 
unusual cii"C'umstances. 

The discoveries in this strange universe remain, at least in part. com· 
municable to the educated, oootecbnical public. Some 52,000 undergrad· 
uate studenu take an astronomy course each year. This is often the only 
science course they will take. so that astronomy remains basic to the rom
munication of seience to its ultimate audienco-the public:. We hope that 
for them. as for us, this Survey will provide an excitina insiaht into the 
larger and beautiful world in which we live. 

The Survey was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad· 
miniscratlon and the National Science Foundation. The work was admin ~ 
istered by the Division of Physical Sciences of the National Research 
Council. We ore grateful for the government liaison officers to the Su.rvey, 
t.o senior members ofthe staffs of NASA and NSF, who gave us advl~ in the 
early stages. and to stalf members of rongrossional committees and the 
Office of Management and Budget for their assistance. We are also grate· 
ful to the entire community of astronomers and astrophysicists who pro· 
vided the needed information for the statistical survey, who made special 
studies, and who gave us ex1.ensive advice. 

JESSE L C REENSTf:Uf, Cllairman 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

For thousands of yean men have looked into the sky. long with wonder 
and fear but eventually with comprehension. The regular motions of the 
sun and stan. the wandering of the moon and the planm. provided early 
insights Into cause and effect and the regularity of nature. With under
standing came the hope of controlling nature and the beginning of science 
and of technology. In this century, the rapid growth of science and tech
nology has increased the depth of our insight and also our wonder; al
though we have found much, we still have too few explanations. We know 
from past history that much new is yet to be found. Navigators and explor
ers of the terrestrial globe found new conti.nents inhabited by strange and 
different peoples. The explorers of the sky, however, have an almost un· 
limited sample of nature to study. They have found not merely interesting 
new details about individual stars or other objects but entirely new c.lasses 
of objects undreamed of ten years ago. As each new technology was ap
plied to study light (photons) of different colors or energetic particles of 
different charge and mass (cosmic rays, neutrinos), new types of worlds 
were revealed. The previously .. -ell-organized universe, whieh for ancients 
was a planetary system centered on the earth, exploded into a bewildering 
universe of new types of objects, large and small, with exotic new names 
and marvelous new natures. Technology, theoretical insight. deeper un
derstanding of the properties of matter, and the large computer. together 
with hard work, have made the last decade of astronomy one of the truly 
greatest periods in its history. Man has landed on his first planet-the 
moon. But hi.s mind and eye have traveled billion.s of light years into the 
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past and in the next decade will penetrate unimagined new worlds. 
Astronomy is a union of the science of the very small and of the very 

large. Astronomers are interested in the properties of nuclei. atoms, mole· 
cules. solids, planets. interstellar maner. and stars. But stars are them
selves units in larger aggregates-galaxies (Milky Ways) that agglomerate 
into clusters and extend throughout space as far as we can probe. There 
are more stars in our Milky Way (200 billion in number) than there are 
people who ever have lived on earth. How many other "earths" and what 
other types of' intelligent beings exist out there? There are probably nearly 
as ntany galaxies in the observable universe as there are stars in our Milky 
Way. What strange new types of objects do they contain? Are there forces 
and energies at work that we do not yet know of? We are bathed from all 
directions by weak radio signals, apparently a remnant of the creation of 
the universe, degraded from an enormous burst of light at the beginning 
o f time ten billion years ago. What was it like then? Does time stretch 
backward forever. or was there a beginning? What. if anything, came be
fore? Where do energy and matter come from? Is the total amount o f en ~ 

ergy and matter constant in time? The astronomer's daily life deals with 
such difficult questions. How many other planetary worlds are there. are 
they inhabitable. and are any inhabited? How long will the sun shine and 
the earth survive? 

The actual universe is stranger than lhat of science fiction; its explora
tion is one of the nobler adventures of the human mind. Like a child at 
play. the astronomer busies himself with strange toys-white dwarfs and 
red giants. pulsars and quasars-and in his theories moves the building 
blocks of atoms about to model something like the world he sees. with an 
imagination and a courage like a child's but with the resources of modern 
science and technology. It is fortunate that the pleasure he finds in the 
profession and the excitement of his discoveries are joys of science that are 
still communicable to the public. The optimism accompanying the ex
ploration of our own West ended with the disappearance of the frontier; 
but exploring the external frontier of the heavens is endless. and its reward 
is knowledge, a more humbling wealth. 

Most astronomers have worked from the ground. through a thin but 
unsteady a1mosphere. using 'isible light. near· and far-infrared radiation. 
and radio frequencies. With technological development of balloons, rock
ets. and satellites. we first rose above our turbid atmosphere to observe the 
different radiation from the sky-gamma rays, x rays, and ultraviolet ra
diation-that are invisible from the surface of the earth. Soon we will ob
serve stars and galaxies extensively at the far-infrared wavelengths that 
are also blocked from reaching the surface of the earth, as are long radio 
wavelengt.hs. We will grow high-accuracy, high-resolution, x-ray eyes. The 
high cost of space technology and the initial relatively short life of sa tel· 
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lites, compared with the cost and lifetime of ground-based instruments, 
make astronomy in space seem risky and expensive but fully rewarding in 
its fantastic panoply of discovery. 

The present survey of astronomy attempts to cover the entire range of 
astronomy, ground-based and space-based. Allowing for the broadened 
scope of enquiry, we report on a wider range of topics than did the Whit
ford report. The scientific hopes expressed in that report underestimated 
what has been found in seven years. The facilities proposals of the Whit
ford report have in part been fulfilled by construction of two 150-in. 
telescopes for the national observatories in the northern and southern 
hemispheres. In radio astronomy. the large facilities proposed were not 
built. Nevertheless, radio astronomy made startling advances because of 
the ingenuity of the observers and the success of higher-frequency re
ceivers. Especially active now is the new field of the chemistry of interstel
lar space; in a brief period, 22 new molecules and 7 isotopes were dis
covered. Modern technology, the large computer. and existing facilities 
combined to produce muc.h of this recent progress. The universe is much 
more surprising than we thought it would be; technology improved more 
than was expected in that period. Objects were found that had not been 
thought of. and explanations based on new fields of physics were ad· 
vanced. We firmly expect that the decade for which our program is pre
pared will be at least as exciting. We can almost certainly guarantee that 
there will be more surprises than we contemplate and even more novel 
explanations of the mysterious universe into which our eyes and minds are 
just beginning to penetrate. 

There has been at least one central theme of the last seven years, which 
makes it like the age of Galileo. It is the discovery of the existence, almost 
omnipresence, of a high -energy, explosive universe. Much of our program 
is concerned with this new and violent world. Two universes coexist- hot 
and cold. The "hot" involves phenomena of explosion; very high tempera
ture; energetic cosmic rays; strange events in galaxies; new types of hot, 
dense, possibly young galaxies. By "cold" we mean ordinary stellar and 
interstellar matter, with temperatures from 50 million degrees down to a 
few degrees above absolute zero. Radio, cosmic-ray and x-ray observa
tions, gravitational waves, and large parts of optical and infrared astrono
my relate to the hot universe. Stellar. galactic, and extragalactic 
astronomy. in the large. refer to a cold universe. Much of what is found in 
the infrared points to even colder stars. dust. and gas than we had ex
pected would exist. The most rapid and currently exciting growth is in the 
realm of the hot universe. But over 90 percent of the mass of stars is in cool 
K and M dwarfs. a hundred times fainter than the sun. which can live 
uneventfully for hundreds of billions of years. 

From the time of the ancient Greeks to the mid-twentieth century, the 
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universe was conceived as an unchanging. or at best slowly changing. cos
mos of fixed stars. The first few decades of this century replaced this view 
with a steadily expanding universe of galaxies-each galaxy a majestic, 
slowly rotating collection of stars intertwined with dust and gases. As
tronomers searched for origins and life histories of stars (including our 
sun) with time scales of billions of years. 

The last decade of exciting discovery has added to that picture a general 
cosmic violence, exploding galaxies and quasars, an almost universal 
presence of high-energy particles and magnetic fields, and events suggest
ing relativistic collapse. Much of this new knowledge derives from years of 
observations with radio and optical telescopes and interpretations with 
theories from modern physics. 

The discovery of these explosive events has been made possible by a 
dramatic growth in the tools and techniques of observational astrophysics. 
In 1972, we can observe the universe in virtually any part of the electro
magnetic spectrum. from gamma radiation to long-wave radio radiation. 
We measure Oux of high-energy particles and may even have detected 
neutrinos and gravitational waves. In 1963. the Whitford report addressed 
itself to the needs of optical and radio astronomers, with a sidewise glance 
at the field of space astrenomy, then barely under way. The present study 
evaluated research programs using the complete range of observational 
techniques. many of which did not exist a decade ago. Space-based 
gamma-ray telescopes are measuring radiation from the center of our gal
axy. X-ray instruments are observing a pulsar and many variable, myster
ious x-ray stars. Some disturbed galaxies are strong x-ray emitters. An 
ultraviolet stellar space observatory has operated for four years. yielding 
new information on a previously inaccessible region. Advanced electronic 
methods of photon detection are used on optical telescopes to make ob
servations in minutes that required hours a decade ago, thereby making 
possible nn order-of-magnitude increase of information on very faint ob
jects. Cryogenically cooled bolometric and solid -state devices Oy in bal
loons and stratospheric aircraft, to measure invisible infrared heat pho
tons. They find that some energetic objects radiate most of their power at 
these wavelengths. Millimeter-wave radio telescopes have discovered com
pletely unexpected complex organic molecules in the interstellar medium, 
not unlike essential constituents of biologically active tenutrial mole
cules. Centimeter-wave radio telescopes halfway around the world from 

• each other operate together as interferometers to give much higher resolu
tion than the finest optical photographs. They re•·eal features in the struc
ture of quasars that change their appearance in a few months. Radar sys
tems make topographic maps of the invisible surface of the planet Venus, 
detecting mountains less than 1 km in height. Space solar telescopes study 
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the outer solar atmosphere where the temperature suddenly rises to tens of 
millions of degrees in hot spots in the extended solar corona. 

What do we say about the future? Chapter 2 contains our major recom
mendations. as selected from the extensive programs of our technical pan· 
els. These programs are presented in full detail with scientific justification 
in Volume 2 of this report. The cost breakdown of new programs follows., 
roughly separated into space and ground-based and by experimental or 
theoretical techniques. The costs of the new programs given are incre
mental to those of the existing programs of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, the National Science Foundation. the Department 
of Defense. the Smithsonian Institution, and private and state universities 
and foundations, details of which costs are found in Chapter 4. 

One essential aspect of the future should be discussed prior to con
sideration of financial requirements. If the epigraph of these pages has 
any meaning. it is that the human mind vivifies science. creates and uses 
the instruments. rides in space, guides the telescope, the computer, or the 
theoretician's pencil. Does the required high-quality manpower exist? Do 
we have too much? The details of our study (see Chapter 4) show that the 
quality is high indeed. the diversity of training and experience wide, and 
the numbers adequate. But any further increase in the rate of production 
of new PhD's or of the numbers of institutions offering that degree should 
be encouraged only as an increase in the foreseeable employment demand 
justifies it. The excitement of the field of astronomy has been a major fac
tor in attracting many brilliant young men and women into the ranks of its 
professionals. The rate of production of new PhD's in astronomy has in
creased by a factor of 10 in the last decade. At latest count more than half 
of the PhD's working in astronomy received their degrees in other disci
plines-primarily in physics, recently some in chemistry. All in all, the 
current rate of production of highly qualified astronomers is better than 
adequate to meet the foreseeable needs of this country during the next 
decade, even if our entire set of new programs recommended in this report 
were to be carried out on schedule. The supply would be adequate. indeed, 
for the demands of known astronomy-related areas, as well as a reserve for 
new ones that might open up in the coming decade. 

The failure or federal support to increase significantly during the past 
few years has' had a particularly great impact on the support for young as· 
tronomers. In addition to large-scale facilities, we most strong,ly recom
mend increased funding of modest research grants to young people, as 
well as support of optical telescope auxiliaries and novel experimental 
facilities and programs in radio astronomy. We hope that this program 
will pem>it smaller research groups and younger scientists to remain com· 
petitive in some areas with larger institutions. 
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From our entire study. we conclude that a balanced elTon is essential. It 
muS1 contain ground ·bascd optical and rad io telescopes and auxiliaries, 
which greatly increase their efficiency. There should be a well·planned 
space·astronomy program. one ultimate goal of which is a large space 
telescope. It must pr<Mde adequate computational facilities for the thco· 
retical awophysicist. New and fruitful opponunities will be opened by 
new technologies in all areas. We conclude also that both large national 
centers and strong university groups are essential for health. balance. and 
innovation. 

Finally. "" consider costs und tradeoll's. We lind that our rccommcnda· 
tions require o continued growth. in constant dollars. ol' about 5'/, percent 
a year. if we are 10 take advantage of the opportunities before us. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Recommendations 
for a Major New Program 
in the Next Decade 

The explosion of kncw.'ledge in astronomy demonstrates how extremely 
difficull it is to predict directions that the sde""" will take in the next dee· 
adt. If astrOnomy is to continue to make progress. new facilities must be 
constructed and new dm.ctions in ~h must be punued. What facili· 
ties are most needed. and what directions would seem to be most profi· 
table? To obtain the broadest possible view of the options available. the 
Committee rormcd panels that eventually involved some 100 astronomers. 

The panel reports (published in Volume 2) provide a comprehensive re· 
view of the past and projections for the future of astronomy from the point 
of view of the constituent disciplines. The Committee's task was co review 
these reports and produ<e a coherent program for the next decade. The 
Committee selected approximately 30 items and. to the best of its ability. 
establl<hed an order of priority, weighing in its decisions the issue5 of sd· 
entific promise, technological s tate of the art, avoilabilily of funding. and 
availability of skilled penonnel. It was necessary to come to grips with an 
enormous range in the size and cost of programs, from modest ground· 
based instruments to the most sophisticated space e:rpe:riments. 

While costs are measurable. evaluating the imponaooe of variou,s p~ 
artms becomes an exercise in comparing incommtnsurables. A theoret· 
ical J>rOeram may yield a new ~~ inexpensively, and a space tele· 
scope may uncover a new kind or ooject at relatively areat cost. Unique 
concepts and information are obr.ained in many ways. and a balanced 
OV«·all proaram contains contributions from programs of various sizes. 

7 
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In sphe of the di•·n-shy of interests and speeiahles of Its membership, 
the Committee sua:eeded in defining .. ~ith remarkable unanimity four 
procrams of highest priority. lD order of imponance. these are 

I . A wry tarrt radio amzy, drsignt'd to attain IYsofution ~quiVGientto 
rltar of a single radio telescope 2IS milts in diamnu: this sltor<ld « ae
companit'd by in<rt!ast'd suppon of smaller radio fNO(Jrvms and facilities 
at thP ur~i•~nilit-s or tHher smaller rrsNrclt lobonlton',.l: 

1. An oplica/ program that will vastly ln<rease the t:f/iciency of exist· 
ing trlesco~s by usr of modem rlecrronic auxi/iariu ond at the same time 
en-ate thf' nrw lurgt teltsco~s necessary for n•starclt at the h'mits of lire 
known uni..-t1flt,· 

]. A significant increase in support and development of the new field 
ofinframl astronomy. including consrruttion of" large ground·lxut'd in· 
fraN'd tri<SCOfJ". hi1Jit·alrirude bolloon surveys. and design studitsfor a 
•·•ry lu'l' strorospltm'c ttltscope; 

4. A fNO(Jram for x•ray ud gtlmma·rrt)' asti'Oitomy from " suits of 
1"'1' O<'IHting Hi1Jit Energ>• Asrronomical ObstrVGtorits. stlpportt'd by 
COifstructiOII of grot~nd·bostd optical t1nd infrtlml ttltscopes. 

The following items ..-ere also identilied as being of high scientific im· 
ponan~. but the Committee agreed that their funding. although urgent. 
should nCM creole a delay in funding the above hems: 

S. Tlte construction of a voy large millimeter•wavell!ngtA CJntl!nnCJ to 
id•nrlfY ntw complex mo/ecults. to study t~•ir distribution in lnt•nr.llar 
spuce. und to swdy quasan r'n thrr'r early. mOlt ~xploslvt phasts: 

6. A doubling of support for tlstrop~ysica/ observations from ai~raft. 
boi!OOIII. and rockets. at wa"•l•ngths rt1nging from the for infrvrt'd to 
gumma rqys: 

7. A C<Httimlatiott oftht Orbiling Solar Obstn'tltorlrs through oso-L. 
-11. and ·II toget~tr wit~ an updating of existing ground·bost'd soft1r 
focilirirs: 

8. A Jizabl• inrff!DS• of suppon for tlttOIYtica/ inv•stigatiolts, incJud· 
U.g an upansion of Ctlpability for nummcal compwtatiOII; 

9. An upandt'd Pf'Oil"''" of op1icol spac• asti'Oitomy. lncJt~ding /titlr· 
"solution 1magtry Dlld ultra>'ioln specttOKOpy. /<tiding to tit~ launclt of" 
torr• s~tel.scopeat the btgi.Jtningqftlte ntXt d~t: 

10. A larr•· stetrtlbl• radio t<lescope drsignt'd to opert11< ejficlmtly at 
W<tV~itn(/tlts qf I em and /ong<r to obtai.Jt ob11rvationJ wirlt ltig~ t1ngull1r 
rrsolmion 11nd t't"t'Of'd rmission from mon dr'stant o/Vtocts tlru11 is now 
possible: 

I I . ConJtn1ctr'o'ft of several modem tUtromtrn·c r'nstrummts at g~ 
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graphic locations chosen to permit systematic measurement of accurate 
po.sition.s, distances. and motions in both northern and southern hemi
spheres. 

These II programs are described in Chapter 5. 
Funding of less than the above II programs would seriously impede our 

efforts to capitalize on the recent past. Our studies evaluated what is pos
sible from current technology and what is important scientifically. To im
plement less than this program would constitute a retrenchment to below 
the rate of progress recently established in astronomy. 

The Committee has been mindful of costs in the present time of restric
ted availability of funds. In light of the outstanding progress of recent 
years, we feel that this program represents a relatively modest increase 
over current funding. Such increases are justified, in any area of basic 
research, by both their extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. Astronomy and as
trophysics represents one of the most rapidly advancing frontiers of hu
man knowledge. The I I items above, if implemented during the next dec
ade, would result in a growth rate in funding of astronomy of ap
proximately 5.5 percent per year. A truly desirable program. unen
cumbered by such severe constraints in growth rate. is discussed in the 
final section of Chapter 5. 

A complete list of major panel recommendations, which formed the 
basis of the Committee's deliberations, wi.ll be found in Volume 2 of this 
report. Each set of recommendations represents a thoughtful assessment 
of the potential for development of that discipline during the coming 
decade. 

The projects listed above do not constitute a total program for as
tronomy. They include only new initiatives and not ongoing operation and 
maintenance, research projects. support for individual universities and 
projects, or the support of the national centers. The construction of a ma
jor new facility also involves operating expenditures, which we estimate to 
be roughly 10 percent per year of the total capital cost of the facility. The 
existence of a major new facility will also mean an increased opportunity 
for the scientific community, an opportunity that can only be realized if 
expanded project support is available. That is not to say that all the work 
at a new facility will be supported by increasing the level of project sup
port; some support will undoubtedly come from redirection of effort with
in the present program. However, since the present level of effort is already 
inadequate to support the demand, the rate at which new facilities are 
built and progress made will depend critically upon the rate at which sup
port for individual projects grows. This problem is common to all the basic 
sciences in this country, and ultimately funding decisions must be based 
upon the needs of different sciences and their value and interest to society. 
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NEW PROORAM COSTS 

SPACE 

A srri~ of four Hl&h Enc'1)' Astronomical ObservatorieJ 
(R<rommudallon 4) 

lncruMJd obicrntionJ from airuaft. baUoon.s. nx-keu 
(R<romm<lldation 6) 

Contin~ation of Orbicing Solar Obw.rvatoric'5.. OSO•L. <M. -H 
(R«omrn<ndallon 7) 

Proaram of opdnJ Mf1'0nomJ in spa«.. litadina to a Lartt 
Spaao Tdn<ope after tho non docade CReccmrn<11dation 9) 

TOTAL ~"fEW SPAC'E 

Radl'o 
The Very Lara< AOTaJ (R<rommendaoion I) 

Very Larae Array operations 
E.tpanJk>n ofunlvel'lhJ radio f1<ililies 

Larae Milllmete,..Wave Antenna (Recommendation 5) 
L.arae MUiimeter· Weve Antenna optn.tjons 

Large Centlmettt• Wa~ Antenna ( Reconuncndadon 10) 
Large Centlmctc,.. wa,·c Ant.enna operations 

Toea! New Radio 

Op<k#l 
Ele<uolli< auaifoarics f« tar&< optical teleocopes (R-· 

l'llft>datioe ll 
Tnt ol muhitkmciJI opc.ical array('OCIJ«pt 
1'1uft IOO.in. C'lau tt:lt:scop&=lnf't..nd, a·ray support. 

C"'ftYmdonal 
Larae Ojlticallrn yO<lO().in. odtxope 
New op11<1l tele~eope operation• 

Toc1l New Opckal 

$.18() M 

IJ M l"' 

U5M1)'1'1• 

(J5 Mi)'1'). 

S 62M 
6 MI)TI 
2.5 M/ )'1' 

IOM 
1 Ml yrl 

J5 M 
J.s wrr' 

Sl85 M 

S ISM 

S M 

15 M 
lS M 
4.S M )T I 

s 8JM 

SSIO M 
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Infrared 

Doubling suppon for infrared astronomy-ground-based. 
aircraft, ba11oons. rocke1t. laborat·ory (Recommendation 3) 

Total New lnfranxl 

Sci or 
l.mprovement of e>isting ground-b>sed facilities (Recom· 

mendation 7) 

Total New Solu 

Tlt<ory 

lncreased support for theoretical investigations. including 
expanded capabilities for computing (Recommendation 8) 

Total New Theory 

Astromf!tt)' 

NeYO' astrometric instruments (Recommendation 11) 
Total New Astrometry 

TOTAL NEW GROUND-BASED 

To·rAL NEW CAPfTAL AND OPERATING PROGRAM 

s 2 Mly< 
S20M 

S I Mly< 

S 10M 

JJOM 

S 6M 
6M 

S334 M 

• Continuation of ongoing programs at near prqent lcvd-no increase 0\'er cutTc:nt ex· 
penditures. 
1 Estimated contribution to total assumes S years of operation during next dec.ade. 
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Astrophysical 
Frontiers 

COSMOLOGY 

For centuries man has struggled to gain a broader and deeper under
standing of the world around him. Studying forms of life. he has come to 
appreciate. on the one hand, the fantastic diversity of living things and, on 
the other, the extraordinary similarity of the minute cells that constitute 
all organisms. Digging into the eanh. he has discovered layer after layer of 
rock, laid down by unseen processes in the remote past. Peering through 
the telescope, he has probed far beyond the planets to find billions of stars 
just like the sun, clustered into vast galaxies, which themselves stretch 
without number into the depths of space. 

The earth and living things upon it evolve. Each year there are small 
changes in the landscape as sea, rain, and wind reshape the earth. Each 
year there are imperceptible changes in the species as genetic mutations 
propagate into new generations. Thus change and evolu tion are the basic 
themes of geology and biology. 

The early astronomers perceived an opposite tendency--the apparently 
unchanging quality of the stellar universe. But in the twentieth century 
when astronomers began to apply the laws of physics to the stars, they re
alized that the prodigious energy stars emit cannot be sustained in
definitely. Even with the most efficient nuclear power. based on the fusion 
of hydrogen into helium nuclei, stars like the sun can shine at most about 
10 billion years. In spite of the apparent steadiness of a star's light. evolu
tion must be occurring as the structure of a star responds to the loss of its 
energy supply. So astronomy has followed biology and geology in perceiv-

12 
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ing the importance of evolution. Even the time scales-billions of years
suggested by the astronomers and geologists for the evolution of the earth 
and stars are similar. 

The great optical telescopes of the Western United States have shown 
that space is filled as far as they can see with galaxies rather like our own. 
Too faint to be seen with the naked eye, the most distant ones at 5 billion 
light years take many hours to register on film even with telescopes 10 mil· 
lion times as sensitive as the eye. The galaxies are cities of stars, crowded 
together in nearly empty intergalactic space. They appear to contain most 
of the matter and to be the building blocks of the universe. But we do not 
really know, yet, how much matter may be found between them or whether 
galaxies are still being formed. 

When Slipher studied the spectra of galaxies in the 1920's, he was 
astounded to see that the spectral lines of most galaxies were shifted to the 
red, indicating that these galaxies seemed to be moving away from us. 
Why would the galaxies recede from us? From the time of Copernicus. 
man had learned to suspect the explanation of any phenomenon that re
quired the earth to be the center of things. Unknown to the astronomers 
working on this problem in the 1920's, a young Russian mathematician, 
Friedmann, was constructing a model of the universe based on Einstein's 
theory of general relativity. The model, he reasoned, should be uniform, 
with equal numbers of galaxies everywhere. Otherwise, there would be a 
center, contrary to the Copernican principle. But when he applied Ein
stein's equations, he found, as did Einstein, that his model universes could 
not sit still. Friedmann's models expanded, either indefinitely or for a 
finite time, after which they collapsed to a point. The reason for this 
behavior is gravitation-the basic force in Einstein's theory-which 
continually tries to pull the galaxies back on themselves. The only way this 
tendency can be withstood is to give the universe a mighty kick outward at 
the beginning. Whether the universe expands forever (open models) or 
eventually collapses (closed models) depends on the degree of gravitational 
pull and. hence, on the mean density of matter. 

Friedmann predicted that all the galaxies should be observed to be 
moving systematically either toward or away from us (contraction or ex
pansion, depending on the time elapsed). Furthermore, he pointed out 
that to preserve uniformity, the more distant galaxies must move faster 
with respect to us. 

Lemaitre, Robertson, and Tolman, among others, had developed 
various predictions of general relativity. Following Slipher's pioneering 
efforts, the extensive new data on velocities and distances of galaxies as
sembled by Hubble at Mt. Wilson supported the theoreticians of general 
relativity. Not only are all the galaxies moving away from us, but they obey 
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Friedmann's predicted proponionality between distance and red shift. For 
many years Hubble and his collaborator, Humason, extended these 
measurements with many instruments and techniques .. Successors verified 
this relationship with great accuracy out to enormous distances (5 billion 
light-years) and red shifts (about 0.5, corresponding to near ly half the 
speed of light). The velocities are more easily determined than the dis
tances : with the present scale, front the proportionality constant in the 
Hubble law, one can calculate an age of 10 billion to 20 billion years. If no 
other forces were acting, this would be just the time for the observed gal
axies to attain their current distance at their present speeds. Actually, be
cause gravitation continually slows them down, the age of the universe is 
somewhat less. In any case, the time scale of biUions of years is com par· 
able with that of the age oflife, oft he earth, and of the stars. 

Much of what we now know about the galactic universe is consistent 
with Friedmann's pred ictions. The galaxies are distributed uniformly. 
they move apan, and they almost always obey Hubble's law relating 
velocity and distance. Some exceptional peculiar galaxies seem not to obey 
the Hubble law, having quite different red shifts from galaxies quite close 
to them in the sky. This puzzling phenomenon defies explanation at 
present. Astronomers using the largest optical telescopes have therefore 
been straining to determine which of the Friedmann models describes the 
universe. Do we live in a closed universe. with an inevitable collapse 
scheduled for the future. or are we in an open universe, which will eJ<pand 
forever? Or do we live in a steady·slate unh·erse, quite different in nature 
from other relativistic models? 

Because of the finite speed of light. as one probes deeper into space, one 
is looking back into time. One therefore sees galaxies moving as they did 
in the past, and that motion is sUghtly different for different models. Un
fortunately, these eJfeets are discernable only for red shifts of the order of 
unity and, hence, for speeds approaching that of light, and there just are 
not enough galaxies of large red shift observed to discriminate between 
rival cosmologies. Construction of one or more additional large optical 
telescopes and instrumenting all large telescopes with fast electronic sys
tems will permit progress on this problem. 

Radio aS1ronomers in the 1950's discovered distant, strong radio 
sources like Cygnus A, which is at a distance of 500 million light-years. 
Because of great improvements, present radio instruments can detect 
sources like Cygnus A at enormous distances. The Friedmann model pre
dicts a maximum distance of roughly 10 billion light-years-the distance 
light can go in the age of the universe. Objects at that distance would have 
extremely large red shift and could be useful for determining the model of 
the universe. Unfortunately. even though tens of thousands of faint rad io 
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sources have been pinpointed. relatively few of the radio galaxies among 
them have proved to have large red shifts. This may be beeause most of 
them are intrinsically faint and rather close. On the other hand. there is 
some controversial evidence that the number of distant radio galaxies is 
smaller than one would predict from unifonn density-it is as if, in the 
evolution of the universe. radio galaxies simply did not exist before a cer· 
tain cosmic time. 

A subclass of radio sources, the quasars. is much more puzzling. Ex· 
tremely small in comparison with normal galaxies. these objects are ob· 
served to emit large fluxes of radio and optical energy and in some cases 
infrared and x radiation as well. Generally. they have large red shifts-up 
to nearly 3 in one case. If they are at the huge distances indicated by their 
red shifts (a.s supported by observations of one quasar in a group of gal· 
axies having the same red shift). they must be emitting unprecedented 
amounts of energy. The physics by which such immense energy would be 
released is completely obscure but may be connected with violent events in 
''ery massive general·relativistic configurations of matter. 

Some scientists believe that the quasar red shifts are not of cosmological 
origin. noting that some quasars seem to be located on the sky close to ob· 
jects believed to be at relatively small distances. One quasar is connected 
by a luminous bridge to a relative.ly nearby galaxy with a different red 
shift. It is difficult with this view to explain the large observed red shifts. If 
they are Doppler shifts. i1 is strange 1ha1 1hey are always posilive. Un· 
known and exJraordinary processes must operate in order 10 accelerate 
huge masses of matter to relativistic speeds. 

Whether quasars are cosmological or not, they pose serious problems 
for current physics. It is possible that solution of these problems will re· 
quire almost revolutionary new ideas in cosmology. 

In 1965. a truly sensational breakthrough occurred in cosmology. Sci· 
enlists of I he Bell Telephone Laboratories. in attempting to eliminate all 
sources of noise from a sensitive radio telescope. concluded after a year of 
effort that a very faint signal from space was confounding their best 
effons. They estimated its intensity at their operating wa,•elength of 7 em 
10 be equivalenlto that of a blackbody of J K. It seemed 10 come equally 
from all directions. as expected for a cosmological effect. Hearing of this 
discovery. scienlists recalled that Gamow. a cosmologist. had predicted 
such an effect in the 1940's. Reasoning that if t.he early phases of the uni· 
verse were very dense, they likely were hot. we would expect the radiation 
from 1he primordial fireball to still be visible today as we look back in time 
to 1he "big bang." as Gamow called the fireball. 

A key point is the spectrum of the radiation. Gamow predicted lhat it 
should be truly blackbody, like 1hat of a star or an incandescent ligh! 
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bulb. So far this has been verified with roughly 20 percent accuracy in the 
region from 21 em to 2.6 mm, although some discrepancies may have been 
observed in the far infrared. The best estimate of the temperature is 2. 7 K , 
and the radiation is uniform in all directions to within 0.1 percent, as 
predicted. 

Discovery of the cosmic blackbody radiation has given a tremendous 
impetus to cosmology. If this radiation was produced in a big bang, it may 
have last interacted with matter when the universe was only 100,000 years 
old and only 1/ 1000 of its present size. At that time, matter had a tem
perature of JOOO K. We can think of the radiation as propagating from a 
"cosmic photosphere," rather like the surface of the sun but, because of 
the expansion of the universe, receding from us at a speed differing from 
the speed of light by only one part in a million. If it were not for this 
recession, and the consequent red shift of the photons from the visible to 
the radio range, life on earth would be impossible because of the intense 
heat from this fireball. 

Unfortunately, the differences in the spectrum of the cosmic blackbody 
background associated with different Friedmann models are extremely 
small, so there seems to be little hope of determining the correct 
cosmological model by such observations. On the other hand, nuclear 
physicists have shown that the temperature of the radiation is related to 
the nuclear reactions that would have taken place in the fireball. Indeed, 
subject to certain qualifications, they predict that about a quarter of the 
hydrogen should be converted to helium if the radiation temperature is 2.7 
K. The sun and most of the nearby stars contain about that amount of 
helium and so does the interstellar gas. both in the Milky Way and in 
nearby galaxies. The trouble is, some of this could have been produced i.n 
stellar interiors, and what is needed therefore is an assessment of the 
helium content of old stars born at the same time as the galaxy. So far, the 
indications here are contradictory, and further artacks using optical 
methods are necessary. 

While cosmic blackbody radiation is of great significance, recent ex
periments have cast some doubt upon the most straightforward in
terpretation. Difficult measurements are now in progness at wavelengths of 
I mm and below, where atmospheric attenuation makes it imperative to 
use balloons and rockets. Until these are completed. the cosmological 
interpretation is uncertain. 

Another phenomenon of cosmological interest is the diffuse x-ray 
background. now observed over a wide range of energy, from 0.1 to 1000 
keY. The spectrum in the 1-1000-keY range is described by two power 
laws joining at about 10 keY. An additional component below I keY may 
be due to emission from a hot gas at 3,000,000 K. As yet the location of 
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this gas is unknown-for example, it could originate in our own galaxy
and detailed maps made from large spacecraft will do much to clarity this. 
One hypothesis is that it is distributed uniformly in intergalactic space, 
where it is heated by the fast panicles ejected from quasars. If this is so, it 
is of great importance, because the required density of gas is calculated to 
be about equal to that which would close the universe and yields a mass 
that is a factor of 30 more than seen in galaxies. 

As a result of these discoveries. the outlines of a possible evolutionary 
histoty of the universe are becoming visible, although, as we have pointed 
out, some puzzling phenomena remain. 

First, there was a big bang about 10 billion years ago, which flung 
matter out with tremendous speed. During the first few minutes it was so 
hot that part of the hydrogen fused to helium, which is still seen in our 
galaxy today. After 100,000 years, the gas had cooled to about 3000 K, and 
the radiation that we now detect as the cosmic blackbody radiation was 
launched on its way. As the gas cooled, clumps were then drawn together 
to form galaxies; among them our own Milky Way was born. Some of 
these galaxies exploded, and by looking back in time with large radio 
telescopes we can now detect these events as quasars and radio galuies. 
The fast particles that they ejected heated the intergalactic gas that still 
remained from the big bang and that may provide the bulk of gravitation 
of the universe. The x rays from this gas may be what we see today. As 
each galaxy settled down. generations of stars were born, among them the 
sun about 5 billion years ago, which was about 5 billion years, at least, 
after our galaxy was formed. Countless planets came into being. 
Geological processes churned up the young planets, and on our small, 
rocky world , with water and an atmosphere, eventually life emerged about 
3 billion years ago. Ufe evolved, here and perhaps elsewhere, to a state of 
intelligence. 

Through the vast reaches of space and time, part of the matter of the 
universe has evolved into living matter, of which a tiny part is in the form 
of brains capable of intelligent reasoning. As a result, the universe is now 
able to reflect upon itself. In this respect, at least, the whole evolutionary 
chain of events is endowed with meaning. 

We see a major task for astronomy in the next decade to test this broad 
picture of the evolution of the universe critically at evety point. Of course, 
flaws may be found, and even the main concepts may be found to be 
seriously in error. There are critics who find that the available data move 
them to suggest more radical cosmologies. Some question the in 
terpretation of the red shifts themselves. Others argue for creation of new 
matter in explosive small objects. Intergalactic matter has not yet been 
found, but it may be detected through its x-ray emission. Appa.rently 
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recently formed galaxies, or even groups of galaxies, do exist. Perhaps 
some type of "new physics" may ye.t be required to understand the 
universe of cosmic rays, radio sources, and quasars. But ,.•ith or without 
such an upheaval, the cosmological questions remain of central 
importance. 

Even if t.he basic picture survives, we are left with an extraordinary 
puttle. Earlier. we spoke loosely of the big bang-the fireball at the 
beginning of time. Einstein's equations tell us that matter was extremely 
dense and hot at that moment-so much so that the equations themselves 
break down. Basic problems of particle physics and gravitation remain to 
be solved before we can describe adequately what happened at that 
moment and understand why there is no meaningful way to discuss what 
preceded it. In the final analysis .. the same questions of beginnings and 
endings will remain. The contribution of cosmology may well be simply to 
push back the limits of our ignorance to the basic problem of creation 
itself. 

THE SUN 

Among all the astronomical objects, the sun occupies a very special place 
for mankind. As the prime source of our energy and light. it is in· 
dispensable to our existence. The earth, moving in its orbit. is immersed in 
the outer atmosphere of the sun. Solar physics has. therefore. a practical 
aspect not shared by all areas of astrophysics. Within astrophysics, the sun 
occupies a unique position as the closest and, therefore, brightest star. It 
can be studied in far greater detail than any other star. Knowledge gained 
from studying the sun therefore often has direct application to the un
derstanding of the rest of the universe. 

Observations of the solar chromosphere, solar Oares. and magnetic 
fields stimulated the search for these phenomena in the stars. Analogs 
have been found, and in some stars the effects are present on an enor
mously greater scale. The solar cycle has parallels in many stars, and 
measurements of the intensity of chromospheric activity lead to a method 
for age-dating stars. The magnetic fields in neutron stars are enormously 
large and play a fundamental role in the plasma physics ofthese objects. 

Major areas of physics have found important applications in solar phys· 
ics and have developed in new directions because of this interaction. The 
interpretation of the complex absorption line spectrum of the sun led to 
the theory of complex spectra and determination of the selection rules and 
the effects of magnetic and electric fields that culminated In quantum 
mechanics. 
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The solar corona photographed in visible light and x rays- a montage showlng the rela
tionship between ground- and space-based observations. (Photo coul'lfiY of Ameriam 
Scl~nu and Engineering, Inc., and High Altilude ObserWitory,) 

The seeond most abundant element in the universe was actually dis· 
covered through spectroscopy of the sun and consequently was named 
helium. Today. the question of distribution of helium in the universe is 
one of the most important cosmological questions. The best present·day 
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determination of helium abundance comes from a c~mieal analysis of the 
composition of the solas wind and cosmic rays by means of satellites. 
Abundance determinations from lhe solas specuum. verified by the 
chemical analysis of lhe solas corpusculas radiation. gi-res t~ tool for a 
similar analysis of stellar specua. In particulas, isocopic ratios. seldom 
determinable for stars. are measured in lhe solas wind. 

Why is the c~mical composition of a stu important? Because it allows 
us, provided we know the stellar mass and radius. to determine the energy 
production rate in the stu's nucleas furnace and to predict the future 
development and life of the star. The sun's energy production rate is 
known from the energy rcceived at the earth. ln addition. Its mass. radius, 
and chemical composition are also well determined. Thus the sun serves as 
a useful check on theories of stellar structure and evolution. 

Recently. an excitina new observational checlc of the theory of solar 
structure has been developed. Deep in a mine in South Dakota. physicists 
have been able to capture lhe elusive solas neutrino radiation with what 
must be the most remarkable teleseope in existence, a JO.OOO.aallon tank 
of cleaning Ouid. Such an exocic detector is needed beeause of t~ low 
interaction rate of neutrinos with matter; they pass almost unimpeded 
through the enormous mass of sun and eanh. Occasionally. however. a 
neutrino reacts with a chlorine atom in t~ clunina Ouid and causes a 
measurable nuclear transmutation. The cleaning Ouid is hoosed deep in a 
mine to avoid accidental tra.nsmutations from stray cosmic rays. Because 
the few neutrinos that are captured are generated as a consequence of the 
nuclear reactions that produce eneray in the solar eore. they give a direct 
measurement of the structure of the solar interior. This check shows that 
the sun produces six times fewer neutrinos than theory had predicted. T he 
consequences of this experiment for solar physics are great. Either the 
central temperature is lov.-er than expected, or the "-eak-interactlon theory 
of panicle physics is called into question. 

Ever since Carrington in 1859 observed the lim solar eruption, solar 
Oares have been studied intensely. We now know that the fantastic 
energies released in Oares must ha,.., been bo«led up in lhe maanetic fields 
of the solar active regions in which Oares always occur. The source of this 
eneray is thouaht to lie below lhe solar surfaee, perhaps inside sunspocs. It 
takes aboot a day to store enoogh eneray to cause a large solar Oare. The 
energy release. which takes plaee in ooly minutes, is a dramatic example 
of a nonthermal phenomenon in astrophysics. Durina the explosive 
release, maanetic fields are apparently annihilated; and the resulting large 
electrical fields accelerate electrons. protons. and other charged panicles 
to very hiah velocities corresponding to energies up to and sometimes 
exceeding a billion electron volts. 
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The generation of cosmic rays by the sun is such an improbable t'\'cnt 
that it might nt\·cr have been imagined had h not actually been observed. 
The convcnion of the disorganized slow motions of gu in I he convec:~t:h•e 
layer of the sun into the ordered motion of a ft"W panicles with vetocities 
close to that or light stands as one of the most uncx-pecced natural events 
in the univtrse. Solar physicists are fascinated by the complex physical 
processes that cause the a«eleration of protons and electrons to cosmic· 
ray energies. The study of particle events in the sun opens up the 
possibility of understanding similar but more energetic phenomena 
throughout the universe. Interaction of fast particles with the plasma and 
with the imbedded magnetic fields produces a wide variety of phenomena 
that tire interesting ftom the s tand point of plasma physics and, mon."<::ver, 
offer us the opportunity to interpret comparable events in more distant 
and less·well·resolvcd objects. 

This interaction bet-ween plasmas and magnetic fie lds Is well observable 
in the very-short· and very·long·wavelength regions of the solar spectrum. 
With the availability of satellite observatories outside the earth's at· 
mosphere. radiation from solar flares has been obsr.rved with wavelengths 
as shon as IO·l and as long as 1012 -\. This wide sp«tral distribution of 
flare radiation is: possible because of t.ht. very nonthermal nature of solar 
OaJU. The • · and gamma·ray radiation between 10 and 0.001 J. is caused 
by I he impac1 of tbe very fast solar electrons wi1h 1he dense plasma of the 
lo-"Cr solar almosphere. This impact radiation is very impulsive. the 
radiation showing Ouctuations as rapid as 1 St't' and perhaps shorter. 
Apart from x and gamma rays, these impacts should also c.au,s.e a very 
energetic but as ye1 unobserved neutron radiation. The accelerated 
electrons interact ~·ith their environment also in another way. The loc:aJ 
magnetic fields make them travel in spirals centered on the magnetic field 
Hnes. The resulting accelerations are. the origin for part or the long· 
wavelength radio radiation. 

The impact of the fast panicles with 1he plasma and I heir interaction 
wilh the magnetic field cause the surround ings of the solar flare 10 heat 
up. This so-called thermaliz.ation takes only a few minutes. Because of the 
fantaSiic energies involved, the resulting temperatures a.re as high as 10 
million 10 100 million dcgncs, exceeding the temperature in the very 
center of the sun. 

In a flare we have, therefore, an exceptionally hot plasma, which, 
be<:ause of its nearness and brightness, invites extensive study by refined 
specnoseople techniques. Sp«tra of Oares made with Ulellilebome 
telescope$ have revealed lines from highly ionized a1oms, •uch as 2S times 
ioniud iron and 19 times ionized calcium. These observations have en· 
oouraged theoretical and laboratory studies of spectra of plasmas at very 
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high temperatures. As was the case with the spectroscopy of the neutral or 
moderately ioniud atoms a few decades ago. we expect this new efl'on to 
provide us with powerful diaanostlc tools for the examination of very hot 
plasmas whercve.- they may exist-on the sun, elsewhere In the universe, 
or in the laboratory In controlled fusion experiments. for example. 

A fraction of the cosmic-ray panicles escapes from the flare. Before 
arriving in the vicinity of the eanh, they, and a slower traveling blast wave 
also gcMrated in the Dare. upsc1 the solar corona and t.he lntcrplaMtary 
medium. Various types of radio emission originate when the particles and 
the blast wa•-e pass through these very outer regions of the sun. An 
ingenious new type of radio te.lescope recent.ly constructed in Australia 
clarifies bow these disturbances propagate. The resulting physical pic:ture 
is again applicable to similas. but more intense. radio burstS that ba•-e 
been observed on stass. 

The casth moves in iu orbit through the outer corona and cannot fail to 
sense the tremendous chanacs induced by Dare radiations. The cosmic-ray 
storms. the enormous enhancement of x rays and ult.raviolet radiation, 
and the interplaMtary blast wave play havoc with the casth's upper at· 
mosphere. changina its ionization balance, affecting the aeomaanetic 
field. and possibly influencing climate. larae·scale weather. and human 
well-being in subtle ways. Among the better-known influences of the sol as 
flares on our human environment are the Interruptions of radio com· 
munications and the disturbance of space weather affecting many of the 
satellite experiments and especially human spaccOiaht. 

Until no"'• most observations of flares have been limited to secondary 
phenomena, such as the x and gamma rays emitted by the panicles ac· 
celerated by the larae electric fields occurring in the Oaring region. Most 
evidence indicates that the Oaring region is very small-of the order of 100 
km. None of the satellite or even ground-based observatories has even 
approached the spatial resolution necessary to resolve t.hcsc regions. ln 
order to make funher proeress In our understanding ofthe origin of solas 
flares, it will be necessary to increase the spatial resolution of the ob· 
servations by an order of maanitude. especially in the x.gamma. and radio 
region ofthe spectrum. Improvements in the Orbiting Solar Observatories 
seem to make it possible to approach the required resolution in the 
foreseeable future. 

In the absence of solar Dares. the solar corona ncas the eanh is steadil)' 
expandina outward with a velocity of about SOO kmlsec-the so-called 
solar wind. By carrying away angular momentum, this solar wind tends to 
slow down the rotation of the surface layers of the sun. The observed 
rotation of the solar surface is indeed much less than that observed in 
other stass. whic:b are believed to have no steUar winds. A recent ob-
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servation of the shape of the sun has led to the suggestion that the core of 
the sun still rotates at its primeval rapid rate. invisible beneath the slowly 
rotating surface. The ramifications of this concept are great. It would 
restore the majority of the angular momentum in the solar system to the 
sun and make its angular momentum con.sistent with that of stars without 
convection zones or stellar winds. The quadrupole moment of the sun's 
gravitational field produced by the rapidly rotating core would cause a 
small change in the motion of the perihelion of the planet Mercury. This 
would destroy the agreement betw~n lhe observed advance and the 
prediction of Einslein 's general1heory of relativity. However, the observed 
advance could insread agr~ wi1h 1he prediction of the Brans-Oicke 
scalar-ten.sor theory. The careful investigation of such an apparently 
simple question as " Is the sun really round?" may therefore provide a 
major clue to the understanding of our physical universe at its most 
fundamental level. 

STELLAR EVOLUTION 

As recently as the last century. astronomers we.re almost totally ignorant of 
the basic nature of stars. but by 50 years ago the first tentative guesses 
were being made as to how stars might change with time. More daring 
were those astrophysicists who began to ask whether the relative abun
dance of the chemical elemenls themselves- the building blocks of the 
universe-instead of being given once and for all at a moment of creation, 
might have evolved with time, and indeed might still be changing. The last 
few years have made il abundantly clear that even the stately, stupendous, 
seemingly eternal galaxies have their own evolutionary processes, and that 
at least in the beginning, such events proceeded at what must be con
sidered, astronomically speaking, a breakneck pace. 

The basic physical laws and processes governing the structure and 
evolution of stars are now quhe well known, Stars condense from the gas 
and dust of the interstellar medium, spend typically a few million years 
deriving their initial energy and form through gravitational collapse, 
attain in their deep interiors the multimillion-degree te.mperature needed 
to ignite processes of nuclear fusion (primarily the conversion of hydrogen 
lo helium), and thereby become almost stationary configurations that 
show little outward change for intervals typically of from I million to 
potentially 100 billion years. However. in the core where the temperature 
is highest and the reactions proceed most rapidly, the central supplies of 
hydrogen are eventually exhausted. A new phase of rapid evolution then 
begins, during which hydrogen fusion is restricted to a shell around the 
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core; the co.-now heliu~ntracts, the outer surface of the star 
expands and cools, and the star becomes a red giant or even a supergiant. 
Subsequent evolution depends principally on the mass of the star; the 
greater the mass. the greater the tendency for funher processes of fusion 
to occur in the deep interior. Thus helium ''burns" to carbon, then to 
oxy~n. neon. magnesium. and so on up the periodic table toward iron
the process of nucleosynthesis. These steps are in general well correlated 
with results obtained in laboratories. Eventually, when central supplies of 
accessible fuel are exhausted. its final evolutionary act is to contract to an 
extremely dense configuration. Depending on mass. it may become a white 
dwarf. a neutron star. or. in extreme cases. possibly a relativistic "black 
hole." 

The sun and its planetary system condensed from the interstellar me· 
dium nearly 5 billion years ago. We are learning more about the "solar 
nebula," from which we came. During the last brief accelerating stages of 
gravitational collapse, the planets and remainder of the solar system were 
formed from a small percentage of debris not used in building the sun. 
Five billion years from now the sun will become a red giant. remaining in 
that state for a few hundred million years. Any life then remaining on 
eanh would experience a huge red sun looming across more than 30 
percent of the sky and an environment of evaporating air and oceans, at a 
temperature that would melt lead. Still later, a frozen and presumably 
lifeless eanh will swing bleakly around a faint white-dwarf sun appearing 
no larger in the sky than the tiny planet Mars. 

Astronomers are increasingly confident of the basic va.lidity of this 
picture of stellar evolution. We cannot follow the life history of any given 
star, but we see stars in various stages of evolution. We see vast irregularly 
concentrated clouds of swirling interstellar gas and dust. Here and there 
we see individual stars or, even more conspicuously. clusters of stars 
condensing out of this medium-the galactic clusters that lie in the layer 
of gas and dust in the plane of the galaxy. In many of these still·fbrming, 
or recently formed. galactic clusters we can directly study details of recent 
stellar contraction and evolution. By noting differences between stars in 
different clusters. we can deduce some of the effects of age and of initial 
chemical composition. Fonunately. the galaxy also contains a few very 
large and ancient clusters, forming a vaguely spheroidal distribution 
about the rest of the galaxy. These globular clusters appear to be more 
than 10 billion years old and are possibly the oldest recognizable survivors 
from the time when our galaxy was condensing out of whatever primordial 
medium may then have permeated the universe. 

Insight into the state of truly primitive matter can thus come directly 
from the study of these globular-cluster fossils. In particular, we can hope 
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to learn the original proportion of helium produced by the big bang. 
Hydrogen, stiU overwhelmingly the most abundant element in the 
universe. was formed preferentially in the bang; probably, no element 
heavier than helium could be brewed under those conditions. But the 
precise perc:entage of helium that emerged from this aboriginal cosmic 
cooker ofl'en us the most specific information we are likely ever to obtain 
about the detailed physical properties of the univene a few moments after 
its .. cre.ation ... 

It appean that about one fourth of the original material was helium, 
but this fraction could still be seriously in error. Even as early as the time 
when the oldest of globular clusters were formed, it seems that already 
some process in the galaxy had created and distributed a small but 
spectroscopically detectable amount of the heavier elements (about I 
percent of present abundance) plus an unknown amount of helium. Was 
this process a quasarlike outburst at the galactic center or a sudden 
effiorescence of supermassive supernovae among the very first stars to 
form, or was it a process as yet quite unknown to us? 

In any event, it appean that the initial collapse of the gas and dust of 
the galaxy. from the original spheroidal form into a spinning Oattened 
disk, took place in the rather short time of less than a billion years-less 
than a tenth of the age of the oldest known stan. During each successive 
stage in the collapse, stars and dusters of stan formed with material 
progressively more highly enriched in the heavier elements. By the time of 
formation of the youngest globular clusters, still some 10 billion years ago, 
the proportion of heavier elements seems to have approached the present 
value. This is a painful point for astronomen to try to explain. We are 
certain that nucleosynthesis occurs in all normal stan, and we are nearly 
certain that such stars, during late stages of their red giant evolution , 
rather placidly shed much of their matter back into space. At least a 
fraction of this matter should be enriched in helium and in slightly 
heavier elements. And we know that supernovae must have been ex
ploding in quite appreciable numbers for all the billions of yean since the 
globular clusten were formed. Why then do we fail to find incontrovertible 
evidence of a steady enrichment of elements heavier than hydrogen in the 
younger objects of the galaxy. for example, in the galactic clusten? 

The more closely one looks at details of nucleosynthesis and stellar and 
galactic evolution, the clearer it becomes that our present undentanding 
of these fundamental topics is incomplete at best. Thus. for example, 
observations of luminosity and surface temperature agree fairly well with 
predictions from the theory of stellar evolution for the commoner kinds of 
stars in globular clusters. RR Lyrae stars, which are dynamically unstable 
and pulsate rhythmically with periods of approximately hnlf a day, are 
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frequently found in globular clusters. By quite independent arguments o f 
classical physics. it is possible to calculate the pulsation period of an RR 
l..yrae star of given mass and luminosity. This prediction gives results 
radically different from observations in globular clusters. Is the classical 
theory wrong. has it been misapplied. or are the stars different from what 
st.ellar evolutionary theory would have us believe? 

Or. consider red giant stars located relatively near the center of our 
galaxy. There is observational evidence that most of them are rather 
similar in age and composition to red giants in our solar neighborhood. 
Yet there are many RR lyrae stars in the solar vicinity ofa type that seems 
to be completely lacking ncar the galactic center. Clearly. some major 
factors of stellar evolution are quite unknown . 

New spectroscopic and photometric observations are needed to un· 
derstnnd the most basic evolutionary processe.' in globular clusters and to 
test our notions of how nucleogenesis enriches the heavy element content 
of the interstellar medium. For example. theory predicts the loss of 20 
percent of the mass of the giant stars of globular clusters over a time of 
100 million years. Very-high·resolution spectroscopic observations are 
needed to detect this source of heavy metals pouring out of the oldest 
stars. 

Supernovae in external galaxies are so far away that the late stages of 
the outburst become exceedingly faint and very difficult to observe. Yet 
these stages are just the ones in which spectros.:opic evidence for the 
buildup of very heavy elements would be expected to be found. 

Despite these circumstances and needs. the over-all picture of stellar 
evolution is well understood, and we should be able to apply it with 
confidence to nearby galaxies. Some parts indeed do 6c, but ouCstanding 
anomalies remain in the few detailed observations thac it has so far been 
possible to make of these nearest galaxy neighbors. the closest of which 
still range from hundreds of thousands to millions of light-years. In 
pnrCicular, some appear to have globular clusters that differ considerably 
from those of our own galaxy, suggesting dilferent original cond itions and 
possibly subsequent evolution. 

Reaching a secure understanding o f the formation of the elements and 
stellar evolution, with all of their implication• for the rest of astronomy 
and cosmology, will require decades of the most careful and detailed work 
on objects mostly so distant as to be beyond the reach of any but the 
largest telescopes equipped with the most modem eltc1rooptieal devices. 
It also will require energetic pursuit of the most classical of astronomical 
studies. astrometry, which provides the positions and apparent motions of 
the scars. Only in this way can we derive unambiguous data on the 
distances and nlOtions of stars. on which aU the rest of Che astronomica1 
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pyramid is built. It will require the closest attention to nearly every other 
branch of astronomy. including especially radio astronomy and ultraviolet 
space observations of interstellar gas. which can help to determine the 
proper1ies of the swirling masses of gas destined to become stars. 

THE DEATH OF STARS AND THE BIRTH OF NUCLEI 

The past few years have seen the growth of an enormous astrophysical 
interest in stellar deaths: how stars die and the nature of the corpses. This 
interest stems in part from growing confidence. in theories and calculations 
of stellar evolution but even more from the recognition of the enormous 
variety and significance of the phenomena associated with stellar de
mise-the probability that almost all the chemical elements heavier tha n 
carbon were formed in the few seconds of a violent supernova explosion; 
the discovery of pulsars and their identification with rotating. collapsed 
stellar corpses; clues that dying and collapsed stars may be the source of 
cosmic rays, perhaps even of gravitational radiation and of other high
energy activity in our galuy and in other, more explosive. large. and dis
turbed stellar systems. 

There are many suggested ways in which a star. after its nuclear fuel has 
been burned. either explosive.ly or gradually, contracts to its final state. 
But there are only four possible types of stellar corpse; only two have been 
observed so far. 

I. In some cases. nearly all the matter in a star may be blown off into 
the interstellar medium. This is an extremely important process, because 
it is a major way in which heavy elements formed within the star are 
distributed for incorporation into other younger stars and solar systems. 
Partial disruption by steady Oow or explosive ejection has been observed. 

2. The star may implode toward a "black hole," a collapsed state in 
which the pull of gravity is so strong that even light signals cannot escape. 
A nonrotating, uncharged black hole has an external gravitational field. 
which may lead to observable x rays produced by falling charged particles, 
but no other contact with the universe around it. The state of maner in its 
interior cannot be known and has no reference to the rest of the universe. 
It is conjectured that a rotating black hole is axially symmetric with no 
external properties that can change with time, and so far none of the 
observable effects that might be associated with a rotating black hole have 
been identified. A black hole is the only possible final state for a stellar 
mass greater than approximately two to four sola.r masses. Stars with still 
greater masses may eject their outer layers and collapse in the center to 
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A supernova remnant - the Crab pubat photographed by the 12Q.in. telescope. The 
upper picture nc1ar mui.mum liJht; in the lower, nearly lnvi!llble; the puhar Ou hes 
30 times a ~~eoond, (Photo courtety of Lick Obsenwtory . ) 
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form a black hole; again, we have no firm evidence for this process, except 
for a suggestion of a black hole as a component of an x·ray source. 

3. The contraction of a star under gravity, when other internal pres· 
sures fai l. can be halted by the motion of high·velocity electrons- a neces· 
sary consequence when electrons are forced close to each other. Such 
objeds were discovered long ago; they are the white dwarfs whose mass 
can extend up to slightly greater than that of the sun. The central density 
of a white dwarf can reach 10' g cm·J . where the properties of matter still 
can be calculated with reasonable confidence. Beyond this limit, the pull 
of gravity is sufficient to crush such stars toward another even denser final 
state. There remain various unresolved problems associated with white 
dwarfs. such as the origin and stabilization of the huge magnetic fields 
that seem necessary to produce the circularly polarized light and strange 
spectra of some white dwarfs or the elfects of differential rotation, con· 
vection. and crystallization in such superdense matter. 

4. FtDally. when a star has contracted so far that the atomic nuclei 
within it actually touch. further contraction is resisted by the same 
combination of nucleon motion and repulsive nuclear forces that make the 
nuclei themselves almost incompressible. This can happen only for stellar 
densities exceeding 10,. g cm·J . At such densities. all except a few percent 
of the electrons have been absorbed by the constituent protons, converting 
them to neutrons. Since these are the main components in such ultradense 
matter. the star is called a neutron sta.r or a pulsar. The upper limit to the 
mass of a neutron star depends on nuclear forces at short range and the 
presence of the normally unstable, strange particles. It probably lies 
between one and two solar masses. 

These theoretical pictures are confirmed by observations of stars that lose 
mass, or explode violently. and of white dwarfs, the classical stellar 
remnants. The search for direct observational evidence for black holes 
may never succeed even though they may contain much of the mass of the 
universe. But the neutron star has been found. and its properties can best 
be undel'$tood by study of the best·known remnant of a stellar explosion, 
the Crab nebula. 

The Crab illustrates in a most vivid manner the value of historical, 
accumulative data. of observations made at all possible wavelengths, from 
radio to x·ray. and the interaction of theory and observation in modem 
astronomy. In A.D. 1054. on the fourth of July. the court astronomel'$ of 
ancient China noted the appearance of a new star. a supernova, bright 
enough to be seen in daytime and visible for most of a year. Its place was 
taken by what Messier described in 1758 tO be a "nebulosity. It contains 
no star; it is a whitish light. e.longated like the Dame of a t.aper. It was 
observed by Dr. Bevis in about 173 I." The otar had been replaced by a 
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filamentary. gaseous nebula. expanding at a thousand miles a second. The 
nebula has an inner amorphous mass. whose optical radiation was not 
understood until it was shown to be almost completely polarized and until 
the radio astronomers found it to be the third strongest radio sou= in the 
sky. The amorphous mass consists of tangled magnetic fields in which 
high-energy electrons spiral. at speeds approaching that of light. with 
energies of billions of electron volts. Their total rest mass is about one 
millionth the mass of the sun. The filamentary expanding gas cloud has 
about a solar mass and will eventually be slowed down by plowing into 
ordinary interstellar gas. It is now a few light-years in diameter. about ten 
thousand light-years distant. Both the amorphous mass and the high
energy electrons bring messages !Tom the initial explosion of the super· 
nova. The deceleration of an electron as it swings about the magnetic 
fields produces synchrotron radiation, over a wide band of optical, in
frared. and radio wavelengths. when the electron energy is high. The Crab 
nebula emits x rays. which were observed during one brief rocket Oight; 
during another. while the source was being eclipsed by the moon, it was 
found to be an extended rather than a point source. 

Most imponantly. the high-energy elttt:rons lose energy rapidly by 
emitting radio to x-ray photons and must, in fact. be renewed every few 
decades from the central source. Photographs taken with large telescopes 
had revealed the expansion of the filamentary nebula, and spectra had 
shown it to be of slightly peculiar composition. lacking hydrogen 
(presumably consumed as nuclear fuel and convened into helium). The 
center of expnnsion was located by accurate positional measurements of 
the shorter filaments. on photographs taken over many years. Nearly at 
this center were two faint stars, one of which had no detectable spectral 
lines, absorption. or emission; its visible light output made it slightly 
brighter than the sun. while the nebula was hundreds of times brighter
not unusual for a very hot star immersed in a normal gaseous nebula. But 
direct photography of the amorphous mass, near the center star, added a 
new mystery. Small. di!fuse clouds moved as if struck by waves of ex
citation (or high-energy elttt:rons) and changed in brightness and 
structure. The disturbances propagated at nearly the speed of light. 

The discovery of pulsars in England in J 967 revealed the existence of 
variable radio sources with periods from 0.033 to 2 sec. The 0.033-sec 
pulsar was near the Crab. The timing of the pulses was extraordinarily 
accurate and soon revealed that the periods were slowly lengthening. 
Three young and ingenious astrophysicists, using only a 36-in. telescope, 
searched in J 969 for the 0.033-sec period in the light of one of the central 
stars of the Crab nebu la and immediately found it. Other telescopes 
determined very accurate light curves, which resembled the radio light 
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curves. and found that the star disappeared at pulse minimum; the 
spectrum was re-examined and found again to be featureless, with a 
continuous energy distribution that could be an extension of the radio
frequency pulse spectrum. Re-examination of rocket-flight data with the 
now known period showed that the x rays also pulsed, i.e., t.hat the star as 
weU as the amorphous continuum produced x rays. The supernova bad 
left behind an observable stellar remnant, radiating enormous energies, 
from radio to x rays. 

There is extremely strong support for t.he nodon that such a pulsar is a 
rotating neutron star containing a huge (perhaps 1012 G or greater) 
magnetic field. The precise observations possible for pulsar signals, and 
the period between pulses, suggest many ways of exploring their internal 
structure. Neutron stars are objects of an intense interest, which is 
unlikely to diminish. They supply the only known mechanism for efficient 
conversion of enormous amounts of gravitational potential energy into 
,-ery-high-energy cosmic rays. The remnant pulsar at the center of the 
Crab nebula is still emitting over ten thousand times the solar luminosity 
into that nebula 900 years after the supernova explosion in which it was 
formed. 

During the coUapse of a dying star, angular momentum conservation 
demands that it spin faster. Much of its gravitational potential energy is 
converted into the kinetic energy of its increasingly rapid rotation, some is 
used to compress and thereby greatly amplifY whatever magnetic fields it 
contains. The "dead" star together with its huge field spins many times 
per second. This comprises an enormous electric power generator that 
efficiently accelerates surrounding electrically charged particles to cosmic
ray energies. It slowly converts the rotational energy that it gained from 
gravitational contraction to that of cosmic-ray protons, nuclei, and 
electrons. 

Understanding a neutron star will require extending present frontiers in 
nuclear physics, elementary-particle theory, solid-state theory, and low
temperature physics. A typical neutron star of one solar mass has a radius 
of only 10 krn. It would fit inside Los Angeles! The outer layer, of the order 
of a few kilometers, until the density reaches about 3 x 10" g cm·3 , 

contains nuclei in a crystalline lattice well below t.he melting temperature. 
Thus the neutron star has a thick crust. The inner part of the crust is 10" 
times stiffer than steel and lOS times better an electrical conductor than 
copper; it is almost entirely free of impurities and contains a neutron fluid 
that together with free electrons fills the region between nuclei. Below the 
crust, neutron star matter consists mostly of neutrons and a small per· 
centage of electrons and protons. The neutrons form an anisotropic 
super1luid, similar to that of terrestrial liquid helium at a temperature 
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close to absolute zero: it has essentially no viscosity. negligible heat 
capacity. and remarkable flow properties. The protons probably constitute 
a superconductor in which electric currents producing a magnetic field 
Dow without loss. When the density exceeds 10 1~ g cm·J. even the con
stituents of matter are not well understood; in the ultndense environment 
of a neutron star core. normally unstable heavy particles become quite 
stable and mesons and strange heavier nucleons will be present. The 
nature of matter. and its pressure, is not yet known at such high densities. 

What happens to lhe matter ejected from a star that has suffered a 
violent central collapse? The observed supernova spectra, for many classes 
of supernovae. show essentially normal composition. except that the 
hydrogen has been depleted and the heavy elements somewhat increased. 
(For one lype, the brightest of all. no spectral features have yet been 
identified.) Velocities of expansion up to 15,000 km see·1 are found. But 
the light fades before material from the deeper interior can be spectro
scopically observed. Advances in theoretical study of the hydrodynamics 
of the collapse and the nuclear reactions that occur currently suggest I hat 
stars in the range of four to eight solar masses are the source for most of 
the nucleosynthesis of heavy elements. The details of the collapse are 
somewhat speculative. When the core has burned aU its hydrogen and 
helium. it is left with too much mass to be supported by the degenerate 
electron gas pressure. Rapid contraction of the hot core causes a thermal 
runaway. igniting thermonuclear reactions of carbon and oxygen. The 
detonation wave races through the core, burning additional nuclear fuel 
and creating a shock wave that ejects the outer layers of the star. 
A neutron slar remnant may be left at the center of the exploding super· 
nova. Study of the details of nuclear reactions that occur in the shocked, 
rapidly exploding envelope has been carried through. using a complicated 
network of hundreds of possible nuclear reactions. For many of these, 
laboratory data exist; for others, nuclear cross sections must be computed 
or estimated. The outer part of the star (two to six solar masses, if a 
neutron star is left behind) is exploding in a little bang like primal matter 
of the big bang. The density and temperature vary as a function of time 
and initial location within the star. All the envelope material will be 
ejected and the reactions terminated in a few seconds. Material that 
started near the core, at high density. will build huvy elements; slightly 
lower initial temperatures yield the iron group, and still lower, the 
elements from silicon to scandium. There is striking similarity to details of 
the abundance curve of the elements and isotopes found on earth, the 
moon, and in the meteorites. Certain old stars. with low total metal 
content, show elemental abundances remarkably similar to those pre
dicled by explosive nucleosynthesis. The theoretical predictions can be 
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improved by better knowledge of reaction cross sections and the dynamics 
of the collapse. But the astronomers must also provide better data on 
supernova light curves at all wavelengths. including observations in the 
infrared and in the far ultraviolet from space. They must also obtain the 
spectrum at least two or three years after the explosion, when it has faded 
into near invisibility at optical wavelengths, since only then will the cloud 
be transparent and will material from the hot, inner regions, containing 
heavier elements, become observable. As the cloud density drops. the 
spectrum is expected to change until it will show only the "forbidden" 
lines of partially stripped ions. as in the solar corona ; spectroscopic ob
servations of supernovae years after the explosion will be possible only 
with the largest telescopes, equipped with the modern electronic 
auxiliaries now becoming available-television finders, image intensifiers. 
and digital-output Tv tubes. Clearly, more than one large telescope is 
needed. Are there optical pulsars in other supernova remnants? Are there 
superpulsars in the very luminous core of a galaxy? If so, how are the 
abundances of the elements changed? Again, only the largest telescopes 
can supply the answers. Or. in space, accurate mapping of x-ray sources 
and detailed study of very-high-energy brightness may reveal a neutron 
star core. 

Thus, from the supernova outburst, to pulsar, to the origin of the 
elements out of which our bodies are made. our minds must traverse a 
continuous line of observation, search, thought, speculation, calculation, 
and measurement. Could we bypass all this speculation by traveling 
through space ten thousand years and studying the pulsar as we Oy past it? 
A young astrophysicist has written the following: 

We will never see wen a neutron star. lmotgine chat one has seen a dis tam light. Is it emined 
by a llashlight or a bonfire? One doc-.s not know, for one has only seen the. light. Similarly, we 
see only flasht$, not the neutron sta.r emitting them. h is not because it is invisible in some 
magical way. but because it is small. If an astronaut. more foolhardy than brave, were to 
venture sufficiently dose that il loomed as large as the moon in our sky he woukl be 

irradiated (high-energy panicles}. burnt to a crisp (thermal .x rays). torn in shreds {tidal 
force), and blown away. If he were to live. he would be traveling so fast that he would have 
only a thousandth or a second for a glimpse of it whh the naked eye as he sped by. 

EXPLODING CORES OF GALAXIES 

Large optical and radio telescopes have discovered extraordinary 
phenomena in the centers of galaxies, the nearly pointlike nuclei. Ob
served first visually as a point, photographed next as a tiny region, and 
measured by very-long-baseline interferometry as still essentially un-
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resolved. the nuclei of certain galaxies seem to be the site of unbelievably 
energetic explosions. 

To the astronomy of the first half of the twentieth century belongs the 
revelation that we live in an expanding universe. Galuies rush away with 
ever-increasing speed the farther out we look. as the universe expands 
from the cataclysmic event of whose wrenching paroxysm we are but dimly 
aware in the most remote and oldest reaches of space. To the astronomers 
of the 1930's and 1940's, these galaxies, grand and stately. seemed im· 
mutable, great beacons that rushed through space changing slowly in 
response to the evolution of their stars but otherwise as solid as the rocks 
of the ancient earth from which they were observed. To most astronomers 
of that era, explosive events were confined to a few curious and peculiar 
stars and to the colossal singular moment at the beginning of time. 

But with the advent of radio astronomy, the discovery of quasars, and 
the closer optical examination of many strange galaxies, astronomers of 
the 1960's and 1970's have found that the universe teems with explosive 
events, as bewildering, outrageous, appalling. amusing. and sobering as 
they are ubiquitous. The tiny, remote, but fantastically energetic quasars 
show evidence for the ejection of matter at high velocity (100,000 km per 
sec). Many po"-erful radio galaxies are doubled sources, with evidence 
that two great magnetized clouds of gas. with masses of millions of suns, 
are exploding away from each other with velocities close to the velocity of 
light. Embedded in the centers of certain galaxies. called Seyfert galaxies, 
are tiny sources. whose dimensions are only ten times that of a supergiant 
star but that act like a permanent supernova, ejecting matter into space at 
a velocity of 1000 km per sec. In one such object, ejection has been going 
on for at least 40 years, but the significance of the early observations was 
not appreciated until recently. 

Something like 2 to 5 percent of galaxies show evidence for explosions 
and violent events in their nuclei, and it is estimated that. if all galaxies 
evolve through a stage in which such violent events take place, the ex· 
plosive stage lasts some 100 million years. During that time, some galaxies 
may eject quantities of matter equal to that of a small or possibly even a 
normal galaxy. What mechanism is responsible for the ejection of such a 
seemingly inexhaustible cornucopia of matter? What is the maner and 
energy balance in the nucleus? Could the energy of the nucleus be sup
plied by collision.s berween millions of stars confined to a volume of space 
less than a light -year in diameter? Is the nucleus itself, having a mass of 
about 100 million suns, some strange massive object whose physics is only 
dimly understood? 

Though truly violent events seem to be confined to the nuclei of Seyferts 
and quasars and to certain kinds of disturbed radio galaxy, even "nor· 
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mal" galaxies show evidence for the ejection of matter from their nuclei on 
a smaller scale and at a slower rate. Our own galaxy ejects matter from its 
nucleus at the rate of about 1 solar mass per year, as revealed by radio· 
astronomy observations. Infrared, radio, and • ·ray observations show that 
this tiny nucleus has some of the properties of a modest, but disturbed, 
Seyfert nucleus. Because of the enormous obscuration of the center of our 
galaxy by interstellar dust, v•e cannot "see" it in optical wavelengths. It 
may be that all spiral galaxies show evidence for at least some modest 
activity in their nudei. What role. then, does the nucleus of a galaxy play 
in its evolution? Could it be that all the matter of a galaxy is ejected (even, 
possibly, created) from its nucleus, and that as galaxies age, the explosive 
natures of the nuclei gradually die away with time? Further study of the 
astrophysics of these nuclei not only will tax the ingenuity of the 
theoretician dealing with new and unexpected states of matter but will 
require significantly greater observational effort with the largest telescopes 
and the most sophisticated electrooptical technology. 

What plausible theory can explain this implausible behavior? Specula· 
tions are many; since the concentration of so much energy into a small 
volume is common to the observed compact pans of galaxies, or 
quasi·stellarobjects. some theoreticians believe that gravitational collapse 
is involved. A dense many-star system could evolve thermodynamically by 
ejecting stars, supplying work done in the ejection from gravitational 
contraction by the balance of the stars. The system becomes denser, the 
near collisions and ejections more rapid , until the remaining stars undergo 
relativistic collapse into a black hole, releasing enormous amounts of 
gravitational energy. This dramatic picture is less radical in its physics 
than the speculation that a very large concentration of matter, such as is 
found at the center of a galaxy, may be the source of rapid, continuing 
creation of new matter. Here a new physical principle is required, not 
testable on the small scale of the earth, working only on the large scale
requiring deep changes in general relativity. In still another model, the 
dense core of a galaxy may contain some matter of extremely high density, 
not yet expanded from the early moments of creation; matter and energy 
equivalent to a hundred million suns ltave been formed in some unknown 
way, the equivalent of a single giant atom. which eventually explodes. In 
many other ways explosions in galaxies have strange and not yet un· 
derstood effects. Evidence for the recent appearance of whole galaxies has 
been derived from study of radio-quiet compact gala.xies. dominated by 
the emission of hot gas and very young stars. Where did their matter come 
from ? 

A fascinating link with the theory of the origin of chemical elements 
comes from the observations of the spectra of exploding stars or super· 
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novae. Chains of nuclear reaction occurring in the stars have been 
suggested as leading to the synthesis of nearly all the chemical elements. 
Have we found any classes of stars, or of galaxies, so young that only the 
hydrogen and helium of the big bang exist in their atmospheres? The 
answer seems to be no; even the most metal-poor stars have at least half a 
percent of the solar metal abundance. What happened in our own galaxy 
to load the primal hydroge.n and helium with all these heavy elements? 
Was our galaxy filled with quasarlike explosions, or was it.s nucleus so 
enormously active that the heavy elements synthesized there provided this 
initial metal content? The emission-line spectra of quasars show most of 
the expected chemical elements from carbon to iron. The apparently fast· 
moving shells producing the absorption lines found in qua.sars were also 
found to show the common and expected elements. The quasars should 
have been the likely candidates, if any objects might be, to be young or to 
have had radically different types of nucleosynthesis. 

Perhaps the strangest feature of astronomical explosions, besides their 
prevalence, is their association with high-energy electrons and possible 
cosmic rays. Ordinary novae emit radio noise and excessive infrared. 
Supernovae, as evidenced by the Crab nebula and its pulsar, emit x rays, 
light. and radio waves. Exploding galaxies are radio sources and emit 
excess infrared. Yet the velocities of explosion are relatively low, 103 to 
to• km sec·•, corresponding to 6 to 600 keV per nucleon. The cosmic-ray 
electron energy required, however. to produce the radio noise is in the 
billion-volt range. and perhaps higher for x rays. Thus observation from 
space. as well as from the ground, of the sun. stars. and galaxies leads to 
one fundamental question-how organized motion of many particles at 
relatively low energies can result in such concentration of energy into the 
relativistic motions of a few particles. Are large electric field gradients 
created? Do magnetic fields accelerate a few fast particles to nearly the 
speed of light? Or is some mechanism like that of the pulsars (a rotating 
magnetic field) present on a huge scale in the nuclei of galaxies as well as 
on a small scale in the heart of a supernova? One lesson. for possible 
terrestrial application is that rapidly moving clouds or ionized gas are 
almost always connected with the very-high-energy phenomena. 

MOLECULES, DUST, AND LIFE 

There was a time when the formation orthe earth and the solar system was 
believed to be an extraordinary event, occasioned by a chance encounter 
with a passing star that ripped off the planets from the sun, set them 
spinning, and then wandered away into space never to be seen again. We 
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lntcnl<llat p s and dutt- tho birthpboe of tt2J1 and planetary systemJ. Pbotocnpbed by 
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no longer think such special creation to be true, but an even more in· 
triguing picture has taken its place. We now think solar systems to be 
commonplace, arising in a natural way as a consequence of the formation 
of the stars themselves. The evidence for this is both observational, in that 
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rotating young stars are always seen associated with complexes of gas and 
dust. and theoretical, in that calculations show that if a cloud of matter 
becomes sufficiently dense or massive, it must inevitably collapse and 
fragment into a cluster of stars. How planets form is somewhat of a 
mystery. one problem being that so far we have only one solar system to 
study. How life forms once the planets are there is even more obscure, but 
one of the fascinating discoveries of recent Limes is that some of the 
molecules necessary for the development of life may already have been 
present in the original dust cloud out of which the solar system formed. 
Indeed the process of creation may be universal; there may be many solar 
systems, and perhaps many life forms, scattered throughout the galaxy, 
with whom we might someday communicate or of whose existence we 
might at least learn. 

We must uncover the initial conditions in the interstellar medium out of 
which the solar system formed. We lrnow both gas and dust were present. 
Photographic studies of the sky long ago revealed many luminous clouds, 
which spectroscopic analysis later showed to be mainly hydrogen gas, 
ionized by the hot stars embedded ,.;thin them. h was suspected that 
space far from stars also contained hydrogen, but in a neutral form too 
cold to be luminous. This was confirmed in 1951 when the 21-cm radio 
emission of hydrogen was first detected. Since then. radio observations 
have mapped hydrogen clouds in spiral arms stretching around the galaxy 
and detected such gas in other galaxies. 

The solid particles in space, the cosmic dust, have also been long 
known, for even a casual glance at the Milky Way, let alone examination 
of deep-sky photographs, reveals numerous complexes of dark patches, 
which arc nearby dust clouds obscuring and reddening the more d istant 
stars. In general, the dust is where the gas is, except that when a radio 
telescope is pointed at the densest dust clouds, no emission from atomic 
hydrogen is found at all. The dust is presumed to have catalyzed the 
formation of molecular hydrogen. Hz, and shielded it from the destructive 
power of the ultraviolet radiation filling most of space. Because it is un· 
detect.able at optical and radio wavelengths, the hydrogen molecule was 
not detected in space until recently, when rockets carried stellar spec
trographs above the atmosphere to obtain observations in the ultraviolet. 
Such observations are limited to clouds in the direction of bright stars, 
however. so we must await the detection of infrared emission lines of Hz 
before we shall know the true distribution of this molecule. 

Are there other molecules in space? Some, such as CH and CN, have 
strong absorption lines at optical wavelengths and were discovered early 
with the large spectrographs on conventional telescopes. New electronic 
detection techniques will doubtless lead to searches for weaker lines, 
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allowing several more to be discovered in this way. However, it is in the 
radio spectrum. particularly the centimeter and millimeter regions, that 
the most dramatic molecular discoveries have been made. 

The hydroxyl radical. OH. was the first sought and found . h too seems 
to be associated with dust clouds. Its existence is not surprising, for 
oxygen and hydrogen arc among the most abundant clements. However, 
its radio emission. the 18-cm line, was found to be exceedingly strong in 
some small regions, and it soon became clear that an interstellar maser 
was involved. Understanding the details of the maser process is a 
challenge to the theoreticians. It involves finding some mechanism (which 
may involve collisions. infrared or ultraviolet radiation) that will over
populate a molecular energy level, causing it to amplify any incident IS
em radiation. The full explication of this stimulated emission process will 
reveal new physical phenomena going on within the dust clouds. 

Radio telescopes precise enough to work at millimeter wavelengths have 
led to the recent discovery of sC\•eral other diatomic molecules, e.g .. CO, 
CS, and SiO. Unes of water and ammonia have been found, and the water 
emission also has maser characteristics. The presence of these molecules is 
not surprising. for though they contain more than two atoms. they are the 
stable compounds of the abundant elements oxygen and nitrogen with 
hydrogen. 

Do more complex molecules form in space? Only a fC\V years ago. we 
would have said no, for the rate at which atoms collide and stick together 
in the near vacuum of space is so low that large complexes should not 
build up. In addition, most complex molecules are easily broken apart by 
ultraviolet light and cosmic rays- it is only because our atmosphere 
shields us from this radiation that life can exist on earth. Yet with the 
decade of the 1970's barely begun, an undreamed-of array of complex 
forms has been found in interstellar space-molecules like formaldehyde, 
methyl alcohol. cyanoacetylene. formic acid, and formamide. Every radio 
astronomer has an extensive search list, and the known species will prob
ably be doubled in the next fC\V years. We might speculate that even very 
complex species. such a.s amino acids and other prebiologieal molecules. 
may be found. Now the astronomer must call for help from the chemist to 
see if, together. they can explain how such a bewildering assortment of 
chemicals could be born. An important factor in constructing any theories 
of molecular formation will be the determination of the numbers of atoms, 
the building blocks of molecules, within the dust clouds. Here we must 
look to ultraviolet spectroscopy from space vehicles to provide the data. 
for few of the important elements have strong absorption lines in the 
visible part of the spectrum. 
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One current theory is that molecules are made on the surfaces of dust 
grains within the dark clouds. Much theoretical and laboratory work is 
needed to explore this idea. and astronomical work too. for we as yet do 
not even know what the dust is made of. The degree of reddening of 
starlight in the visible spectrum tells us that the particles must be small. a 
few tenths of a micron in diameter. but to determine the composition will 
require sensitive measurements in the infrared. where vibration-rotation 
bands of molecular solids occur. or in !he ultraviolet. where we find the 
electronic absorption bands. Some clues are already at hand, however. 
Ultraviolet spectra of reddened stars obtained with the Orbiting Astro· 
nomical Observatory satellite are indicative of the presence of graphite. 
Infrared observations show emissions like those of silicate minerals. 
Perhaps a mixture of many kinds of substances is the true situation. 

The dust clouds around stars are particularly interesting. In some cases 
!he dust seems to be formed by the star itself and is being blown away into 
interstellar space. Perhaps such stars are the source of all the interstellar 
dust. Are they the source of molecules as well? CO and CS have been 
detected in one infrared source. and OH and H20 in another. High· 
sensitivity infrared and millimeter studies of such objects should pro•·e 
fruitful and may reveal the prime molecule factory. 

Other circumstellar dust clouds appear to be the remnants of protostars 
that have just formed. Perhaps we are seeing preplanetary systems under 
conditions like those prevailing in our own solar systemS billion years ago. 
The infrared spectra of comets show the same silicate emission feature 
found elsewhere in the galaxy. Here, too. in objects left over from the early 
days of our solar system, we look for molecular clues to our origins. 

What does all this have to do with chemical and prebiological evolution 
on earth? The rapid discovery of ever more complex molecules within dust 
clouds sugges ts that they will, at least, lead us to a clearer delineation of 
!he starting point from which evolutionary theories must proceed. It 
might, of course, be a false lead , if all the molecules evolved in interstellar 
clouds and protostars may be destroyed in the condensation or subsequent 
hearing of the planet. Examination of !he sutface rocks of the moon and 
olher planets will yield useful data on this point. Perhaps the destructive 
hearing of planetary formation is circumvented by the temporary storage 
of !he cosmic organic chemicals in natural "deep freel'.CS." These could be 
the swarms of meteorites (some of which have complex hydrocarbons) that 
circulate in planetary systems or, even more likely, the comets (whose 
spectra are dominated by compounds of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and 
hydrogen). Here the material of life could be protected at low temperature 
while a planet develops the conditions suitable for life, eventually to rain 
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onto the planet with much ofi t suni.ving um•hercd. Thi .. implies that life 
e\ery~Ahere is ~imilar chemically. making biological similarity more likely. 

E\·tn if life is not oon~tructcd from molecules fonncd in interstellar 
space. study of the organi< processes and ch<mimy raking place there will 
gh·c insight inco organic chemical C\·olution. ~ht:rc\'t'r it look place. 
Wh:ate,-er the case. it is clear that in the study of the interstellar medium. 
stars. and preplanetary systems. we are at a frontier o(kn~ ledge: ar .,.,hich 
the techniqut:S of optical. radio, infrared. and space a\tronomy. combined 
with the laboratory and theoret ical skills of chemists and ph)·sicists as ~Atll 
as astronomers. arc leading toward a bener understanding of not only our 
ultimate beginnings but those of life everywhere in the universe. 

TH E SOLAR SYSTEM 

We live on one small part of a giant ruin cont aining vitnl clu~ co the 
processes of stnr and planet formation and the origin of life. Are then: 
other ploneco.ry systems 1ike our own? Do they contain organiz.c:d. self
replicating entities that we might call alive? What art the processes 
required for life 10 evolve. and how oommonly do rhey <>«ur! One method 
of anacking these questions is to imrestigace our own planet and our 
immediate neigh~rhe other objecrs rraveling rhrough space in tbe 
oompany of the oun. 

In the nev.• eta or w lar·system in,-esrigatiom. direct probes are provid
ing information in a quantity and qualiry impossible lo achieve by other 
means. Nevenheless. imponant problems can sri II be Sludied wilh ground
based observations. This is especially true of I he outer solar system. where 
journeys by sophiSiicaled probes are nor expecred before lhe end of rhis 
de<ade. bur il is also rrue for many kinds of srudies of our neighbors Mars 
and Venus. Space missions are necessarily few in number : they often 
provide inform acion only about a small region o f rhe particu lar object to 
which they a re sent. Furthermore. while the instrumentation may make 
irreplaceable observa tions. it must be miniaturized and limited. result
ing in a loss of sensitivity compared with devices nc g round -based 
obsen-atorics. 

For exampl<. I he earlier spacecraft have failed 10 del eel waler on Mars 
or HCJ and H F on Venus. C\'en though ground ·based mtasurements sho-..· 
rh<se oompounds 10 be present. The CJ<tremely low limiiS on possible 
ronSiilueniS oflhe Martian atmosphere set by ultraviolet obse,.ations of 
rhat plane1 by OAO-Al exceed the sensitivity of mass speetrometen 
<urrently planned for landing on Mars. In the armospheri< windows. 
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i much can be accomplished from ground-based and near-earth ob· 
~ servations, especially as sensitivity and sophistication improve over the 
• next few years. 
I Two areas of active research in physics indicate the diversity of solar· 

system studies. Tests of general relativity may be carried out by radar 
ranging of planets passing close to and behind the solar limb. The signal 
returned has predictable delays caused by gravitational dencction, which 
differ in Einstein and Brans-Dicke cosmologies, and accurate observations 
will permit a definitive choice between the two theories. A second subject 
is planetary magnetic fields, their interaction with the interplanetary 
medium. and the formation of belts of trapped high-energy particles. 
Jupiter is the only planet. other than the earth, known to have a magnetic 
field; it is surrounded by radiation belts similar to, but much more 
energetic than, those discovered around the earth by van Allen. The Jovian 
system is studied by the radio-frequency energy emitted by these charged 
particles. We do not yet understand their interaction with the planet's 
ionosphere and with its satellite lo. Increased understanding of the large
seale electrical and magnetohydrodynamical behavior of matter on an 
astronomical scale may come from such studies. 

Within the last decade. it became apparent that the compositions of the 
atmospheres of earth, Mars. and Venus. while closely related. were 
significantly different. By analogy with the composition of our own at 
mosphere, the dominant atmospheric constituent for Mars and Venus was 
assu med to be nitrogen. Ground-based spectroscopic investigations (later 
confirmed by spacecraft) discovered that the major constituent of both 
atmospheres is carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is the second most 
abundant volatile gas released from the earth's crust over long geologic 
times. It does not dominate our atmosphere because in the presence of 
water it displaces Si02 in rocks to form carbonates. In the absence of 
water, we would expect the earth to be lifeless. with an atmosphere 
containing about as much carbon dioxide as the atmosphere of Venus, 
with nitrogen only a minor (-5 percent) constituent. 

But water is the most abundant volatile outgasscd by the earth. By 
analogy, we should expect large amounts of water on Mars and Venus 
also. But the surface of Venus is too hot to permit water to exist, either as 
a liquid or as ice or absorbed in rocks. This explains the presence of the 
enormous amount of carbon dioxide that has been observed: the 
equilibrium between silicate and carbonate rocks was established at a 
level that kept the ou tgassed C02 in the atmosphere. But what about the 
water? The amount of water presently in the atmosphere of Venus is 
uncertain. but it clearly is several orders of magnitude below that expected 
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by analogy with the earth. Either it was deficient in the planet originally. 
or it has subsequently esc.aped. 

It is vital chat v.:e di.scc:n-er the reason for this anomaly if we are to assess 
properly the likelihood of the d.-.·eloprnent of life elsewhere in the 
univene. Uqukl water is generally conceded to be essenllal for 1ife. How is 
it that • 'e have so high an abundance on the earth and so linle on Venus? 
Is distance from the sun lhe crucial factor? The ans•-crs should have equal 
applicability to other solar systems. even those with suns of differing 
luminosities and surface temperatures. 

On Mars the problem is slightly different. Again we observe smaller 
amounts of water in its atmosphere than we can reconcile with the amount 
of C02. The total atmospheric-water pressure is too low for liquid water to 
exist. Our cxpcctution on the basis of analogy wich the earth is satisfied. 
To account for the absence of water. we could invoke again the possibility 
that it escaped during the life of the solar system. But we might a lso 
postulate it s till present on the planet. as permafrost and adsorbed water 
buried beneath the surface .. 

It is obviously imponant to resolve such ambiguities if we are 10 develop 
our ideas about evolution of planetary atmospheres. We will have to resort 
to indirttt methods. fOT example. studies of the abundance of noble gases 
and their isotopes. The amount or nitrogen prc-xnt is also an important 
<luc: spaceeran ,..ill probably be rcquiml to mal:e these measurements. 

Mars still holds the special fascination associated ..-ith the pcosibility 
that some form or life might exist on its surface. Each increase in our 
knowledge of the Martian en,·ironment has appeared to make this 
possibility less likely. but it is by no means excluded. and experiments to 
detect life are planned to be landed before the end oft he decade. 

The Jovian planets are d raStically different from our nearer neighbors. 
The major plonecs are much close-r in composition to lhc cosmic average 
found in stars and 11cbulae-they may represent the bosic matter from 
which t he sun and the planets formed . The composition nnd isotope ratios 
in these planets could pro,•ide information a bout conditions in the 
primitive solar nebula. Scientists comntonly assume thnl. In order for life 
to begin on eanh . it was necessary for the atmosphere of our planet to 
contain larae amounts of methane and ammonia. the major constituents 
or the present :umospheres of the outer planets. The giant planets. 
especially Jupiter and Saturn. may thus provide enormous natural 
laboratories in which processes required for the origin of life are still being 
rqxated. The level of complexity achie•'ed under such conditions •ill 
afr«t theories or the origin of life on earth and etse-•here in the unhuse. 

Tilere issomedoubl whether theeanh's atmosphc« was evn- h)'drogen· 
rich. It is more liktly that after the crust solidified. free hydrogen was less 
abundant than the eosmic average .. There are objects in the solar system 
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with such atmospheres: Titan. the largest satellite of Saturn. and Uranus 
and Neptune appear to have hydrogen-deficient atmospheres. 

Uranus and Neptune challenge our ideas about the formation and 
evolution of atmospheres. How was hydrogen lost from cold. massive 
bodies at such great distances from the sun? Are we seeing the results of 
composition differences in the original cloud of gas? Some models for 
collapsing gas clouds suggest that such effects might occur. We must 
interpret the "fossil record" correctly in order to assess such models. and 
this requires additional studies of the atmospheric composition and 
radiation balance of these distant planets. 

The comets. planetary satellites. asteroids. nnd interplanetary dust 
must be encompassed by any comprehensive theory of origin and evolu
tion. Before manned landings on the moon. meteorites provided the only 
extraterrestrial material for laboratory analysis. They are still the oldest 
undisturbed samples we have and provide invaluable information about 
physical and chemical conditions in the early stages of solar-system 
formation. 

The rocky. metallic meteorites have received most attention and are 
probably associated with the asteroids. However. it has become apparent 
that friable meteorites. such as the type I carbonaceous chondrites. are 
much much more abundant than had been thought and are unique in 
containing relatively large amounts of complex organic compounds. A 
number of amino acids have been identified recently in two such meteor
ites. establishing that fundamental building blocks for living systems were 
formed abiogenically somewhere in space and lending support to theories 
that suggest that material for life may be common in the universe. 

At this stage of understanding we can only speculate about connections 
between meteorites. organic molecules recently discovered in interstellar 
space, and development of life. Comets seem to be likely intermediaries; 
they appear to contain ices that outgas some organic compounds. Comets 
may have been the first objects to condense from the solar nebula and may 
contain some of the rich mixture of complex molecules now found in dense 
interstellar clouds. A tie between friable meteorites and comets has been 
established through the study of meteor orbits; but it remains to be proven 
whether the type I carbonaceous chondrites are fragn1ents of extinct 
comet nuclei. One can see large questions about prelife organic chemistry 
and conditions in the solar nebula looming behind these studies. 

With the opportunity for investigations of the widely differing en
vironments provided by the inner and outer planets, their satellites. and 
the small bodies that move among them. studies of the solar system will 
continue to provide a foundation from which to assess the possibility that 
we are not the only form oflife existing in the universe. 
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ASTRONOMY AND EXOBIOLOGY 

There is perhaps nothing more tantalizing than the possibility of deterting 
the peoples of other worlds. a possibility made real by the development of 
powerful radio and optical tete.copes in our era. Indeed. our current radio 
telescopes can detect the radiations or a civilization no more advanced 
than ours over distanees or many hundreds or light·years .• range within 
which there are millions of stars. If more advanced ci'vili:zations exist with 
the capability of controlling the powers of the Sllrs themselves, which is 
not inconceivable.tbeelfects or such cosmic engineering con be discovered 
by our present optical and radio telescopes throughout our own and many 
other galasks. 

Our cmtiution is within reach of one of the greatest steps in its emlu· 
tion: knowledge of the existence. nacure. and activities of independent 
civiliutions in space. At this instant. through this very document. are 
perhaps passing radio waves bearing the rom·ersations of distant 
creatures-conversations that we could ~cord if v.·e but pointed a lele· 
scope in the right direction and turned to the proper frequency. 

An assurance of rapid results cannot be made in a search for extra
terrestrial civilizations. Such a search is akin to the one for the proverbial 
needle. but in this case the haystack oontains three dimensions of space 
and two more oftime and frequency. and there may be no needle. It is only 
our knowledge of the value of that needle. if it exists. that compels us to 
pursue such a difficult objective. 

We can be helped greatly by any reasoning that will decrease the 
amount of space. time. and frequency thot must be oombed. But here. we 
are not only ignorant in many areas. but we nrc not even sure that we have 
recognized nil the imponant considerations. We do not know the longevity 
of civilizations that are power·radiating. hence power-dissipating. sys
tems. How quickly does n civilization. under the pressures of economy, 
become invisible-not as n result of inndequnte technology but rather of 
superior technology? Are sclf-<lestroying wars a common destiny of 
civiliz.ations? Despite the enormous times required for spacecran to 
traverse interstellar distances. might other dviliz.ntions have circumvented 
this problem and launched large numbers of spacecraft rather than radio 
or light waves into space? Do civilizations indeed convert the material of 
their planetary system into the greatest possible living space and thus 
produce an unusual. perhaps easily detectable type of object in the sky? 
These questions must be answered if we are to conduct efficiently a search 
for other civiliutions. The answers are also among the most interesting 
facts we could learn of life elsewhere. We find ourselves in that worst of 
fixes: to solve a problem. we need to know the answer in advance. There is 
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no solution but the diffic-ult one-to search a vdde ran~ of space. time. 
and electro magnetic freque.ncy. 

There are some arguments. none absolutely oompelling, that can direct 
us to search modes possibly more likely to succeed. Most of these argu· 
ments apply if other civilizations are purposely trying to make their 
p~ncc known. ln this case. one argument is that the methcxt that is 
most economieal in energy is the most likely to be u.sed. ThiJ leads to the 
deduction lhat electromagnetic radiation is by far the most favorable 
communications mode. This argument can be carried further by observing 
that the quantum nature oflig.ht causes lo'•,.er electromagnetic frequencies 
to be more economical in transmitting information. Howe\'tr. the exist
ence of cosmic radio noise renders the lowest frequencies le55 efficient. The 
frequency bond of maximum economy is fairly well defined and is in the 
centimeter·wavelength region. Thus purposeful attempts by others to call 
a ttention to themseh•es are likely to be at such wavelengths. and it is 
sensible to emphasize searches at such wavelengths. It is a favorable cir
cumstance that much con\•entional radio-astronomy research is done near 
1hese optimum wavelengths. 

Th• 1000.(1 ,.dlo lelnco~ •• Artcibo, P\ttno llico, il e•p.~bk ot eo•u•unluliq witb • 
.dml• l•strument •. t • d l&u.JW:e of 1000 up.1-yean. ("'o ro «nutuy of N•tiD,.I 
AJtrOIIOmy •ltd I OftO•Iflt,. Cl'ntu.) 
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It is clearly restrictive. however. to construct a search that aims to detect 
only signals generated to attract our attention. After all, we make no such 
transmissions. and perhaps few other civilizations do. It would be prefer· 
able to be able to detect the signals a civilization uses for its o"•n pur· 
poses. If other civilizations exist, such signals are surely far more num· 
erous. but unfortunately much weaker, and at completely unpredictable 
frequencies. Nevertheless, methods have been found that use the in· 
formation from a telescope to determine if there is present an ensemble of 
signals typical of a civilization. Thus civilizations may be detected even 
though no individual signal rises above the noise of the telescope. Such 
methods call for observations of a large number of frequencies and ex· 
tensivc analyses of the recordings with high-speed computers; the 
technology is available. 

Indeed there exist the know-how and instruments to search for extra· 
terrestrial civilizations. The reach of our instruments is probably greatest 
in the radio region. which is one of the most promising wavelength regions 
in which to seareh. For example, the largest radio telescope, 1000 ft in 
diameter, could detect a civilization beaming signals with a similar tele· 
scope at a distance of some 1000 light-years. Some of the na1ural pulsar 
signals recorded by radio telescopes closely resemble signals that might be 
received from lransmitters of other civilizarions. 

Despite the power and promise of our instruments for serious searches 
for other civilizarions, no major seareh has taken place. The explanation 
lies in the intense pressure on major astronomical instruments to produce 
the astrophysical results that are the mainstream of astronomical re
search. Because we cannot accurately predict the effort needed to detect 
another civilization, quick results cannot be guaranteed. Indeed, the time 
estimated for a single radio telescope to yield a reasonable probability of 
success is a few decades, even with high-speed equipment and procedures. 
In today's rush such a time scale is usually considered unacceptable. 

Nevertheless. each passing year has seen our estimates of the probability 
of life in space increase, along with our capabilities for detecting it. More 
and more scientists feel that contact with other civilizations is no longer 
something beyond our dreams but a natural event in the history of man· 
kind that will perhaps occur in the lifetime of many of us. The promise is 
now too great, either to tum away from it or to wait much longer before 
devoting major resourees to a search for other intelligent beings. For the 
lime being, the discovery may come by chance, for many of the ob· 
servations we now make of natural objects are done using methods that 
are suitable for detecting intelligent life-the studies of pulsars and of 
infrared sourees are examples. In the relatively near future we foresee the 
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ronstructlon of major facili ties,, such as a glant radio receiving array. and 
the operation of a project that will have as its goal the detection of in· 
lclligcnt life elsewhere. 

In the long run chis may be one of science's most imponan·c and most 
profound contribution to mankind and to our civilizatton. 

I 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Dimensions of 
American Astronomy 
and Astrophysics 
in the 1970's 

INTRODUCTION 

The predecessor to the present study, Ground·Bas~d Astronomy: A Ten· 
Year Program. was prepared in 1964 by a Panel on Astronomical Facili
ties headed by A. E. Whitford. The reader can refer to the Whitford report 
for statistical data for trends before 1960. The panel noted the increase in 
number of graduate students enrolled in astronomy departments, which, 
if continued, would increase the astronomy PhD population growth to 19 
or 20 percent from the 4 percent annual rate that held from 1920 to 1960. 
This growth was partly caused by the earlier surge in astronomical novelty 
and interest accompanying the development of radio and space astron
omy. The manpower increase has continued to the present day at about 
the ra1e predicted by the Whitford report. 

The postwar decade had been a period of generous federal support for 
astronomical research, principally from the Office of Naval Research and 
the National Science Foundation. In 1958, these two were joined by the 
new National Aeronautics and Space Administration, whose expenditures 
for space astronomical telescopes soon exceeded earlier combined pro
grams .. At about the same time, defense agencies. finding that advanced 
astronomical instrumentation such as radio and space telescopes were ex
cellent testing grounds for technology of potential defense interest, sup
ported advanced radio observatories, rockets, and earth-orbiting tele
scopes. Even the small fraction of such efforts devoted to basic scientific 
research represented a significant increase in astronomical resources. But 
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as we shall see, lhese funding increases. unllkelhe manpower, have leveled 
off in recent years. 

At the time of the WbiJford report (1964), astronomy was in the midst of 
an unparalleled growth in people and finan<:ial support. There was also 
under way a qualitative change in observing techniques. Until the 1940's. 
astronomical technology was limited to pho1ographic. simple photoelec
tric, bolomerric, and low- or high -resolution spectroscopic measures of 
photons in one octave of the electromagnetic spectrum. the optical "'win
dow" in the earth's atmospheric transmission. In the 1950's, radio astron
omy developed detectors and telescopes to exploit the radio "window." 
The technique of radio interferometry steadily increased the resolution 
and pointing accuracy of radio telescopes. until today they surpass optical 
telescopes. By 1960. telescopes above the earth's atmosphere opened new 
wavelength regimes as fast as detection methods eould be pressed into ser
vice. infrared observations from the ground. balloons. and airplanes 
revealed important new types of objects. Moreover. nonclectromagnetic 
astronomies were developed. Cosmic-ray physicists identified high<nergy 
panicle fluxes with astronomical sources like the sun and solar wind. 
Physicists built neutrino detecting devices in the dillicult attempt to 
measure the solar flux of neutrinos: other physicists built gravitational
wave detectors to loc.ate massive cosmic events such as supernovae ex
plosions or gravitational co11apse. Unllke manpower and funding. this 
increase in the range or observing techniques cannot be charted 
numerically on a graph. To gauge the extent of change. the reader should 
compnre the Whitford report's two programs in optical and radio 
astronomy with the diversity of programs recommended in the present 
study. 

An explosion in dramatic discoveries occu_rred. The current era of new 
ideas in astrophysics perhaps staned with the ground-based optical mea
surement of the extremely large red shifts of the quasan in 1963. From 
that time to the present has been recognized by many as a new golden age 
of astronomy. Many discoveries. including the quasars with the associated 
question of their natures and distances. the cosmic 6reball radiation. the 
pulsars or neutron stars, the complex interstellar molecules and inter
stellar masers. and the radar discovery that Venus r(l(ates backward. 
result from our ability to view the universe in the radio pans of tbe spec
trum. But others result from observations made possible only by the open
ing of the entire electromagnetic spectrum to view, from telescopes above 
the atmosphere in space, with rockets, balloons, and stratospheric air
planes. These include x-ray stars. the diH'use x-ray background (that may 
reveal vast new amounts of invisible matter be1ween the gala.xies). infrared 
galaxies (whose energy output exceeds even the quasars), cool infrared 
stars (that may Include planetary systems in the process of formation), and 
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the rocket ultraviolet disco,•ety of hydrogen molecules in intersteUar 
space. The net elfect of such new discoveries placed an even greater load 
on the few large ground-based telescopes, operating through their limited 
window but necessary for badrup and detailed study of the physics of 
these strange classes of objects. 

The result has been to arouse the interest of nonastronomers, from lay
men to other physical scientists, to an extent unparalleled in modem 
times. Thus. in its report to Congress for 1970 the National Science Board 
commented, "the rapid pace of discovery in astronomy and astrophysics 
during the last few years has gjven this field an excitement unsurpassed in 
any other area of the physical sciences." 

This flood of discoveries and the high interest in astronomy and astro
physics come at a time when financial support has leveled off-as it has 
for almost all U.S. research and development. This combination of new 
discoveries at the frontier of physical science and a downtrend in real pur· 
chasing power of federal funding forebodes an imminent crisis in support 
per scientist trying to do research in astrophysics at a time when the 
quality. depth of education. and teehnologjcal skills .of those entering the 
profession are the highest that they have been. This is compounded by 
growth in another source of PhD researchers in astrophysics-physics de· 
panments. There are now about as many PhD's coming to work each year 
in astrophysics with a PhD physics background as with a PhD astronomy 
background. At the time of the Whitford report. about one quarter of the 
PhD researchers in astronomy had received their degree in physics. 

In order to put our recommendations in context, we present in graphic 
and tabular form. a brief statistical survey of the resources-manpower, 
cnpltal equipment, and financial support-now available to U.S. astrono· 
mers for astronomical research. 

For the sake of brevity, only the most essential data will be provided. 
Most of the numbers given are based on surveys or 6scal computations, 
which, while done as carefuUy as possible, are necessarily subject to some 
incompleteness. The reader concerned with the precision and sourc:es of 
these data is referred to the statistical sections and extensive appendixes to 
Volume 2 of this report. We believe the values of the numbers given here 
to be accurate in most cases to 10 percent. 

TRAINED MANPOWER 

Trends in the numbers of persons employed in astronomy are shown in 
Figure I. The relatively steep increase in the numbers employed during 
the period 1963- 1969 has leveled oft' in the last year. Not nil the employed 
PhD's received their doctorates in astronomy. While in 1966. 26 percent of 
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them had received their doctorates in physics, this increased to 45 percent 
in I 970, reHecting the increasing interest that physicists are showing in 
both theoretical and experime.ntal astronomy. 

The trend in the annual rate of production of new PhD's and master's 
in astronomy in the United States is shown in Figure 2. The-re are signs 
that the rate of production of graduate degrees in astronomy will level off 
in the next year or two. This trend is suggested by dati on the numben of 
graduate students in astronomy, whioh increased by S peroent per y<:ar be· 
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tween 1969-1970 and 1970-1971 after climbing more than twice as fast 
during the previous nine years. Preliminary data suggest that a dec~ase of 
about 5 pe"'ent may occur in 1971- 1972. 

In the light of current concern about job opportunities for new master·s 
and doctoral degree holders in all the sciences, a survey of new PhD's in 
astronomy was carried out in the late spring of 1971:289 individuals who 
had received their degrees in 1966- 1970 were queried. The fraction of 
those who responded, who included information about their area of em4 

ployment, was 64 percent. Of these at the time oft he survey: 

83"1• held jobs in astronomy. 
6"1• held jobs in an astronomy-related area. 

10"1. held jobs outside astronomy, 
1"1• were unemployed. 
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Apart from uncenainty with regard to those who did not respond. thls 
situation does not appear ominous. Howe'ler. the responses to the survey 
also indicaled 1ha1 1he 1970 PhD's had 10 work much harder 1han !heir 
prcdecessorsJo find positions. Carner [S<i•nu. 171. 132 (1971)) has fore· 
cast a dect'f:ase in the availability of new faculty position.s in all academic 
fields during I he 1970's. This is reflected in 1he results of our survey. which 
show I hal whereas 80 percenl of! he 1969-1967 PhD's found jobs on cam · 
puses. less I han 40 percen1 of! he 1969-1970 PhD's found jobs of1his lype. 

h seems 1ha1 employmen1 oppor1uni1ies in Jhe 1970's for holders of 
graduate degrees in as-tronomy will depend critically on the magnitude of 
federally supported research and df!l•elopment programs in l.lstronomy 
during thot period.* If the present rate of astronomy PhD product ion is 
maintained. it would be more than suftlticnt to meet foreseeable demand , 
given that a substantial frac tion of those entering the 1>rofession obtain 
degrees in physics. If federal suppon is not substantially incrensc:d, then, 
at the present rate of PhD production. an increasing fraction of new PhD's 
will be obliged 10 seek employment in jobs thai are nol direclly conneCJed 
with astronomy. 

It is difficult to make policy recommendations concerning the future 
production of PhD's in astronomy. since the demand will depend on the 
leve-l or federal support of astronomy, "·hich is uncenain. There i.s a clear 
implication. however. that it 1A"OUld be unv.•iK to increase the praent rate 
or produe1ion or to increase the number or insthutions that are training 
graduate students in this are.a. 

Table t provides data on the characteristics and research in1erests of a 
sample ofscientific and technical personnel employed in J 968. The sample 
is estimated to be about 90 perc-ent complete for PhD's and ~quivalems. 
and perhaps 75 percem complece for those with lesser trnlning or cxperi· 
cnec::. Table 2 includes information concerning the activities of astrono· 
mc:rs nt acndemic institutions. 

T he research interests of what we believe to be a better chon 90 percent 
sample of Ph 0 (or equivalent) individuals e ngaged in graduate instruction 
or research or bolh a re displayed in Table J. Also included is I he distribu· 
lion of thesis 1opics of a sample of recent PhD's. 

II will be noled from Table 3 Jhal a subslanlially larger percentage of 

•rr. fOC' tnmplc. tM maa,.ituck orsuppon tOr univcnitin i" 4oubltd by the end of the nut 

dtadc. appro•lma1dy 880 noew PbD'l w;wld lx ~uircd to 61 the fllt'W K'ICI~ po~idons 

thai woukt be Cft'a.cd ('b;asnl 01!1 our sunty. which lhou.s lUI about 1hi~ numbe-r o( f .T.E. 
UUD-dmt ~rr.nu PhD's a~ now tngapd in rc:tear'('h~ Ano~hc1' 100 rniJht k MUkd 10 

611 a.ntkipatcd n~ undoCflt'lldualc- teaclUg p.Miliom (bo:d on our coun1 ol about 200 
F.T.E."' no- in ~~h pMhlons and andcipattd .J"'"''h in 4:'01~ n~roUtMntl. Pm\aps 150 
mcm milht be Mt'dcd to t'C'placc indrrid..Ws kll5t through death and t"dlftrMnt. 
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TABLE I Characteristics of Astrooomers. 1968 (~ntific and Te<hnical 

~··•» 

T«lll S.Mph> t.llS T.'fP4" "' £,.p~aw, 
f.ch.JC·~t~al iMt.tut.on• ,.,.. Ft:dtta.l IC)ffmmcnt 

l0-2A >18 Nonprofit 
25-:N ... Industry 
30-34 290 Othtt. indudtna mllltafJ 
JS-39 19!1 Nc,t employed and no report 
<0-44 tJ5 
•S-<9 79 Prinl'ipul Wor4 A••tb1'1)' 

Bask ~SC-IU'th 
50-5< "3 Applied rne~r<"h 
55-5'1 <I() Manaennent or admtnlmatiM 
60-6< J8 Rtstarth and dt¥cloprntnt 
65-69 2A ()h .. 
ro ...... 8 TQC'hinc 

O.h<r ,.....,... • ....... ....,.., 

TABLE 2 Activities of Astronomers at Academlc ln.stitutions, 
1970-1971 

8lA 
222 

>18 
tiS 
J t 
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102 
J9 

213 
<I() 

5< 

F.,.,E. c:mploymtnt (AtO or <"quivalent) 8SJ 

F.T.E. c-na•atd In Jtllduatt lnstruetkm •. nd $U~rvision ortheds rNnrdt 3~ 

F.T.E.. C'ftllacd in rc:w:IJ'C"h othtt than thtS!s rt5urrn 43% 

N\lmbrr ol ~tndttttadlWt C'Otlt1itcmoDment:s in 
aMronomJ.- hmitvt:ioas with asttOiKJOmJ 

ckpln.mmts (or tht •n-.lt'tlt) $2.000 
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TABLE 3 Research ln1ercsrs of Asrronomers. 1969-1970 

T 11'< of Em pl.,.., lorod<ml< NonKal'km..c 

F.T.E. So Empro,.d 622 Sll 

'Thesis 
Topi<of 
Pt. D's 

lnurnu. Acad<ml< l ... ) ,.._at:.ocnnt .,..,. 191>7-71 ""' 

Cln>tood- opto<al 
obwrunons of obfKU 
Otasack the' tol• i J'ilftft ll 7 

C'irouad~ racho 
obwn at IIOfti of obJ«'b 
ouuidc' the tiOiat 'J'.Iftn 10 a 

Oroood -~~- optlal 
and ndioobsn'watiOft,of 
the SOb.r S)'IICM, but 
cu4ud•n:c tht: ~n • 8 l 

C.ound -baed optical 
obwrnlio•" oftht '"" J 7 J 

C..oUMI -ba.wd radio 
obttr'¥alior" oft he""' l < I 

Spi.ct·ba\td ~ation'l 

oh ll lt.lnd, .ofall 
objreC'c.l other than the tun 8 IJ • Spaced ~based ob:\.nva • 
tion'l o( the sun 2 7 2 

Ulboratory a.umphytk-1 6 10 2 
Gc-ntral•pUfPMC' insltU· 

mmt devdopmcnt 10 9 5 
Asarom~ry and ttlestial 

morhanic-1 • 9 8 
~cntiC'aJ amophyli('s 25 15 J6 
Noc c-lassified eb:n.11ere J 6 6 

astronomers is in ground-based observations than that involved in ob
servalions from space vehicles. This is undoubtedly due in part to the lim· 
ited opportuniries for making obscrvalions from space vehicles. h sbould 
be kept in mind. hcn>-ever.that about half of the total personnel are not di
RCtly engaged in obscmng. yet many of them are engaged in activities 
that support or complement activities of people making apace-based 
observations. 
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F INAN CIAL SUPPORT 

Trends in federal obligations in support of basic resun:h in astronomy are 
depicted in Figure 3. A large proportion of the total fiscal suppot1 for as· 
tronomy is funded through the National Aeronautics and Space Admin· 
istration I NASAl. This is evidently the case because of (I) the high COSt of 
the instrument packages for spaceflights-these are of novel design, must 
be able to survive in the space emironment, and must be extraordinarily 
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FIGURE 3 foderal obligations ror ba.sic research in astronomy. 
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reliable since they usually cannot be repaired after they have been 
launched; (2) sophisticated and expensive launching and guidance devices 
must be provided; (3) extensive facilities for launching, telemetry, and 
ground-based computing and control must be built. maintained, and 
manned. A large number of other nonscientific personnel. as well as aero
space engineers. are supported by the HASA funds. and the experiments 
have wider applications within astronomy than is indicated by the number 
of astronomers directly involved. The "direct" costs for some of NASA's 
major astronomical observing programs are shown in Figures 4 and S. 

In addition to the "direct" program costs shown in the two figures, it is 
estimated that NASA has obligated or will obligate between SIO million 
and SIS million annually (during fiscal years 1969-1971) on astronomical 
work that is part of, and budgeted through , its Lunar and Planetary Pro
gram. It is also important to note that (during fiscal years 1969-1971), out 

1969 1G71 
FISCAL YEAR 

FIGURE 4 NASA budgets for specific astronomy programs that Involve the use of 
llatellite observatories. 
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FIGURE S NASA budaeu ror llpedflc astronomy programs that do not Involve 
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of its general costs for vehicle tracking, data acquisition. and administra
tive costs (including the costs of operating its ruearcb centers). r<ASA esti
mates that be~n SCJO million and SIOO million annually should be ap
ponioned as the " indirect cost" of maintaining its astronomy programs. 

Since launches of individual observing vehicles involve very high costs 
and intricate scheduling problems, it is natural that NASA budgeting 
should identify the costs of programs that employ specific types of vehi
cles. The National Science Foundation tNSFI, however, is primarily en
gaged in the support of many-sided research programs at ground-based 
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ob~rvalorie:s and institutions.. Except where major new observing raciJi. 
ties arc to be constructed, it is more meaningful to describe NSF's tuppon 
programs in terms of the kind of institution to"•ard 'A'hich the programs 
are directed or the kinds of activity ";thin institutions for whith they are 
primarily intended (e.g .. education. research. capital equipment). Figure 6 
prOYidcs this kind or breakdown. Virtually all thai portion or the indincl 
cosu 1hat is pakl by NSF is included. Where a large investment is made in 
• new piece or ground·based equipment. the expected usdul lire or that 
equipment usu:ally ranges from a few years ro many decades. This is in 
contrtt.st to night packages. which are usually designtd to have an operat· 
ing lite ronging rrom a rcw minutes to perhaps one year, a lthough some 
spacecraft experiments have much longer useful lifetimes. Thus invest· 
ments in ground -based equipment can usually be regarded I1S additions to 
the available capital plant. 

In fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1971 the budgets for the National As· 
lronomicnl Observatories were approximately as shown in Table 4. The 
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TABLE 4 NSF National Astronomical Observatory Budgets ($millions) 

Total 
FY70 

National Ast,_,.y and ~-~ C.nttt 
CArecibol 1.6 

Cmo Tololo lnttr·Am<ri<an Ol>fr"atOfJ 1.9 
Kitt Puk Notional ObK<Yotory 6.5 
National Radio Nlronomy Obse:rn,tory S.9 

aPartla1 cost of rc:surfacing the Arecibo dish. 

FY71 

6.1 

2.3 
7.2 
6.9 

Constr-UC'tion of 
Facilhies 
FY70 FY71 

0 
0.4 
0.1 
0.7 

JH' 
0.) 
0.1 
0 

completion of previously authorized facilities is included only where new 
money was obligated. 

It should be noted that NSF Basic Research Grants are made in re· 
sponse to proposals submitted by individual investigators for the support 
of specific research programs. While some equipment may be provided 
under such grants, the bulk of the research done under these grants is per· 
formed with equipment already available to the investigator. 

While the NSF is a primary supporter of grouod·based astronomy, sub· 
stantial support is provided by other federal agencies, as shown in Table 5. 
Between 20 and 30 percent of the total in this table (fiscal years 1966-
1970) has been identified as ground-based radio astronomy. A good por· 
tion of the decrease in total support between fiscal year 1968 and fiscal 
year J 970 ($12.3 million) can be attributed to a S9.6 million decrease in the 

TABLE 5 Federal Support of Ground-Based Astronomy. Including 
Facilities (Smillions) 

FY66 FY67 FY68 FY69 FY70 FY71 FY22 

Notional Sclm« F..,ndotlon 22.9 22.7 .!0.4 26.4 23.3 .JO.) 29.9 
National Aeronautics and 

Spate Administration 9.4 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 9.0 
Air Fa«< 9.6 12.1 8.5 8.0 7.) 4.0 2.0 

Nny 8.7 8.6 8.2 7,4 6.7 4.0 5.0 
Advan<cd Rcseorch Projeas 

"a<n<y 2.6 2.8 2.7 1.7 1.) 0.0 
Smith10nian Astrophysical 

Observatory 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

TOTAL 54.7 57.7 61.3 5ro ID 47.8 47.4 
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NSf bud gels fOr ron~truction for facilities ac the national ob~rv1uorics. 
We hll\'C endeavored to obtain estimates of1he funds chat ins1i1u1ions of 

higher- educa.ion in the United States receive in s-uppon of research and 
tducation in :a.s1ronomy. DifficuJties are encountered because (1) in some 
C3St"S it is not dear • -hat fraction of a general·purposc gran1 5houki be at· 
tributed to astronomy and how much to other fields or purposes: (2) the 
returns from our .sun·ey • ·ere incomplete. Particularly in view of the latte:r 
fact. the numhen in Table 6 are probably low. Allowance for inOation is 
difficuh in this context. but the pressures now feh 11t major private and 
state universities show that basic rese.arch is in jeopardy because of 
in nation. 

The fiscal clinHltc is nH•rkcdly different now than when che Whitford 
panel formuloH.'d its ten-year program. From 1956 to 1964 the: U.S. basic 
research budget had been climbing 20 percent annually. It hns now s lowed 
co 7.4 perc.-ent (in current dollars) and significantly less. 4.5 percent. in 
constant dollars. E\·en with astronomy holding its own, compared with 
o1her sciences. there has been a se-rious decline in the support per PhD. 
givtn their growth rate and transfers from other scienets. An additional 
pressure is the n::la1h·e decrease: in federal funds anilable outside the na
tional cen1ers. both for facilities and research, as shown in Figure 6. The 
ss• Basic Roseareh Grano program (largely 10 univeniti<sl has Ouctuaoed 
abouo a S6.S million arerage annually. in curreno dollan, not responding 
to either inOatkm or the increase in manpo•.nr; the facilities program is 
now very small. Inspection of Table 6 and Figure 6 shows that the NSF's 
research grants <ov<n:d only 10 percent of the suppon of asoronomical re
search at academic institutions. In the period J 969-1971. foi.S F re.search 
and inSiitutional development grants comprised 14 percent of the total. 
The Oepanment of Defense ( ooo) programs are level or decreasing and 
oriented 1ownrd applied research. The cessation of ooo suppon of 
Arccibo and Hoystack has funher increased ohe load on ohe •s• budget. 
We li\•c inn quite c:ritkal time for the suppon of' nstronomicttl research. 

TABLE 6 Support for Astronomy at Academic Institutions (Smitlions) 

For All Pu~ 

l'onf<d<nl 
RttaJ Y~at f'«knl (inC'!. iadimd TCMII 

1969 411 24 .. 
l9l0 41 110 .7 
1'171 42 JO 72 
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CAPITAl. EQUIPMENT 

In assembling data for this section, the Committee concentrated primarily 
on infonnation reganllng major te.lescopes. The buildings and taborator· 
ies in this country devoted to a.suonomy (other than the telescopes and as· 
sociated domes) have a capital value of many teM of millions of dollars. 
Since astronomy is also being done with space vehicles. one could ton· 
elude that 5C"eral millions of the dollars that have been upended on the 
design and construction of the Space Agency facilities represent a capital 
investment essential to this type of work. 

Ground·Ba.red Optical Telescopes 

Table 7 cont.ains a list of the largest U.S. optical telescopes. i.ncluding 
those that are under construction or for which funding seems assured. All 
instruments of aperture greater than 70 in. were included. The reader is 
referred to Volume 2 for a more complete listina. Table 8 lists the laraest 
U.S. solar optical telescopes. 

It is difficult to make precise estimates of the eosts of these telescopes in 
order to obtain the current cost of duplicating an instrument in the condi· 
tion in which it exists today. The original desip and engineering charges 
may be included in the lirst cost. but in other cases design. engineering, 

TABLE 7 Largest U.S. Optical Astronomical Telescopes 

Aperture A.p pnu:l m 11 t 
Lotalkla (in .) Compi<Cioo Cotil (Smillion.s) 

'-'omar Mountain. Calif. lOO 1948 2Sin 1911° 

lOti .... k. Arb.. 158 App<O•· 1m 10 
Cerro Tololo. Ch•lo 158 AJ>P"'•· I 974 10 
MI. H..,.iloon.Calif. 120 1959 J 
A. o. .... Tt• 107 I~ H 
Las Campanas. Odc 100 App<Ox. 19"S s 
MI. w-. C&Hr. 100 191-

lOti ....... ...,. 90 tWI 2.S 
~una Ku. H.a•aU 8S 1970 •.2" 
lOu Pod.. Arb.. 84 19(>1 l.S 

R. 0•'•· Tea. &2 19.11 

•Rc~.mncnt ("'Ot with modem auxiliary innrummt•tion ; initial COS1 lS.5 millkMI. 
~o11t .... unw;uny hlJh because. f<M' tcchnlul ~•sou, • remote end '~~U)I ·h•J"·•ItiuKl~ 
site •·u c:hMCn. 
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TABLE 8 Largest U.S. Solar Optical Telescopes 

Kill Pealt. Ari<. 
Sylmar. Colif. 
Big ll<>.r. Calif. 
Sunspot. N.M. 

Apenur< 
Gn.) 

82, 37. 33" 
2A. 12" 
16, 10. 10. 9" 
JO 

0SeveraJ oplical sys1ems on the same mount. 

YurofCompl«ion 
""" eo.. (Smiiiioru) 

1962,SS 
1969.51.0 
1969. 50.8 
1969. 54 

and construction costs were contributed in such a way that they do not 
appear. Most large first-rate telescopes are steadily improved either in the 
structure itself or through addition of expensive auxiliary equipment, 
mostly from operating funds. It is not easy to know what price deOator to 
use when construction and improvement are extended over a number of 
years. Our estimates of costs of most instruments. except where noted, re
fer to the equipment as it existed at the first date of operation. 

The ability of an optical telescope in a good location to produce ob· 
servational results is proportional to the rate at which it can collect light 
from celestial objects. This rate is proportional to the area of its mirror. 
Using this simple criterion of the capability of a telescope. the combined 
capability of all U.S. telescopes can be measured in terms ofthe total col· 
lecting area of their mirrors. This total has grown over the last decade, as 
shown in Figure 7. 

In 1971 we have already exceeded the Whitford report's 1976 goals for 
total collecting area of optical telescopes in the 36-59-in.· and 60-99-in.
diameter ranges. However. in the most significant 100-200.in. class, we 
are short of the 1976 goal, even when we include the two unfinished 150-in. 
telescopes under construction for the national observatories and the 100· 
in. southern hemisphere telescope of the Carnegie Institution of Washing· 
ton. Two more 150-in. telescopes 07.700 sq. in. each) or one 200-in. 
telescope (31.400 sq. in.) are needed by 1976. even if we set no higher goal 
than did the Whitford panel. 

The available collecting area has not increased during the past decade 
at as great a rate as the number of active astronomers or the demand for 
time to observe faint objects. The projected rise in collecting area of t.he 
largest telescopes (with apertures greater than 99 in.) will not be achieved 
until197S. although all the post-1970 points shown on this curve represent 
instruments already funded, two of which have been under construction 
for a number of years. Telescopes in this class require from four to ten 
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years for design and construction once funding is assured. Planning to 
moec anticipated need must be tarried out at least this far in advance. 
While tO!al collecting area is a useful criterion, it is the largest telescopes 
that must be used for observing the faintest celestial objects. such as those 
at the most distant ~ ofthe universe. Any long· range national resean:h 
program in astronomy will depend moot critically on the available collect
ing area of the U.S. optical telescopes of the largest aperture. 
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Ground-Based Radio Telescopes 

Table 9 contains a list ofthe largest U.S. radio telescopes. Because many 
parameters""' needed to define the over-all performance of such instru
ments. it is not feasible to set precise criteria for determining whether a 
panicular instrument should be included in this table. In general. how· 
ever, single steerable paraboloids of diameter less than 90ft we"' excluded 
(with the exception of one with an extraordinarily high surface precision). 
The reader is again referred to Volume 2 of the repon. where a more com
plete listing will be found. It should be pointed out that the largest. most 
elaborate. and best instrumented radio telescopes nrc critically important 
for the ultimate scientific problems of radio astronomy. Not only size but 
other performance criteria (surface accuracy, suitability for use in arrays, 
sophistication of recei,•ers) must be taken into account. 

The Whitford report made four imponant nocommendations for new 
radio facilities: (I) a pencil-beam array of one hundred 85-ft steerable pa
raboloids, (2) an array of eight 130-ft steerable dishes, (3) two very large 
steerable paraboloids of about 300-ft diameter, and (4) a 53 million/ year 
program of small and medium-size paraboloids and other instruments, 
including some with millimeter-wave surface accuracy. to be located at 
universities. It is hardly an overstatement to say that in 1972 essentially 
none of the Whitford program in radio astronomy had been implemented. 
Only the small-instrument category has shown progress, still without 
matching the 1971 goals. The steerable paraboloids designed and built for 
centimeter-wave research since 1964 include four 60-ft dishes, six 85-ft 
dishes, one 120-ft dish, one 130-ft dish, and one 210-ft dish (of the Deep 
Space Network). Of these, only one 60-ft, one 85-ft, one 120-ft, and one 
130-ft telescopes are at university departments. Other telescopes were of
ten built primarily for uses other than radio-astronomical research. For 
example, the 210-ft is NASA's major space communications telescope, two 
others are to be built for the Deep Space Network, and basic research 
must hold only a secondary place. In addition to the above centimeter
wa,·e telescopes. four millimeter-wa,·e dishes have been built since the 
Whitford "'pon. one at an Air Force research station, one at the National 
Observatory, one by a university, and one at a l'IASA center. or the large 
paraboloids, only the modest 120-ft University of Illinois telescope was 
planned and built since the Whitford repon. None is under construction. 

Space-Based Telescopes 

Almost all of our experience with eanh-orbiting satellite telescopes has 
been recent. Out of 13 astronomical missions attempted by NASA , two 
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have been failures (both Orbiting Astronomical Observatories). The last 
seven successful missions. dating back to March 1967 and inc:luding four 
Orbiting Solar Observatories, the Radio Astronomy Explorer, the Orbit· 
ing Astronomical Observatory 11. and the Small Astronomical Satellite 
Uhuro . are all still partially or fully operational. Table 10 contains some 
details. The impression that space instrumentation is eX1remely short
lived should change in the future. Other earth-orbiting experiments 
providing astronomical data are the Navy's series of Solar Radiation 
Satellites and the VELA nuclear-test-detection satellites of the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency. which provide significant x-ray data. 

ln addition to satellite missions, about th~ dozen astronomy experi
ments are performed from sounding rockets each year. Most of these are 
NASA missions, but the Kitt Peak Space Division tNSFl, the Lawrence Ra
diation Laboratory tAECl, the Naval Research Laboratory t OODl , and the 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories t OODl also build and fly sev
eral rocket astronomy experiments each year. 

The transparency of the atmosphere becomes sufficient at great alti· 
tudes to permit astronomical observations at gamma-ray and far-infrared 
wavelengths from stratospheric: platforms such as balloons and airplanes. 
About 20 balloon flights per year are devoted to astronomical research by 
NASA. Two small jet airplanes capable of Dying above the tropopause are 
available for infrared research, and a large r<ASA jet carrying a 36-in. in· 
frared telescope will soon be in operation. Such high altitudes allow infra
red telescopes to operate above much of the water vapor in the earth's at
mosphere. complementing projected infrared satellites and the large space 
telescope. In addition, the Stratosc:ope series of balloon experiments has 
produced extremely high-resolution photographs of astronomical objects 
in visible light. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The High-Priority 
Program 

The first II Sections of this Chapter describe in detail the programs and 
facilities recommended as being of highest priority. Many more 
suggestions, which may be justified as of great urgency now or in the 
future, will be found in the individual panel reports of Volume 2. We 
describe here, in brief, scientific justifications and content of the programs 
we now recommend. The first four we view as of the very highest urgency 
and priority. The next seven are also essential to the health and balance of 
the total astronomical enterprise. The costs over a decade are ap
proximately S600 million for the first four and 51200 million for the entire 
program. The rate of growth, as has been mentioned previously, is not 
large, and the manpower available or at present being trained is sufficient. 
In the final Section of this Chapter, we discuss a program of further new 
starts that we would have recommended if we bad had only scientific goals 
in mind with no financial restrictions. 

VERY LARGE ARRAY 

The Committee recommends construction of a very large radio telescope 
array with the ability to observe the u.niverse to great depth with un
precedented clarity. Such an instrument can break through existing 
observational barriers on a broad front and reveal important new lines of 
enquiry. 

Radio telescopes have demonstrated their value by their involvement in 

76 
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an extraordinary number of disa>veries in astronomy. These iJK"Iude the 
quasars, objec1.s of unbelievable energy production and visibility at great 
distance: the pulsars: the universal blackbody radiation : and the detection 
of the vast en.sembk of complex intemellu mole<:uks. 10ese discoveries 
owe mueh to the union ofenJineerlng and electronies, ,.bicb has produced 
large radio telescopes capable ofdeteetlna lncrodibly faint signals. Indeed, 
all the radio-sianal en~ detected in our radio·astronomical history is 
linle more than the energy released by the silent impact of a few 
snowflakes on the ground. Our te!Hropes can today detect easily the 
radiations of quasars to what ,..., believe to be the edge of the observabk 
unin:rse. It is not surpming that there has been a flood of remukabk 
discoveries. 

However, te<:hnlques that produce great signal Knsilivily could noc as 
readily give us an ability to see clearly. In fac1, the limit on our ability to 
KC bas been the d illkulty In distinguishing from one another the 
numerous objec1s that we can now detect In the sky: a blurred radio 
picture of the sky has been normal. Great effon has been invested in 
finding ways to..,. the sky clearly. Following the development of a new 
instrumental concept for high resolving po'""r In Australia and England, 
KVeral obK<Vatories in the United States have developed to a highly 
successful state a technique that can provide the resolving power so long 
sought after. This is the method called "apenure synthesis." 

The basic technique of apenure synthesis involves the combining of 
signals received at two individual telescopes. retaining all the electrical 
characteristics of the sianals, including the slana) phase information. Suc.h 
a pair of telescopes can resolve two point sou roes as ...,u as can a single 
large telescope whose diameter l' equal to the separation of the two an· 
tennas. ObKrvations with a radio interferometer in which the separation 
of the antennas is increased from zero to some large dimension, perhaps 
miles, can produce as detailed a picture of the object as that produced by a 
single prohibiti>·ely expensive telescope of the same large dimension. A 
large number of geographical orientations of the line between the two 
antennas must be used for the method to succeed. Very high resolving 
pov."ers can be achieved by this approach at relatively low cost. Indeed, 
KVeral obK<Vatories have uKd this technique to achieve hiah-quality 
radio pictures of the sky with resolutions only ten times less than that 
achieved by optical tekscopes. The method is, howeYer, slow, and 
satisfactory progress requires simultaneous UK of many antennas. 

Many astrOnomical probkms require a radio resolving power that 
approaches that of ground·based npticaltelescoJ!e- - 1 sec of arc. The 
National Radio Astronomy Observatory has carried out extensi..., and 
detailed studies of aperture synthesis systems to achieve this goal. The 
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result is a design that can achieve high·quality radio pictures of the 
required resolution at a rate of about two pictures of new regions per day. 
This ingenious design achie"\'es this speed and r601ution with a minimum 
cost by u1ilizing 27 antennas of 85-ft aperture, d•ploycd in a arelltlly 
Calculated pattern 0\""C-T an a~a 26 miles in diameter. The rotation Of the 
earth 0\·er severa1 hours causes the geometric separation of the antennas 
as seen from the sky to be altered to produt"e the ~uired antenna 
orientations and separatjons. The antennas are conrrolled. and the in· 
formation from them processed. by a central large computtr system. This 
antenna systcn1 is called the Ver)' Large Array tvLM and will be by far the 
largest ttnd most advanced radio.as tronomical instrument ever con· 
structcd. It will produce the equivalent of a radio "eye" 20 miles in 
din. meter. It is estimated that five years will be required to construct it at a 
COSI or $62 million. 

Although such a giant step in capability will certainly produce major 
discoveries and surprises that cannm now be predicted, there is an ex· 
tensive ensemble of new results that can be foreseen. Particularly revealing 
will be the dttaUtd pictures of radio galaxies and quasars. pictures that 
will show the distribution of high-.:nergy particles and magnetic 6elds. 
allowing us to trace tht t\'Oiution of these vast radiating region.s as they art 
created by th• violent uplosh-e evenu in these objects. There will be high· 
resolution radio pictures of normal galaxies to compaft' with tbe radio 
galaxies and with our theories of the radio emission or nonnaJ gaJuies 
and of the objects in them. 

Th• \'LA will be a major new tool for cosmology by virtue of its ability to 
distinguish large numbers or point sources one from another. A key 
cosmological problem is to plot a number-flux relation to very faint 
limiting nu.xes, so one is sure to be including sources that are distant 
enough to distinguish different cosmological models. The VLA can count 
such source$ because of its narrow beam and large collecting area. 
Howe\ler, a more subtle. problem is to eliminate from the count the 
numerous, but uninteresting, near-by sources that ore intrinsically faint. 
At present , we :arc not sure how numerous such sources are. The Vt.A can 
determine this by observing all sources at a known distance, such as in a 
cluster of galaxies. The narrow bea.m will be decisive in distinguishing 
indiv·idua1 sources in such crowded regions. 

There is some hope that spectral or other characteristks can be used to 
distinguish between intrinsically bright and faint sourus: the multifre· 
qu•ncy and polariution capabilities of the vu will be impocunt in this 
regard. Furthermore, if sourus can be found which ha•• a definite distri· 
but ion of linear sizes. the high angular resolution of the YLA may be able 
to d•termine the angular sizes of such objects at large distances and there· 
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fore study the angular diameter-flux relation, which should be sensitive to 
cosmological effects. In summary, the VLA will be able to approach the 
solution to the cosmological problem by a variety of avenues. 

The vu will also open a new method for study ofthe stars-by provid· 
ing information on the continuum radio emission of many normal stars. 
Just as radio telescopes have revealed imponant new information about 
high-energy envelopes of the sun, particularly about the solar corona, the 
VLA will give us our first opportunity to observe these phenomena in other 
stars, opening the door to important advances in stellar and plasma 
physics and perhaps providing clues to unsolved mysteries of the sun itself. 
Galactic novae have been observed with interferometers. and the VLA will 
give the detailed evolution of the clouds of plasma and gas ejected 
violently in the nova outburst. Perhaps emission from Wolf-Rayet, P 
Cygni, and magnetic stars will be detectable. 

Prototypes of the VLA have measured the astonishing changes in the 
emission of x·ray stars in only hours. Nevertheless. the searches for x-ray 
star radio emission have been panicularly frustrating. contributing little 
data toward the solution of the enigma of x-ray st.ars. The great im· 
provement in sensitivity offered by the vu may well remove a barrier to 
the understanding of these intriguing objects. 

The VLA will give us for the first time a clear picture of the bean of our 
galaxy. where there is a complex ensemble of radio-emitting regions, 
concealed from optical telescopes by the dense dust clouds of the Milky 
Way. There is evidence that violent events in the nucleus of the galaxy 
have strongly influenced galatic evolution. Indeed, one object in the center 
may be the same type of structure that produces the quasar phenomenon. 

By measuring the radiation of individual radio spectral lines, such as 
that of atomic hydrogen at 21-cm wavelength, the VLA will be able to give 
pictures of the gas clouds of our galaxy in such detail that we will see the 
processes taking place in them; the effects of heating, cooling, and 
supersonic collisions should all be discernible. The structure of the gas 
system of nearby galaxies will be sharply defined, testing theories of 
galactic dynamics and evolution. 

The vu will be able to distinguish detail in t.he radio emission of all the 
planets but Pluto, enabling the temperatures of the planets at various 
latitudes, seasons, and times of day to be established. The radiation belts 
of other planets could be measured in detail, and the atmospheric 
structure and nature of the planetary surface, be it rock. soil, or water· 
containing material, could be studied. 

The VLA, and some other radio-astronomy facilities. will require a new 
site. It is possible that the large steerable dish or millimeter-wave dish 
could be located in the same area. Site development economies are 
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possible in radio astronomy, since the major common requirement for all 
these innrun\cnu is a large area. free from industrial and radar elex1:rical 
interference and direct aircraft routes. They all require highly develoP«! 
technical suppon fOT retth-ers, computers, data analysis. and control. A 
dry, high -altitude site is preferable for the millimeter-wa•·e dish, although 
nCM so important for the 01ber devices. 

Whh 1he program for the vu. which -.;u rome into operation only near 
the c:nd of this decade. we recomme-nd expansion of research suppon and 
funding of' moderate·si:zed instruments at university or consot1ium
operated r3dio observatories at a rate of S2.5 million per year. This will 
permit smaller groups to probe new areas of technology: new concepts in 
antenna and receiver design, ultra·high·frequency detectors. small 
millimeter-wave antennas and interferometers, centimeter-wave inter· 
fcromcters and receivers, adaptable to the new atomic nnd molecular lines 
disc.'O\'tred, and vcry-fong-bascline interferometric terminals and arrays. A 
balanced program in radio astronomy requires a variety of less expensh·e 
racHides and innovative, Oexible research projecrs, in addition to the large 
national facilhy described. 

The oosts over ttn years for university facilities would be S2S million, 
and S62 million for the VLA _ About S6 million per year (10 percent of the 
capital c»st) will be required to operate t.he vu . The full operating costs 
" 'ill not oecur until the last half of the deeade. 

OPTICAL ASTRONOMY-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY AND 
LIGHT- GATHERING POWER 

We have witnessed a decade of remarkable discoveries in astronomy, 
including qua~ars, x-ray s tars. and infrared galaxies. Most of these 
discoveries resulted from the expansion of astronomy into new regions of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. but obsen•ations a t visual wavelengths have 
remained central in astronomy because they provide basic information 
about di.stancc, mass. temperature, pressure. and chemical composition. 
Funhcrmore. through comparisons with well-esublishod theories. optical 
astronomy i.s the basic tool for studying stellar C'\'olution and nucleosyn· 
thesis. the: ages or stars and clusters. the distances and stellar content of 
g:ala.xies. and the scale of the unh·erse. Moreover. optical astronomy has 
provided data that challenge established theories. For eaamplc. r=nt 
photographic advances have re\'ealed puzzling phenomena in highly 
distorted galuies. 

For optical astronomy to fulfill all these roles. we must have te.lacopes 
co collect the photons and detectors to record them. Progress in astronomy 
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has depended heavily on our ability to build larger telescopes and more 
efficient detectors. Introduction of refracting telescopes more than three 
centuries ago led gradually to a SOO-fold improvement in angular res· 
olution and permitted objects to be seen that are 10.000 times fainter than 
those that could be seen with the eye alone. These refracto"' " 'ere 
adequate for finding new planets and charting the stellar unive"'e in the 
nearer parts of our Milky Way. but the astronomer was still left with only 
the memory of his pe=nal visual perception. 

Photography. beginning about a century ago. brought modern as
tronomy into being. Not only could each astronomer now share his vision 
with the world. but. equally important. he cou ld extend it to objects a 
hundred times fainter. due to the ability of photographic emulsions to 
store light during long exposures. Photography unveiled the extragalactic 
universe. but the full appreciation of its size and grandeur depended on 
the parallel development of large reflecting telescopes through a 
progression culminating in the 200-in. rellecting telescope on Palomar 
Mountain, with its ability to study objects 10 million times fainter than 
can be seen with the unaided human eye. This great instrument. after 
nearly 25 yea"' of use. still serves as the spearhead of world astronomy. It 
is worth noting that the 200-in. telescope was funded and designed during 
the presidency of Calvin Coolidge. before the space age and even before 
the first nuclear accelerators or radio telescopes. Some of the smaller 
telescopes still in active use in the country are nearly 100 years old. 

Since there has been only modest improvement in the efficiency of 
photographic emulsions during the last 50 years. the building of ever· 
larger telescopes was aimed almost entirely toward collecting more light. 
The cost of conventional telescopes increases nearly with the cube of the 
aperture, making this an expensive. although necessary. pursuit. Con· 
sequently, astronomers began to investigate techniques that would detect 
photons more effectively than the photographic plate. which nt best can 
record I out of every 100 photons collected by the telescope. The in· 
troduction of photomultiplie"' with quantum efliciencies up to 25 percent 
was a major improvement. but they were limited to view a single resolution 
element of an image at a time. Detectors were needed that would combine 
the high sensitivity of the photocathode with the ability of the photograph 
to record all parts ofa large two-dimensional picture at the same time. 

The first objective has been accomplished in the last few yea"' by 
developments that include (I) image intensifiers in which photoelectrons 

, from a cathode excite a phosphor screen that is then photographed. (2) 
eleetronographlc cameras in which the photoelectrons strike a photo
graphic emulsion directly. and (3) integrating television cameras in 
which the photoelectrons are stored in a target that con be read out with 
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an electron beam. These techniques have in tum pointed to ultimate 
systems that will count individual photoelectrons focused onto a two
dimensional array of sensitive elements. In some of these systems. as the 
data are obtained, they can be read into a computer for immediate 
processing so that the astronomer can watch the image build and optimize 
the exposure. 

11>e impact of these developments on astronomy has been enormous. In 
many situations they render present telescopes up to 25 times more 
effective than before. This is equivalent to scaling each existing 40·in. 
telescope into a 200-in. and the 200-in. into a 1000-in. If a 1000-in. 
telescope cou ld be built. it would cost S2 bill ion: the replacement cost of 
the 200-in. is now near $25 million. The equivalent cost of such a fivefold 
transformation, assuming it could be done in the old way by actually 
rebuilding existing telescopes, would be a t least SS billion, whereas the 
cost of equipping all major American telescopes with such devices will be 
much less than I percent of this. These factors amply account for the 
unanimity of astronomers in giving high priority to the development of 
these electrooptical detectors and their installation on large telescopes. 

Additional improvements can come from the more efficient use of 
telescope time through various controls for automatic setting and guiding 
and television cameras for finding and tracking objects too faint (or too 
red) for the eye alone. At present. work on invisible objects requires the 
time-consuming procedure of offsetting the telescope from objects that 
can be seen. 

The major effecl of the new detectors will not be to observe the same 
objecls in shorter time but rather to study much fainter objects and to use 
higher spectral resolution. This will permit critical investigations not 
thought possible 10 years ago, such as analyzing individual stars in nearby 
galaxies for element abundances. studying the absorption lines in the 
faintest quasars. and measuring red shifts of the most distant galaxies. 
However, even with these impressive advances in detectors and controls, 
we still need more large telescopes. Some of our major reflectors are near 
growing urban areas whose lights make the sky too bright for work on the 
fainter objects. and even the Palomar telescopes are already threatened. 
While we make all possible elfons to improve the efficiency of present 
telescopes. we must also build new ones at safe dark sites where there is 
good seeing. The cost of a ,·ery large single-mirror instrument is so high 
that we recommend experiments with the concept of an optical telescope 
array. In order to achieve a large coUecting area at a moderate cost. initial 
efforts should be directed toward developing a multiple-mirror telescope 
with either an array of mirrors on a common mount or a system of 
separate telescopes feeding the same detector. If prototype tests prove 
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these concepts feasible. an operating telescope of high optical quality 
equivalent In area to a ISO. or ~in. dlould be buill, follcr..,d by !he 
daip and con.wvction or • much lafJCf system in !he 4()(). to 60Q.in. 
dass. if uperience ,.;lh the smaller one iodieates that the next step will 
succeed. Ho,.ever. If the multiple-mirror telescope don not fulfill ex· 
pectations, another conventional reflector of the 200·in. class should be 
built as soon as possible. 

While the multiple system is being designed and tested. we must 
proceed with the construction of at least one standard telcscope 90 in. or 
larger. at a dark site. In order to begin to compensate for those in· 
struments that no longer can be used on the faintest objects because of lhe 
lights from e•pandlng cities. 

Funding of at least SIO million will be needed for the development of 
the new elcctrooptkal detectors and installation of the bc>l •ystems on all 
major U.S. telescopes. There are at least nine e•i>tina telescopes large 
enough to use one or more of lhese detectors profitably. three more under 
construction. and three proposed. Outfitting these telescopes with tel· 
evision cameras and automatic controls for serting and guiding as ,.ell as 
with small computers for immediate data reduction ,.;11 cost anolher SS 
million. 

An operatina multimirror telescope equivalent to a ISO. to 200-in. 
single mirror is estimated to cost about S.S million. Further funding up to 
S25 million should then be provided to build the largest possible telescope 
within that budget-ither a multiple-mirror one with an elfective 
aperture of 400 to 600 in. if the concept proves to be feasible or a con· 
ventional 200-in. telescope. An additional SS million is for the urgently 
needed intcrn>ediatc·sizcd telescope at a dnrk site. 

The well -rounded program in optical astronomy requires (I) advanced 
sensors and controls-S IS million. (2) test of array concept- SS million. 
(3) a 100-in.·class telescope-55 million. (4) construction of a large optical 
array or another 200-in.·dass telescope-S2S million. Operatina costs for 
the new optical facUlties ,.ill reach S3 . .S million per year by the end of !he 
decade. 

INFRARED ASTRONOMY 

Although Herschel detected infrared radiation from the sun "ilh a 
thermometer more than 170 years ago. it is only in the past decade that 
infrared observations have become important to the mainstream of 
uuonomkal research. Only recently have solid-state and low·ttmperaturo 
technotoaies developed to the point where available infrared detectors are 
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sensitive enough to study objects other than the sun in any detail. Low
temperature techniques are especially important, because the earth's 
atmosphere and the telescope are strong sources of background radiation 
in the infrared and are thus seen by the detector. Infrared detectors must 
be cooled. often to temperatures as low as 2 K. Ideally, the entire telescope 
should also be cooled and then lifted into space to avoid contamination by 
atmospheric radiation. Going high in the atmoshere or into space would 
also extend the available range of wavelengths, because water vapor 
makes the atmosphere opaque in large portions of the infrared region of 
the spectrum. Unlike ultraviolet or x-ray astronomy, which can be con· 
ducted only from space. some infrared astronomy can be carried out 
through the atmosphere by large ground-based telescopes. At other 
wavelengths. the absorption by water vapor. if not the background 
radiation. can be overcome by observing from an aircraft or balloon above 
the tropopause. 

The infrared has great potential for astronomical research. This part of 
the spectrum begins at the long-wavelength end of the visible spectrum. at 
about ll'fll. and stretches over a range of more than ten octaves to about 
I mm. where it overlaps the short-wavelength end of the radio region of 
the spectrum. Within this range lies the characteristic blackbody 
radiation of the moon and planets, cool stars. and prestellar clouds. as 
well as the background radiation of the expanding universe. The infrared 
is useful for observing any object with a temperature between 3 and JOOO 
K. The infrared is the realm of molecular spectroscopy. the range wherein 
lie the vibrational-rotational bands and lines of many cosmically im
portant molecules. Theoretical studies of the interstellar medium also 
indicate that many of the important heating and cooling mechanisms 
involve infrared radiations from atoms and ions. 

But as always. it is the unexpected and surprising that is the most in
teresting. Photometric studies aimed initially at improving temperature 
and luminosity determinations for cool stars led to the discovery of excess 
infrared radiation from circumstellar dust shells. A ground-based sky 
survey found some enormously luminous "infrared stars" that are barely 
detectable with optical telescopes. Exploratory observations of peculiar 
galaxies and qua.sars in the near infrared soon led to the realization that 
some of these objects emit more energy in the infrared than in all other 
wavelength regions combined. an unexpected and still unexplained result. 
Rocket observations of the cosmic background radiation. initiated mainly 
as a check on what had already been learned in the radio region of the 
spectrum, found a much greater flux than had been expected. and the 
resolution of the discrepancy may have profound implications for 
cosmology. 
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The new technology and the new exciting problems uncovered attract a 
large number of astronomers. particularly young experimenters. into the 
field . 

We recommend ex.pansion of support for this vigorous activity in all 
areas. including development programs for more sensitive detectors. 
exploration of new high-altitude dry sites for infra~ telescopes. and 
exploitation of multiplex spectroscopic techniques. as well as increased 
funding of ongoing ground-based. airborne. and rocket programs. So 
much has been done with so little money (les.s than S2 million per year) 
that a large payoff is almost sure to follow from n doubling of this effort. 

As port of this expansion, we recommend an imnuxliate start on a 
program of surveying the sky for objects bright in the far infrared. This is 
extremely important for understanding the nature of exploding galaxies 
and may uncover new and unexpected phenomena. The first step. a 
balloon survey down to a relatively bright limit. can be done immediately 
for less than 5200.000. 

We also foresee the future need for a telescope with a large collecting 
area and high angular resolution in the far infrared. Such an instrument 
must of necessity operate in the stratosphere. and we recommend that a 
design study be initiated soon to determine the most suitable and econo
mic platform. 

The growth of infrared astronomy is creating large demands on existing 
telescopes. most of which are neither at the best sites nor optimally 
designed for infrared work. We therefore recommend as one item in the 
i.ncreased infrared program. construction of moderate-sized infrared tele
scopes. particularly in the southern hemisphere. We also recommend con
struction of a large (3 to 4 m) infrared telescope (at a cost ofSS million) at 
the best available high-altitude site in the northern hcmi.sphcre. 

Such a combined program of ground ·based, airborne. and rocket in
frared astronomy is sure to lead to many exciting discoveries in this new 
and expanding field . The total budget is estimated to be S25 million. 

HIGH-ENERGY ASTRONOMICAL PROGRA M 

During the first half of the last decade. the total "observing time" in x-ray 
astronomy had accumulated only to about one hour. through many rocket 
flights. During that hour it had become apparent that the • · ray sky is 
extraordinarily rich in new phenomena, and that vast and vital aspects of 
many optical and radio objects had not been appreciated from observa
tions in those wavelengths. 

The Crab nebula is not only one of the brightest objects in the x-ray sky. 
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but it is also extraordinarily complex. A s1eady x··ray glow is emitted by 
electrons spiraling in tho magnetic fidds of tho nobula. Pulm! x rays aro 
emitted from the pulsar created in the spectacular supernova explosion of 
A.. D. 1054. one of only two radio pulsars known to emit x rays. 11:te x-ray 
spectNm ex·tends up into the gamma-ray ftgion. 

&c><pius X· l. the bright.,t x·ray object most of the lime. is auociated 
whh a blue starlike object with strong optical emission lines. X rays are 
emitted from a hot plasma in the vicinity of the blue object whose nature 
n:mains a mystery. It appears likely thai many of the celestial x-ray 
sources in our galaxy are generally similar to Sco X-1. 

Occasionally, a new x-ray source appears in the sky, is more: intense 
than Sco X-I for a few months. then declines until it is no longer detect
able. We do not have good enough position measurements of these sources 
to attempt to identify them with optical objects. One of the first major 
discoveries of the Uhuru x·ray satellite has been " new class of x·ray 
sources that undergo regular (pulsarlike) and irregular fluctuations on a 
rime scale between 0. 1 and 10 sec. No optical identifications are yet 
available. 

Many unusual galaxies are X·ray sources. These include strong radio 
galaxios (M87J. quasars (3C273). Seyfen galaxies. and ordinary galaxios 
(Jhe Magellanie Clouds shaa· a c:omplex x-ray structure~ Tromendous 
amounts or energy are rele.ased in the lt·ray reeion in some or these 
souru.. po5ing serious challenges to our understanding of high-a~ergy 
I.Sirophysic:s. 

Underlying all th""' sources is a diffu>e x·ray glow that appears to be 
featureless. Many astronomers believe that the background x rays were 
created far away and long ago in the early cosmological history of our 
universe. 

This brief and incomplete list of important discoveries in x·ray at· 
tronomy is reminiscent of the early exciting years of radio a.scronomy. A 
wide range of new phenomena had been found. but understanding of 
these phenomena was minimal. The search for understanding required 
much larger instruments. new techniques. bener detectors. better spectral 
coverage or the sources. polarization measurements. and the ability to 
repeac observations for variability. a common featu~ of ··compact" 
objects. 

A similar pattern of devdopment is needed in a:·ray astronomy. Much 
J.arger·an:a dctecton than have been flown are required in order to find 
and study faint sources. For the lower-<nergy x rays. focusing optical 
techniques, involving gruing·incidence instruments. should be Down. 
The>e will allow detailed pic:turos with high angular rosolution to be 
obtained. Thoy will also act as photon collectors. concentrating • · ray 
photons from weak sources on Bragg crystal spccnomcten and on 
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polarimeters so that the detailed spectral properties of the sources can be 
measured. Because tbe detectors used with focusing optics can be made 
very small. the unwanted detector background counting rate can be 
greatly reduced, facilitating measurements of extended sources and of the 
apparently isotropic x·ray background. 

With this major instrumentation. very large numbers of x-ray sources 
should be discovered. Many new examples of the various classes of x-ray 
sources in our galaxy should be found. so that the full range of properties 
of these sources can be studied. Positional determinations of these sources 
should be greatly improved. thus allowing large numbers of them to be 
identified with optical objects. With the resulting ability to study the 
sources in many different wavelength ranges, our theoretical understand· 
ing of the character and structure of the sources should improve rapidly. 

Of great importance will be the ability to point at x·ray sources steadily 
for hours at a time. Not only will this allow a major improvement in the 
statistics of tbe spectral measurements. but it will also permit studies of 
the time variations of the total x·ray emission and of individual spectral 
features. One of the principal striking characteristics of the galactic •·ray 
sources that have so far been found has been the temporal variability of 
tbe x-ray Dux. ranging from rapid Ouctuations to long·term changes. This 
characteristic is more frequently found in x-ray sources than in optical 
and radio sources. 

The major instrumentation should also have extreme importance for 
studies of extragalactic x-ray sources. It should permit detection of in· 
dividual sources in nearby galaxies and of emission from active galaxies 
and quasars to very great depths in space. More definitive measurements 
of hot plasma concentrated in clusters of galaxies will be possible. 
allowing a determination of whether sufficient masses of such plasma exist 
in the clusters to bind the galaxies gravitationally. Much more definitive 
measurements of the spectrum and isotropy (or lack of isotropy) of the 
background x rays will improve our understanding of the cosmology and 
early history of our universe. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration ti<ASAl has 
recogniud the richness and promise of this field of research by requesting 
congressional authorization for two large rotating High Energy As· 
tronomical Observatories ( KEAO 's). These are to be large spacecraft in 
orbit about the earth, slowly rotating so that the instruments scan across 
tbe sky. These will be survey spacecraft. with a large collecting area in· 
tended to discover new faint x·ray sources. to measure their positions 
accurately. and to measure spectral properties. Combined with the x·ray 
instrumentation would be gamma-ray and cosmic-ray instruments. 

The spacecraft will play an essential role in the future of astronomy. X· 
ray astronomy will increasingly become a partner to ortical and radio 
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astronomy as more J[-ray sources are identified and their propc:nies a~ 
correlated with thost in other wavelength band$. h is possible that some 
typt:s of x-ray source may ne\-er be optically identified. in -. .. hich case •--e 
• ·ill be entlrt-ly dependent on H £AO techniques to s rudy them. 

NASA pla nning also calls for two pointable HEAO 's. 1nc:sc will be el-cn 
more imponant to the future or x-ray astronomy chan the rotating 
HEAO 's. They will permit short-time·scale Ouctualions in intensity to be 
followed continuously and to be correlated whh s imultaneous optical. 
radio, and perhaps infrared observations from the ground. They will take 
ttdvanttlge of focusing x-ray optics to concentrate the x·ray photons onto 
small detectors. where background problems can be reduced and angular 
structural information and positions can be obtained with high accuracy. 
11 ls important that NASA also seek authorb·.alion for the pointable 
1-H!.AO 's as soon as possible. in order that there not be too g.rcat a time 
delay berween the discovery of new x-ray objects by the first rotating H EAO 

and I he del ailed study of them by the fi"'t pointable II EAO. 

A measure of the importance attached to x-ray astronomy by 
astronomers is that they have scheduled large blocks of lime on major 
optical instruments to exploit the discoveries and positional 
measu~ments of new x-ray sources by the UhuN x-ray satellite. This 
rdl<tt~ their expectation that a number of optical identifications will be 
possible of the newlydiscoVtted x-ray sour=. If this is the case. the HEAO 

program will make lar~ demands on optical astrOnomy and probably also 
on infrared astronomy. There should be an expansion in major optical 
facilities to satisfY the requirements of x·ray astronomy. Extragalactic 
objects in which a major portion of the energy emi.ssJon i.s in the infra.red 
are also proving to be x·ray objects: it is possible that a similar correlation 
may exist among some classes of galacttc x·ray objecu. Thu.s an expansion 
in infrared facilities may also be required for support or X·ray astronomy. 

The high·encrgy astronomical program given extremely high priority by 
the Committee includes the four HE-AO 's in the NASA planning program. 
two rotating and two pointed. together with an associated expansion in 
oplical and infrared facilities to provide the ground support required for 
lhe development of x-ray astronomy. 

The esdmated rost of the four HEAO missions is SJ80 million. In ad· 
dition. at least one intermediate·sized optical celescope to support the 
program should be constructed at a eos1 of SS million. 

MILLIMETER-WAVE ANTENNA 

One of the dramatic discoveries of the recent past was the detccdon in tbe 
clouds of interstellar space of an astonishing variety of molecular spc:ctes. 
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The-se findings contradicted our expectations that the formation of such 
molecules was a rare event and that their destruction was rapid bec.ause of 
the flood of ultraviolet light in the galaxy. 

The species found range from the sma11. diatomic molecules. such as 
CO. CS. and CN, to such complex substances as cyanoacetylene. methyl 
alcohol. formaldehyde. and formam ide. containing as many as six atoms. 
Carbon monoxide is present in an abundance some thousand times 
greater than other molecules. probably reflecting lts resis~ance to 
dissociation by ultraviolet light. The molecules of greatest abundance are 
those found in our laboratories to form the basic constituents of 
biochemical systems. For instance. formaldehyde is a precursor of both 
amino acids and sugars in experiments simulating conditions on t he 
primitive earth. Thus the molecules observed seem to indicate that the 
chemistry of life on earth is closely paratteled in interstellar space. 

The diatomic molecules are almost always best observed at relatively 
short radio wavelengths of a few millimeters. They form the basic building 
blocks for the larger molecules, and the physical interpretation of their 
spectra is much simpler than for the larger molecules. The larger 
molecules have great significance. however. since they often possess a rich 
spectrum. both at cent-imeter and millimeter wa\'elengths, and form a 
particularly powerful tool for probing the physical conditions in the 
interstellar medium. High resolution is necessary to define the distribution 
of the molecules from which the-modes oflheir formation and destruction 
can be studied. High sensitivity is necessary to discO\·er large molecules. 
which may have low abundances, and other low-abundance substances 
such as molecules containing rare isotopes. 

High resolution and high sensitivity require a very large stecrablc tele
scope with a very precise reflecting surface. Such a telescope has many 
other important uses. particularly for the study of variations of quasar 
spectra and intensities and planetary emissions. 

Such a telescope is not easy to build, because it must n1aintain its 
geometry to accuracies of tenths of millimeters under the influence of 
changing gravity forces, wind. and thermal stresses. A great deal of 
research has been carried out at the National Radio Astronomy Ob
servatory on such precise and stable telescopes. A new approach to 
telescope design, called the "homology telescope"' has b<-.:n developed. 
which appears capable of attaining the desired performance. Indeed. 
some of the principles of this approach have been applied successfully in 
the new 100-m radio telescope of t he Ma.x Planck lnstitut fiir Radio-
astronomie in Gennany. 

The very large radio telescope recommended for observations a t milli
meter wavelengths would very likely be a fully steerable parabolic reflector 
with an aperture of 215ft. performing satisfactorily at wavelengths of 3 
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mm and longer. The cost of this instrument is not as well determined as 
that of the vu but is estimated to be SIO million. 

The ronstruction of this telescope will provide a major capability in a 
particularly promising area of astronomical research and will capitalize on 
our receiver technology. momentum, and d<sign capabilities in a field 
developed in the United States and in which the rountry is pre-eminent. 

AIRCRAFT, BALLOONS, AND ROCKETS 

An essential part of space research is carried out using small vehicles
aircraft, balloons, and rockets. They are relatively inexpensive and ideally 
suited for programs of observation with specialized instrumentation where 
a few minutes or hours of data-taking will accomplish the research ob· 
jective. They have also been essential for testing astronomical in
strumentation for use in space. These vehicles have proved invaluable in 
the past; their utility in the future is assured by t.he steadily increasing 
requirements for their use. 

At a time of severe fiscal ronstraints, the reduction of the number and 
variety of large astronomical missions in space can, in part, be balanced 
by the initiation of much less costly programs utilizing small vehicles. 
These may be able to carry out some of the research contemplated in the 
abandoned missions, thus maintaining a degree of flexibility and vitality 
in the affected field of research. The scientifically sensible rourse of action 
is to increase funding for aircraft, balloons, and rockets when fewer major 
satellite experiments are planned. If satellite programs are increased, an 
accompanying increase in rocket research, with smaller but innovative 
goals, will lead to optimum satellite design and therefore be of high value. 

Until recently, x-ray astronomy depended entirely upon rocket 
research. The x-ray sources were discovered by rockets. and quite ac
curate positions were measured for some of them with ingenious rocket 
instrumentation. Rocket measurements made duri.ng a lunar eclipse of the 
Crab nebula revealed that the x rays were not a point source. At the 
present time, rockets are proving essential to the further study of some x· 
ray phenomena discovered by the UhuTV x-ray satellite. Unexpectedly 
rapid x-ray fluctuations of the Cyg X-1 source were discovered utilizing 
the satellite, but since the satellite rotates, it is not suitable for following 
the fluctuations. Rockets are capable of pointing at a source like this for 
several minutes at a time, and missions can now be Instrumented to 
provide the data essential to a better understanding of Cyg X-1. Since this 
source appears to be but one of several classes of strange x-ray objects, it 
is clear that there will be a pressing need for more x-ray astronomy 
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rockets for the next several years- and most certainly through the era of 
the Kigh Energy As1ronomical Observatories. 

Ultraviolet astronomy also began with rockets, first for studies of the 
sun and then for studies of the stars. Differences were found between 
theoretically calculated ultraviolet stellar spectra and the rocket ob· 
servations. Rapid rates of mass loss from hot supergiant stars were 
discovered by spectroscopic observation in the ultraviolet. Perhaps one of 
the most important of the ultraviolet astronomical discoveries was that of 
molecular hydrogen in interstellar space. Today the bulk of the ultraviolet 
astronomical observations are carried out with an Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory. but the instrumentation in this vehicle is relatively infiexible, 
even though it returns a great amount of data. It is necessary to sup· 
plement and enrich these data with selective rocket measurements using a 
wider range of instrumentation. 

The loss of OAO·B has been a severe setback for ultraviolet astronomy. 
The authorized program will conclude with the launching of OAO·C in 
fiscal year 1973. For many years, the program of ultraviolet astronomy 
from spacecraft is likely to be modest even if new satellites such as the 
proposed SAS· D are authorized. In these circumstances, it will be all the 
more important that a supplementary program of rocket observations in 
the ultraviolet be provided to maintain vigor in this field of research. The 
instruments carried in these rockets may provide some of the 
measurements that would have been made by OAO· B. They also will 
provide an opportunity to exploit the discoveries made by OAO·A and 
OAO.C and will provide an important survey of certain classes of 
ultraviolet phenomena. There will undoubtedly be many celestial objects 
found in these ultraviolet studies that will turn out to pose important 
scientific puzzles. many of which can be further studied and elucidated by 
resea.rch using rockets. 

Infrared astronomy now relies heavily upon aircraft and balloons. 
While a few infrared windows can be exploited from the ground, most of 
the wavelength region, and especially the far infrared, requires an ob· 
serving platform above the bulk of the atmospheric water vapor. 
Observations from balloons and aircraft have given important new 
spectroscOpic information in the infrared about the sun and planetary 
atmospheres. Observations from aircraft have detected high Ouxes of 
radiation in the infrared from the cores of active galaxies and quasars. 
Large numbers of strong infrared sources near the center of the galaxy 
have been discovered during surveys made from aircraft and balloons. 

NASA is providing an aircraft platform for a 36-in. infrared telescope, 
which should produce important new results. The Committee recom· 
mends that a first, crude, long-wavelength infrared sky survey be carried 
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out from balloons in the near furure. In the longer·range future. a deep
sky SUf\'ey in the infrared will probably require satellite techniques, but 
these will require a prior ro<ket de .. elopment program. Hen~. in&aml 
astronomy will be a major user of aircraft. balloons, and rockets in the 
next few )'tars. 

Solar rescareh has been heavily dependent on ro<kets as well as on 
satellites in the Orbiting Solar Observatory series. These have produ~ 
detailed ultraviolet spectra and x-ray pictures. They have been Oown on 
command at times of solar Oares. There is a continuins need to sup
plemenc che sacellite coverage or che sun with special, Oexible. quick· 
response rocket instrumentation. 

Thus essentially all che major are.as of space astronomy have an ex· 
panding need f'or small researeh vehicles: aircraft, balloons, or rockets. 
The expenditure on these research vehicles for astronomical research 
presenlly amounts 10$12 million to SIJ million per year. The Committee 
slrongly recommends that the expend iture for chis type or researeh be 
doubled os rapidly as possible. cenainly within the next ch~ years. 

SOLAR PROGRAM 

The Opening up of the extreme ultraviolet and X•ray region of the solar 
spectrum by ro<ket and satellite observations has pro¥ided many im· 
ponant new advances in solar research in the lase decade. l.n this region or 
the spectrum occur the dominant emissions from the solar corona, where 
mechanical energy, generated in the solar outer convection zone, is 
deposited both in the form of steady heating and in violenl even IS such as 
solar nares. Apan from tcoching us more about eoronal heating and the 
origin of flares and cosmic rays. euv and x-ray observations of the sun, as 
the brlghcest astronomical object, also play a role in leading the way to the 
understanding of similar observations elsewhere in the universe. 

The Orbiting Solar Observatory tOSOI program was started in the 
beginning or the last decade. The oso 's provide • platform ror studying 
both raptd events and slow variations of radiation over time intervals up to 
one year. There has been steady improvement in the capabilicies or these 
sacellites. Early oso 's bad vinually no spatial resolution and carried only 
small payloads. Rapid tecllnologi<:al development will ma.ke it possible for 
the eighth oso . to be Oown in 1973, to cany instrumeniS that attxin a 
spacial resolution or - 1 sec or are. comparable with chat obcained with the 
better around-based telescopes. 

This proaram or continuous development and gradual impro¥ement has 

J 
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made the oso program among the most successful and productive of all 
astronomical satellite programs. We recommend the continuation of this 
program beyond the present oso series. through oSO·L, . ., , and ·N (at a 
cost of S30 million each), to be Oown during the next solar maximum 
(1977-1931 ). These oso 'swill probably provide for the first time a spatial 
resolution equal to or better than that of the very best observations ob
tained from the ground or balloons. This improved spatial resolution is of 
utmost importance, since we know from ground-based observations that 
the energy transfer to the chromosphere, to flares and cosmic rays, and 
perhaps to the corona, occurs on scales probably less than or equal to 1 sec 
of arc. 

oso. L., ·M, and ·N will fly during the next period of maximum solar 
activity, with a spatial resolution 10 to SO times better than was possible in 
the last period. They will carry instruments capable of analyzing the 
properties of flares and active regions in the spectral region from 3000 A 
down to the very energetic x rays below 0.1 A. It is entirely reasonable to 
expect that these observations will result in a significant increase of our 
understanding of the layers of the sun above the photosphere, of solar 
activity, and of solar Hares. 

We envisage this continued oso program, together with the expanded 
solar rocket program discussed in the space astronomy recommendation, 
as the bac.kbone of the solar space program. It is of the greatest im· 
portance, however, that improved observations from space go hand in 
hand with the improvement and extension of observations from the 
ground. The solar photosphere, best observed in visible and near infrared 
radiaHon, reveaJs most of the sources of the energy input in the 
chromosphere. and eorona in the form of granulation, magnetic structures, 
and mechanical motions. Coronagraphs, eclipse experiments, anticipated 
observations of far infrared recombination lines, and radio observations 
provide relatively inexpensive ways to observe other aspects of the sun's 
upper atmosphere. We therefore recommend the continuous updating of 
existing ground·based and aircraft facilities and the construction of small 
specialized telescopes for the visible and infrared spectral regions (at a 
cost of approximately Sl.O million per year). This updating includes 
improved image detection, storage, and analysis, as well as improvement 
of image quality by telescope refinement and site selection. For the study 
of the interaction of solar·Oare plasma with the magnetic field and plasma 
of the outer solar corona, we suggest the construction of a relatively 
inexpensive multifrequency metric and decametric radioheliograph with 
moderate (I -5 min of arc) spatial resolution (at a cost of approximately 
$1.5 million). The cost of the program over the next decade will be S90 
million for oso.L. ·M. and .Nand SIO.O million for ground-based facilities. 
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THEORETICAL ASTROPHYSICS AND COMPUTING 
REQUIREMENTS 

Physical theory has always played a crucial role in astronomy-from the 
period when Newton's theory of gravitation provided the uplanation of 
planetary orbits to the present time. when nuclear reattion theory 
promises to el<plain the synthesis of chemical elements in supernova 
explosions. Any balanced program for progress in astronomy wiU 
necessarily contain a vital, if relatively inexpensive, program of theoretical 
research. 

Much theoretical astrophysics today is concerned with model building. 
In this type of activity, physical principles substantiated in the laboratory, 
including those of quantum theory, nuclear physics, and plasma physics, 
are used to construct a mathematical model of an observable astronomical 
object, such as a star, a galaxy, or even the whole universe. The relevant 
equations are. usually complex and nonHnear and must be solved on a 
computer. The resulting models are then compared with observations to 
fix parameters of the model, such as the mass of the star or the random 
velocities of stars in a galaxy, and to show how the model should be im
proved to attain agreement with observations. Model building is essen
tially the only way known to convert the stream of photons entering a 
telescope into a physical picture of what is going on. 

The theoretical astrophysicist thus stands astride physics and as· 
tronomy. Oose contact with physkists is essential if current developments 
there are to be properly included in the model. Constant interaction with 
observen is essential if theoretical work is to be aimed in the most 
productive directions for interpreting nature and if observational work is 
to be focused on the most theoretically significant questions. 

In the recent past there has been increasing exploration of dynamic 
states. The theory of stellar evolution can be largely constructed from a 
sequence of static stellar models, but in the final stage of a star's life-in 
some ways the most interesting one-events occur very rapidly, with 
gravitational collapse and outgoing shock waves playing a vital role. To 
reconstruct these phenomena, it is vital to simulate the dynamics in a 
computer. Dynamical modeling is playing an ever-increasing role, from 
stellar explosions to interstellar shock waves to the spiral structure of 
galuies. Such modeling is orders of magnitude more time-consuming 
than static modeling, so fasttr computers with larger memories are 
required. A prime example of the success of this apptoKh is the modeling 
of a supernova el<plosion, in which the progress of a shock wave is followed 
in detail, and a netWOrk of about 100 nuclear reactions is followed at each 
time step. The result is a prediction of the abundances of the chemical 
elements. which seems to agree remarkably well with observation. 
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A related activity is theoretical work in dynamical astronomy-the 
application of Newton's equations of motion (with small relativistic 
corrections) to the positions of planets and satellites of the solar system. 
Here the problem is to compute the orbits using interactions between all 
bodies to extract precise values for the parameters of the system, including 
the masses of the bodies involved. Recently, such work has demonstrated 
its vitality by providing extremely ae<:urate motions of the earth for use in 
reduction of optical observations of pulsars. Without these precise 
positions (about J0·8 of the distance to the sun), it would have been im· 
possible to utilize the precise optical timing measurements, which require 
correction for light-travel time within the solar system. It would thus have 
been impossible to infer the existence of abrupt changes in the period of 
the Crab pulsar, which have been interpreted as due to starquakes in the 
crust of a neutron star. Such is the unity of astronomy, of the old and the 
new. 

We believe that increasing the effort in the universities, where there is 
strong interaction of theoretical astrophysicists with both observers and 
physicists, is the best way to optimize results in theoretical research. We 
suggest particular emphasis on relativistic astrophysics, stellar evolution 
(particularly early and late phases), derivation of physical data needed to 
construct precise stellar models (including opacity sources, nuclear·energy 
generation rates, convection theory, and equations of state), and 
theoretical interstellar physics and chemistry (including the solid-state 
theory of grains, molecular and atomic cross sections and transition 
probabilities, the theory of masers, and the plasma physics of interstellar 
gas and magnetic fields). 

Interaction between relatively isolated theoretical groups should be 
increased wherever possible, for example, between groups working on 
stellar interiors, stellar atmospheres, and observational stellar spec .. 
troscopy, between plasma theorists and astrophysicists working on stellar 
and interstellar plasma processes, and between chemists and astronomers 
working on molecular astronomy. 

Support should be increased for both theoretical and experimental 
study of atomic and nuclear collis-ion cross sections and transition 
probabilities, taking care to locate this work in several independent 
groups to increase the effectiveness of cross checking. By and large, this 
can be accomplished by supporting physicists in universities where there is 
an active astrophysics group that can be helpful in establishing priorities 
for experimentation and calculation. We recommend that in the specific 
areas of beam-foil spectroscopy and low-energy nuclear cross sections, the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission lAEC) consider support of groups 
utilizing existing facilities for this work. 

Funds are needed for individual university investigators to increase 
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their efforts using suclt university computers as are available. The fund.s 
available for computation generally need to be increased. Theoretieal 
astrophysicists and dynamical astronomers are moving into an era when 
the maximum speed and storage capacity available will be needed to solve 
dynamical problems, but many university and national center computers 
are not equal to this task; selected ones should be upgraded. In addition, 
state-of-the-art computers in mission-oriented agencies such as the AEC 

and I<ASA would be extremely useful if means for using them part-time 
can be worked out. The additional funds needed for first-rate activity in 
this area are not trivial-perhaps SS million per year. 

The theoretical etfort at the national observatories needs to be fostered. 
Research output would be optimized by increasing the availability of 
theoreticians at the national centers. To succeed, it is essential to find 
highly quali6ed versatile individuals as visitors or on the staff. Such a goal 
involves enhancing the computer facilities, as required, to make the 
observatory attractive both to resident and visiting theorists. 

Joint activities between physics and astronomy programs in universities 
should be encouraged. Because of the close relationship of theoretical 
ast.rophysies to both physics and observational astronomy. productivity is 
served by every possible mode of cooperation. including. in some cases. 
merged departments, joint academic programs. and shared facilities. It is 
most important that astronomy PhD students receive as thorough training 
as possible in physics. and to this end. special seminars should be 
designed. 

A National Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics has been suggested. to 
provide a focus for theoretical research, to promote interchange between 
astrophysicists from different suhfields and between astrophysicists and 
other scientists, and to provide a stimulating atmosphere for postdoctoral 
fellows before they accept permanent appointments. A proposal by the 
Panel on Theoretical Astronomy would fund an institute at an annual rate 
of approximately $750.000 for a fixed period of seven years. The institute 
would have some six permanent statf members. with an outstanding 
scientist as director. and would be located in an anractive place close to a 
researclt university and close to a group of observational astronomers. 
There would be particular emphasis on p015tdoctoral and visiting ap
pointments. and in keeping with the need to keep administrative and 
other expenses low. the support statf and computarional facilities would 
be strictly limited . 

The Committee concurs with the panel in the thrust of its recom
mendation for an institute. Nevertheless. it believes that for both 
pragmatic and historical reasons. the main strength of theoretical 
astrophysics is likely to remain in the universities. There It can have the 
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greatest impa£1 on the educational process and on young men from a wide 
diversity of backgrounds and fields of interest. The institute. if it is set up. 
should strengthen. not compete with. university groups. Emphasis on 
interaction b«ween groups. on funding of young people. and on a 
moderate budget. whi<:h will suffice if the staff and computer facilities are 
limited, is consistent with this goal. We recommend. to this end, that if the 
institute postdoctoral fellowship program is established. it be used also for 
purposes not immediately related to a"endance at the institute. including 
travel funds for visits to other institutions and the cost of computing at 
home institutions or other facilities. 

While there are advantages in such a permanent institute. we recom
mend that, as a first step. consideration be given to smaller funding for a 
summer institute. Such an Institute would have no permanent staff beyond 
the director and would occupy rented space at one of a number of possible 
sites that may prove attractive. No computation facilities would be 
provided; the entire funds beyond rental and minimal administrative 
expen.ses would be expended on travel and subsistence for a few senior and 
a larger number of junior people. We believe that the final plans for a 
possible permanent institute would be beneficially affected by one or two 
years• experience with such a summer institute. 

Both the Theoretical Astrophysics Panel and the Commi"ee wrestled at 
length with a problem that theoretical astrophysicists, along with others in 
all areas of theory, now face in their needs for a very large computer. Our 
conclusion may be viewed as suggesting something for evel')-one. We are 
probably in a state of transition from a stage in which large general· 
purpose university centers were optimum to a stage when the needs of 
many different research groups will share much larger computers through 
sophisticated data-communication links. We understand that quantum 
chemists have considered a national center with high -power computers. 
comprehensive software library. and staff of computer-oriented theoretical 
chemists. able to do large-scale service-type calculations for others. The 
needs of the Global Atmospheric Research Program suggest that an 
international network of large computers would be desirable. It will 
ultimately be necessary for scientists to assess these requirements and 
discuss the problems of a national computing system. making maximum 
use of facilities already in place, or needed, for calculations in industry. 
the space program, weather forecasting. and reactor design, among 
othen. The needs of astronomy should be considered when such an over
all national computing system is discussed . 

Theoretical astrophysics is a growing field rhat aruacts young 
astronomers and physicists with a broad range of interests. The speed of 
modern computers makes it possible to construct models of atoms. stars .. 
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and galaxies and to study the dynamics of the solar system or the universe. 
The tools of the theoretician, excq>t for the large computers. are inex
pensive. The pa!!C1'n for the bes! range of computing racili!ies. national 
and local. muse still be •'Orked out. We recommend an inCTeased program 
of abouc SJ million a year. For the theoretician. travel. co make new 
contacts and co anend summer institutes. performs a spcc:ial function. 
Interdisciplinary research is particularly elfec!h'O and nor erpensive. 
Theoreticians ean work at small institutions. often at colleges or 
u_nivcrs1lies without large facilities. 

OPTICAL SPACE ASTRONOMY-LEADING TO THE LARGE 
SPACE TELESCOPE 

Some of the-most far·reaching additions to our kn~·ledge of the universe 
occurred during the first half of this century with the development of 
asuonomkal speetroscopy and its utilization with large telescopes. During 
thls time, spec!roscopic analysis of planetary atmospheres. the sun, the 
stan. and the intersce11ar medium brought about clarifications in our 
understanding or these objects. Of equal significance was the spee· 
troscopic StUdy or extC1'nal galaxies, leading to the discovery Of the in
CTCUO of Spec!r()SCOpic red shift with distance and the realiurion that we 
live in an exptnding universe. Throughout this development. ucronomers 
have been acutely conscious of the fact that their analyses .. 'eft inromplete 
and tentative. since much of the information that they would have liked to 
have obtained was in the inaccessible ultraviolet r-ange of wavelengths. 

The mlssing spectroscopic information oonsists of two classes: one is the 
spectral lines in the ultraviolet due to elements and stages or ionization of 
elements that do not have lines in the visible region of the spectrum: the 
other is the general shape of the spectrum ln the ultraviolet and the 
relation of this to the distribution of emitted energy In the visible and 
Infrared wavelength regions. 

Ultraviolet observations c.an be made only above the atmosphere. 
During the last IS years, the technological barriers against such ob
servations have progressively been broken. Rockel obsC1'Vations of the sun 
and the stars have resulted in a numb« of important discoveries con· 
cerning the ultraviolet spec!rum of the brightest objects risible in space. 
At the same time. the discovery of quasars. some of them with large 
Spec!r()Scopic red shifts. has pi'OYided a means .. •hereby the ulttariol<t 
emission frun a limited doss of objects can be studied frun the ground. 
because the light originally emitted in the ultraviolet has been red-shifted 
into the risible region of the spec!rum. 
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ll«au• obj«ts emitting ultraviold lipt are also likely 10 emil visible 
li&lll. il has not been expected thai completely n..., classes of obj«ts would 
be di-ed. NevertMlas. there ha ... been a number of important 
discoveries made concunlng IM properties in IM ultraviolet of some of 
the obj«ts that had previously been studied in tM viJiblt: 

I. 'The ultraviolet resonance lints in oa-tain early·lype nellar aianiS 
have shown that manor is 01reaming out from lheoe stan with velocities of 
the order of 1000 km per sec. wilh total mass loss raltS of the order of to·' 
solar mass per year. 

2. 'The extinction of ultraviolet light by the interstellar medium has 
turned out to be dllferent from that predicted on the basis of observations 
made In the visual region. There is a prominent absorption feature ncar 
2200 J. and a gradual increase in the extinction toward shorter 
wavelenat)ls. These results are leading to extensive m-\sions of our ideas 
concemina tM character of interstellar grains. and the prest!KC of 
considerable variations of these features In difl'erent pans of the in· 
terstellar medium lndleates that individual stan can mndify tMlr in· 
terstdlar environments. 

3. MOOiplaxles have been found to emit more radiation in tM shorter 
ultraviolet wavelengths than would have been eapected on the basis of 
tMir apparent c:olor temperatures in the visible rqion. 

4, Loree hydroeen clouds have been found •urTOUndlng tM recent 
bright c:ome1S Tago-Sato-Kosaka and Bennett. Such laree clouds appear 
to c:onstitute a fourth ma}o< structural component of the c:omet. 

S. A broad absorption feature at ). 2550 has been discovered in the 
spectrum of Man, possibly due to ozone. 

The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory program is becomlna a true 
national facility for astronomers. On the firs~ OAO. about ten groups of 
astronomers have been observing approximately 100 objects. 'The OAO·C 
is upected to have a c:onsiderably greater obsenlna capability. and 
c:onnquently il should be of great service to the astronomical c:ommunhy 
throup IM pcst·obsene< program. 

'The Orbiting Astroncmical Observatory proeram has. unfortunately, 
been marked by tragedy. Tbe first and third launcbcs were failures. the 
fintthroup troubles •ith tbe bancry. and the third through a failure in 
the launch vehicle. Afier the launch of o•O·C. tMr< are no further 
authorlz.cd proerams in space ultraviolet astronomy. At the present time, 
no satellite capable of carrying on intermediate spectral and spatial 
observations in the ultraviolet is funded. 

'The ultimate objective of the ultraviolet astronomy program should be 
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the: development of a National Space Observatory containing a large 
diffrattion ·limited telescope capable of operating in the near·infrared and 
visual rcaions as well as in the ultraviolet: . The exciting role that such a 
large space lclcscopc(LST)could play in astronomy during the decades to 
rome is disaJsscd in 1he final Section of this Chapter. The nominal 
apcrlure lhal has been utilized in stud;.. of the UT is 120 in. Such an 
instrument roukl anack problems that arc of 'he: most fundamental 
astronomical significance and that are unlikely ever 10 be solved using 
ground~based instruments. Perhaps of even greater importance than its 
ultraviolet capability would be the high angular resolulion of such a 
telescope. Turbulence in the atmosphere limits the angulor resolution 
obtainable with large telescopes to the equivalenl ol' that obtainable with a 
12·in.·aperture telescope, although the light·galhering power of a larger 
instrument is superior. In the visible region, the LST would have an 
angular resolulion better by a factor of 10. whic.h means that one 
resolution element observed with a ground·ba.•ed telescope could be 
divided into 100 resoturion elements with the uT. The angular resolu1ion 
in the ultraviolet would be still better by a factor ncar 2. One result of this 
high a ngular resolu1ion should be the capability of observing stars and 
stellar-appearing objo:ts at nearly ten times the di>tancc at which such 
objects can now be studied with the 200-in. telesropc. Tt.e LST should lead 
to a much improved understanding of the most fundamental problems in 
cosmology. as well as of the broad range of astronomical problems 
pmenlly being in,·estigated by ground·based astronomers. 

A great deal of technological dcvclapment will be required before such 
an LST can be launched. It will be desirable to test the new 1cchnology, not 
only Chrough rocket instrumentation for ultraviolet studies but also 
through the construction and flight of intermediate instruments. For 
example. a diffraction·limited space telescope of about(>() in. would have a 
tremendously useful versatility and capability beginning to approach that 
of the cs·r itself. It is now technically feasible to build such an instrument, 
and it would be useful to incorporate into its design che results of new 
technological developments intended foc the LST. Yet no high ·quality 
large telescope is in the current planning stagt:. 

The Committee recommends very strongly that a vigorous program be 
maint·ained in uhraviolet astronomy. This program should be directed 
toward the ultimate use of an 1ST'. One or more intennedi.ate instruments, 
designed to test the technology of the ur and to return large amounts of 
data of immense value to the astronomical community. should be 
launched. If there is to be an extended delay between the launch of OAO.C 

and the first of these intermediate in.struments. then it is most desirable 
that an interim ultraviolet telescope be launched. perhaps a replacement 
for the OAO· B or a smaller instrument in a Small Ascronon'y Satellite. 
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The program for ulrraviolet astronomy that "'e have outlined is a large 
one. leading, as it eventually should. toward a large spaee telescope as a 
majoc prosram for the next two decades of astroncmy. Within il there is 
enoogh Ouibility to provide ample trade-off pclOSibilities t>eno·een small· 
scale acdvities and larger instruments. If we cannot alford the largest 
diffraction·limited instrUment soon. then a much more vigorous rocket 
and lntermediate·size ultraviolet and infrared telescope program is 
needed to avoid losing all opportunities in this aru. If, as appears likely. 
the 120·in. must be delayed to the mid·l980's. the 6Q.in. diffraction· 
limited tcleseope is an important prototype. giving both valuable ex· 
perience and important scientific results. The cost of continuing the 
ultraviolet satellite program throughout the next decade at approximately 
the current level of expenditure (SJS million per ycor) Is SJSO million. 

LARGE CENTIMETER·WAVE PARABOLOID 

large stcerable paraboloids have been the basic instrument of radio 
astronomy. Within minutes .. a modern radio dish can be converted from 
one frequency band to anOiher. and its mode of operation can change 
from polarimetry to spcctroseopy at the Dick of a switch. Even major 
changes: in receiving equipment. suth as the installation of masers aod 
other refrigerated amplifiers or the installation of radar transmitters. take 
only a few hoors. This versatility has paid rich scientific dividends. 
especially in the study oftime variation of radio sourees. In spectrographic 
studies of the interstellar medium. and in studying the polariurion of 
radio sources. Large steer able paraboloids have been esstntial elements in 
the recent developments of ''ery-long-baseline interferometry CVLBU. in 
which the study of radio-source struccure to angular resolutions of better 
than 0.001 sec of arc has been possible. They have geodetic applications. 

Each larger instrument has, in its first few years of operation. produced 
new discoveries. Even a modest increase i_n size gives a surprising ad
vant:lge. bt(ause the etrective sensitivity, for observation in a given period 
of time. varies as the fourth power of the diameter. An add itional ad · 
vantaae is the freedom, with a Oexible instrument. to pursue occasional 
speculative programs. The recent explosive growth of diseovery of new 
molecules in the intcntellar medium provides an ex«.llent example, IU a 
new subbranch of astronomy- the chemistry of spac&-has staned to 
grow. 

The choice of instrument size. and of its wavelength capability 
(determined by the precision of its eonstruction). has been carefully 
considered. An instrument whose diameter is approximately 440 ft v.'Ould 
represent a significant nep beyond any existing or planned steerablc 
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paraboloid. and it appean that a dish that performs well at 2 em and is 
usable with somewhat reduced efficiency to 1-cm wavelength is well within 
present ongineering pract~. Tho largost comparablo antonna. tho 100-m 
telescope of Cormany's Max Planck lnstitut. is actually only an SS.m 
telescope at wavolengths shorter than 6 em. Thus the projtcted instrument 
has three times grtater observing capability at all wavtlengths, and at 
wavelengths of 6 em and smalkr o-·er six times grtater observing 
capability. 

An especially attractivo feature of the new paraboloid is its com
plementary role with our proposed millimeter-wave telescope. The simple 
basic molecules such as CO, CN. and CS have spectra that lie in the 
millimeter·wave region, while the larger. quasi-organic compounds such 
as methyl alcohol, formaldehyde, cyanoacetylene. and formic acid have 
spectral lines in the band from 2 to 30 em. Many of the larger molecules, 
and ammonia. possess lines that could be observed with either system, 
although tho grcater angular rtsolving powor of the 440-fi telescope would 
give it an advantage for certain problems. 

The large centimotor-wave paraboloid would certainly servo as the hub 
of many VLII observing programs, and its large area would inertase 
ononnously the classes of objtct accessible to study. In conjunction with 
the other large paraboloids of the world. stntcbing from Australia to the 
Soviet Union. the present observations of the closer, bri&ht objtcts would 
be extended to quasan and radio galaxies that are far more distant and 
faint. 

The radar capability of the new instrument would also be impressive. 
With the exception of Pluto. all the planets and the larger moons of 
Jupiter and Saturn would be within range of its 6-cm radar, while the 
greatly enhanced signal-to-noise ratio would enable the radar astronomers 
to study the surfaces of Venus and Mars in great detail, enhancing the 
effectiveness of space missions to those planets. 

The estimated cost of such an installation. including the telcsonpe. land 
acquisition, site development, controls, computers, radiometers, and 
radar, would be approximately SJS million. Some economies could be 
effected by sharing common support facilities with other instruments such 
as the very large array or the large millimeter-wave tele=pe. Operating 
costs would be S3.5 million per year following its completion. 

ASTROMETRY 

The establishment of a system of star positions based on an absolute 
inertial system is essential, and the system of proper motions should be 
detennined with respect to such an inertial frame. 
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The mean propu modons of faint stars are of fundamental importance 
to the study of unusual stars found in the galutic halo. Many interesting 
objects in the halo are between I and 5 lqx from the plactk plane. and 
.. en with the rapid spac:e m(l(ions of elttrmle halo nars, thdr angular 
proper m(l(ions are small-approximately 0.25 sec of arc: pu year. The 
modons must be determined ..;th high indmdual accuracy. This requires 
that the inertial frame be determined to an oa:uracy of at least 0.005 sec of 
arc per year; Ideally, the accuracy should be several times hlgber. 

Ooe type of fundamental data that astronomers mu$1 have is the 
distan<e to the object studied. Interesting objects are at great distances, 
which can be calibrated in successive steps if nearby objects of similar 
characteristics have accurate distance measurements. The m0$1 fun· 
damental method uses accurate trigonometric parallax-the anaular 
displacement of a star caused by the earth's motion about the sun. These 
parallues are the backbone of the stellar distance scale. They are oeeded 
for faint stars near the sun and for bri&ht stars at ereater dittanc:es. An 
insufficient number of trigonometric parallaxes in the southern hemis· 
phere will reduce the beoefiu of the laraer facilities built there by the 
United States and Europe.an countries. 

Stars morina parallel in space appear to converac. becauJe of per· 
spective effects; this method provides individual distances for nearby star 
clusters. Ou$ter parallaxes should be extended to the southern hemi· 
sphere and to fainter clu5ters in the northern hemisphere. For other 
distant types of stars, we mU51 take advantage of the accumulated drift 
provided by the moe ion oft he sun through space, which cauJeS the 5tars to 
drift bacb•ard at angular speeds proportional to their parallax. Such 
group or secular parallaxes are often the only possible distance measure 
for the moSII.nteresting stars of high luminosity. They depend directly on 
the accuracy of the fundamental system of proper motions. 

Theories of stellar interiors would have a sounder basis If a sufficient 
number of parallaxes and masKs of nearby stars and clusters could be 
provided. These should include interestlna and important objects like 
rapid variables. hiably luminous B Slars. plaoeta.ry ncbulu, hoi sub
dwarfs, bright white dwarfs, and cool red d~nerate stars. 

The establishment of the actual luminosity-temperature diaaram for 
stars like the sun and fainter is CSJeDtial for the determination of the 
distances to the &lobular ciU5ters and the luminosities of the RR Lyrae 
stars. For these important determinations, a combination of trigono
metric. clu5ter. secular parallaxes. and all (~(her pa~sible methods must be 
used. 

Recently. the possibility has appeared of detecting companions of low 
mass by the nonlinearity of the motion of a nearby star throut~h space. 
Several companions have been announced that have masses like that of 
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Jupiter-or even lower values. These astrometric binaries have been 
studied ....,ntially in very few institutions. take a long time to give results, 
and yet will provide us witb our only diRe! proof of the existence of other 
planetary systems until radio communication from some of these may 
eventually be rurived. 

The changes of period detected in pulsan are fundamental to the theory 
of neutron stan. Yet the lint observations of these changes ,...,,. com· 
promised by uncertainties in such suppusedly well-known subjects as tbe 
orbits of the planets around tbe sun and the masses of t.he planets. The 
motion oft he earth around the center of gravity or the earth-moon S)'1tem 
is detectable in the accurate observations of the radio pulsars. Jmpro'lcd 
planetary orbits are necessary to take full advantage or this technique. 
Similarly, the very-long-baseline-interferometry technique requires ac
curate geodesy anq accurate timekeeping. 

The improvement and e,xte,nsion of astrOmetric measurements nee· 
essary to Interpret the problems mentioned above rests ultimately on ob
serva1ions by small astrometric instruments. We 1herefore recommend 
const.ruction of two automatic transit circles. three photographic zenith 
tubes, three astrolabes. and three automatic measuring engines, as weU as 
modernitation or several existing long-focus telescopes. the equipment to 
be located geographically so as to provide systematic observations in both 
the northern and southern hemispheres. The precision attained by these 
rundamentalastrometri<: instrumenu bas hardly been affected by modem 
electronic technology (u..,pt for tbe timekeeping funetlon). However, the 
modem technology or automatic measu_rement is in fact successful. and 
we recommend it. together with some or the classical smaller telescopes 
mentioned above ... part or our fundamental program. 

The estimated cost of these small instruments is 56.4 million. 

BEYOND THE RECOMMENDATIONS 

After concluding a detailed study of the state or our science and making 
our recommendations within the framework of recent available funding, 
we feel that it is important to discuss. in certain areas, what additional 
programs our science requires to meet fully the seientilic challenges tbat 
-..'e face. We have therefore re-examined the manpo--er raourees that will 
be available in the decade and tbe technologk:ally feasible and desirable 
projects studied by tbe panels. What areas have ""'omitted, disearded, or 
redueed in siu mostly becau.e or financial constraints? How much have 
we failed to recommend or the urgent needs pressed by our technical 
panels? 
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Larg<' Space Telescope 

Without any doubt. the largest and most exciting area is the ronnruction 
and launch of a large space telescope u..sn . for high·rcsolution nudics in 
the normal and ultraviolet spectral regions. possibly with manned 
resupply and maintenance (e.g •• by the space shuttle). This development 
can be underuken in a vigorous way only at budget levels for astronomy 
and physics that represent c:onsiderable growth over the nut decade. 

The LST concept is based on two major exploitation.s of the orbital 
environment. First, the mirror-from 60 to 120 in. in diameter. depending 
on available fundo-will c:over completely the wavelength interval from 
1000 A (the eutoH' imposed by interstellar attenuation) to 10.000 A (or 1 

pm). with considerable utility out to 1 mm. thereby covering the entire 
ultraviolet and Infrared range not accessible from the ground. as well as 
the optical window. The large collecting area and high angular resolution 
over this entire range would provide unmatched versatility. 

But a more important dimension of the LST is the precis,ton of its image 
in the ultraviolet and optical ranges. On the ground, the d<let<rious effects 
of atmospheric seeing smear the image to one or m6re seconds of an: even 
at an excellent she. This means that the obse"er is in eft"tc1 comparing the 
image ohhe tarect object with tbat of tbe night sky (including ba<kground 
galactic light. zodiacal light. and airglow) in a comparable solid angle. lf a 
120-in. t<lcs<ope can be designed to achieve diffrocrion limitation at SOOO 
A. an image as small as 0.04 sec of arc in diamet<r would result. If an 
image ofO. l sec of arc can be achieved in practitt, the night·sky radiation. 
which tends to obscure the imago of a faint object, is effectively redu<cd by 
a ractor of 1()0-a five-magnitude gain in sensitivity over ground-based 
instrumcnt,sofcomparable aperture. There is an additiona.l gain from the 
fact that the tel<scope operates above the alrglow layer and, of course. 
dots not sulfer from atmospheric attenuation. 11 should be possibl< to 
observe to apparent magnitude 29 in several hours of int<gration. Th< 
implications of such a capability for all branches of astronomy are great. 

The Committee feels that the LST has extraordinary potential for a wid< 
variety of astronomical uses and believes that it should be a major goal in 
any Vo'ell·pla.nned program of ground· and spacc·bascd as1ronomy. 

The Committee recognizes that th< large <ost involved can be ac· 
commodated only "'·itbin a vigorously growing prosram. Therefore. it has 
adopted the view that, w;lhio the main program. the emphasis on the LST 

is at a moderate level of som< SJS million per year. enough to fund 
tcchnoloaioal development of smaller.apenure telescopes aod an LST in 
the following de<ad<. 

A much more expensive program is required if the LST is to become a 
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reality in the 1980-1985 period. This Committee sees the l.ST as a natural 
program goal to follow the High Energy Astronomical Observatories 
IHEAOI mission. To achieve this will require budgets for diffraction· 
limited missions that grow from a level of t.he order of S20 million per year 
in 1970 to the order of $200 million per year in 1980, with launch 
scheduled for the early 1980's. Total cost of the program leading to the 
final fabricat.ion of a 120-in. telescope will be of the order ofSl billion over 
10 years. 

A program of this magnitude requires the highest quality scientific 
leadership a.nd the most advanced space engineering available. The 
highest quality scientific leadership in this field can be found in the 
academic community. and the highest degree of space engineering talent 
exists in the centers of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad· 
ministration. Therefore, the best chance for success lies in a merging of 
academic talent with that in the NASA centers. 

We suggest that NASA select one or more centers to carry out the 
engineering phases of the program and that the National Academy of 
Sciences encourage the formation of a new corporate entity representing 
universities with strong programs in space astronomy. The latter should 
be limited to less than eight members in the interests of efficiency. This 
corporation would be responsible for establishing a National Ultraviolet 
Space Observatory INUSOI - a working scientific laboratory under con· 
tract to NASA and the National Science Foundation. The Director of the 
NUSO should be a scientist of top rank in space astronomy. 

The NUSO would be responsible for the planning and utilization of a 
series of satellite ultraviolet observatories, including the LST , and for 
administeri.ng them on behalf of the entire scientific community, as is 
done for the ground-based national observatories. To achieve this mission, 
the NUSO would work closely with the responsible NASA centers. Effective 
control of the engineering task ofthe Nuso would be exercised by NASA ; 

effective control of the scientific direction would rest in the Director and in 
the Board to which he would report. 

Optical· and Radio-Astronomy Instruments 

Certain major facilities in optical and radio astronomy were omitted from 
our program, for reasons of economy. Optical astronomers could make 
effective use of two more telescopes in the 200-in. class, with modern 
electronic auxiliaries. The pressures generated by space and radio 
astronomy have so overcrowded the few large instruments that even the 
two I SO-in. telescopes under construction fail to match the present needs. 
In addition to our recommended optical program, it would be desirable to 
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double the effeclive collecling area of existing large telescopes. To ac· 
complish this, at least two additional 200-in. telescopes or two equivalent· 
cost larger arrays or possibly one even larger array would have to be built 
in addition to those that we have recommended. Such a program would 
cost SS() million (whh site development) plus the modem instrumentation 
described earlier in this chapter under Optical Astronomy-Electronic 
Teehnology and Ught·Gathering Power. 

or the radio telescope systems planned. studied. and repeatedly 
recommended. one major ite,m is omitted from our list of new starts. It is 
the only large. university-based plan that goes bac.k to the Whitford 
report-the completion of the Owens Valley aperture-synthesis inter
ferometer of 130-ft radio telescopes. The original plan required five ad· 
ditlonal antennas. tracks. receiver. and computer. The high quality of the 
mechanical design makes the present 130-ft good at 2 em and possibly 
usable at I em. An aperture-synthesis array working at high frequencies, 
usable for molecular and atomic lines, can be constructed for SlS million. 
Its beam, at 2 em, will give 2 to 4 sec of arc resolution; its collecting area 
and sensitivity is about half that of the VLA. One advantage of the 
relat.ivdy small number of IJO.ft antennas is the Oexlbility, ability to 
change rapidly, and reduced cost of the receivers needed to permit 
aperture synthesis, at high resolution, in moleeular and atomic emission 
and absorption lines. In addil.ion, the interferometer could be used for 
extragalactic astronomy at higher frequencies, providing data on the time
f&riable radio sources ,.;th Oat or rising speetra. 

Vtry·Long-Baseline Interferometry 

A tremendous breakthrough in our ability to perceive fine details in radio 
sources has come in the last four years as the result of the development of 
very-long-baseline Interferometry <VLBil. By using highly stable atomic 
clocks. high·speed magnetic recording. and modern computing 
techniques. antennas distributed over the entire world can now be used as 
elements or a single radio telescope. If we were to extrapolate from our 
present pioneering observations of the brightest sources and construct a 
vision of future developments. we could confidently sketch a technically 
feasible system that could construct complete maps of the details of 
quasars and interstellar masers. The present network of large antennas 
gives a sketchy view because there is a lack of intermediate spacings and 
north-south baselines. The situation could be remedied by the 
development of a mobile vLao terminal, consisting of two dishes, one large 
and one small, plus the necessary atomic clocks and recording apparatus. 
The large dish would be designed to permit rapid assembly and 
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disassembly. so that it could be transported 10 new locations. The small 
antenna would constantly monitor one of the stronger sources, to provide 
constant updating of the station clock. S.Venl terminals would be needed, 
cutainly 01 least two on each continent, although the best disposition 
would have to be determined by a cueful study. 

The resulting network, if operated at 1 ~ wavelen81h (which recent 
observation of H20 masers at 1.35 em have shown to be feasible) could 
give us a complete pictun: of the radio structure of quasars. with 0.0001 
sec of arc resolution. If our ideas of the distances or quasan are correct. 
we could see structures appro:Umately I light-year in siu and could follow 
the development of dynamic events from year to year, seeing the details of 
these enormously energetic events. There are other. more speculative areas 
that one can also foresee-the study of the coronas of other scars, the 
observation of their sunspots and flares, the study of supernova shell 
developments in other galaxies, and the analysis of the mysterious nuclei 
of Seyfert galulcs. 

In add ilion to the Yl.BI program at radio wavelengths, we foresee the 
development of interferometer techniques at both infrared and opti<al 
waveltngtbs. Bec-ause the angular resolving power or an intttferometer 
vari~ inversely with the wa\·ele.ngth, one can anticipate remarkable 
di.sccweries by such systems. rivaling the recent radio vu 1 demonstration 
of motions appan:ntly faster than light in a quasar explosion . 

The ultimate instrument would be a 10-pm YLBI having a global 
baseline oo• kml. Such a devWe would have a n:solution of JO·' sec of are, 
pennitdng one to peer deep into a quasar, perhaps to see explosive events 
on the surface of a superma.sslve star, which, some say. powers a quasar. 
The surface features of exotic: stan that sporadic-ally shoot dust and 
molecules into Interstellar space could also be studied. The choice of 10· 
.urn wavelength IJ dictated partly by the fact that atmospheric phase shifts 
are small there. permitting the use of large apertures, and partly by the 
fact that quasars and n:d giants-key objects in relativistic astrophysics 
and molecular astronomy--radiate a major f-raction of their energy there. 
The 10-~o~m VLBI might use a superheterodyne system, which mixes the 
incoming infrared signal with a stabilized CO, laser to produce a 
microwave signal that can he recorded at each telescope. The bandwidth 
of available tape recorders (100Hz) should be sufficient to detect at least 
the brighter sources. 

A f~nner of this device is nov.• under C-'Onstruc:don, usina Hne-of· 
sight transmission of a w t.Hz bandwidth microwave signal to a common 
point to form an interference pattern. Following tests of the system with a 
0. 1-km baseline (lo·> sec of an:), it wiD be expanded to 10 km (10 .. sec of 
arc). It will be sensitive enough to study nearby Seyfert galuies and bright 
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galactic objects. but a version sensitive enough to study quasars (where the 
resolution will be I light-year) will require larger telescopes and better 
detectors. 

Of course, most astronomical objects emit more powerfully with visible 
light so that there also is need for devices that can work in that spectral 
range. Fundamental studies of angular sizes are possible with both the 
intensity interferometer, which conelates the intensities in the two signal$, 
and the Michelson interferometer. wbich brings togethor the raw signals 
to fonn fringes. A large-intensity interforometer could be built im· 
mediately with a l ·km baseline to givo tO"' sec of arc resolution, but 
perfection of the Michelson system requires dovelopment of an optical 
delay line and techniques of fringe detection. The Optical Facilities Panel 
believes th3l both the delay line and fringe detection should be studied 
immediately with funding up to $200.000. 

Beyond these preliminary investigations, worthy goals of a teo-year 
program include a sensitive 10-km infrared interferometer, and perhaps a 
IO'·km infrared VLBt, and for visible wavelengths a J. or 2-km intensity 
interferometer and a Michelson interferometer with a similar baseline. 
The sensitive IO.km infrared interferometer is estimated to cost SIO 
million over the decado. and the large intensity interferometer S4 million. 
Further studies are needed before the cost of the infrared vut or the 
Michelson interferometer can be estimated. 

Infrared Astronomy 

The growth of infrared technology resulted in discovery of quite unex· 
pected objects that radiated most of thoir energy in the infrared. The 
energy maximum atiSOO K is at 2,um and is observable from the ground. 
A survey with a 62·in. light collector discovered 20,000 cool stellar and 
prestellar objects. Observations in the far infrared are needed to study 
objects near 500 K. most of whose radiation falls in regions of high at· 
mospheric absorption; to study objects at 50 K, observations above the 
atmosphere are needed. The Infrared Panel put highest priority on a large 
stratospheric telescope, about 120-in. in diameter, in a large, high-Oying 
aircraft or possibly supported by balloons, gliders, or kites. We recom· 
mended funds only for study of the most economical modo of operating 
suc.h a large infrared telescope. but the scienti6c goals of the large 
stratospheric telescope are extremely important. No realistic financial 
estimate can yet be made; both the study and e"J)Crience with the NASA C· 
141 airplane (with a 36-in. telescope) will determine the best course of 
ac1ion. The infrared groups are small at many universities. in both 
astronomy and physics. The changes in technology, the availability of new 
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detedOI'$, and the revelations of new types of objects make this an un
predictable but challenging field. lntenlisclplinary grants to physics and 
asuophyslcs departments will enlist the aid of low-temperature physicists 
for astrophysical applications. 

Solar Phy•ics 

Solar physics has benefited enormously from the oso seri .. of solar 
observations. oso·s are rapidly becoming more sophisticated and more 
reliable. However, a large diffraction-limited solar telescope (about 40-in. 
diameter) is needed, carrying a heavy payload (over 1000 lb) and capable 
of accurate pointing and 0.1 sec of arc gu iding. This will provide high 
spectral resolution in the optical and near ultraviolet and will permit very 
fine-scale study of the rapidly fluctuating solar plasma, iu excitation 
temperature, velocity, and magnetic field . This is a large project, of the 
order of S200 million, but it is one that will both provide experience use~ 
ful for the UT and be a nearly ultimate solar space telescope. 

High-resolution observations of the radio sun provide information on 
the energetic partido acceleration ptOC0$5, as revealed by the gyrosyn
chrotron radiation. The relativistic electrons are studied near the site of 
the acceleration of solar cosmic-ray baryons. This s1udy requires a high
resolution radio telescope with about S sec of are resolution, which works 
on a short time scale and ..sentially giv .. a radio picture. A radio spec
troheliograph in Australia has already demons1rated iu usefulness in the 
study of the interaction of fast particles and the hot solar plasma and has 
shown that Hares are triggered across the sun as disturbances run out 
through the corona or return to other activecentel'$ on the disk. 

Theoretical Astrophysics 

Facilities should not monopolize our attention. The present and planned 
facilities, the space astronomy program, and the importance of the fie ld 
for itself justify a s trong case for theoretical as1rophyslcs, over the wides1 
possible range of topic$-$tudy of neutron Sill'$, the quieter phases of 
stellar evolution, planetary dynamics. galact ic structure, supernovae, 
collapse nuclcosynthesls. explosions in galaxies, black holes. relativity, 
and cosmology. A test of the concept and viability of an Institute of 
Theoretical Astrophysics is an inexpensive recommendation. Also linked 
to theoretlcal needs is a fourth- or fifth-generation computer at a single 
National Computing Center. The total cost of an Institute and Computer 
Center ror 10 years might be S40 million. About JO percent of our recent 
PhD's in astronomy have their degrees in, and wish to work in, theoretical 
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astrophysics or dynamical astronomy. The issue of a National Computing 
Center is not clear-cut. since the efficiency and costs of high-speed long
distance lines are not yet known, but the 't'ery large computer is at the 
heart of much theoretical model building in astrophysics. To take ad
vantage of the presently available theoretical talent among young 
astronomers and physicists, we also urge that an expanded postdoctoral 
and senior postdoctoral program be considered. The goal would be to 
provide a number of theoreticians with at least a summer's or, preferably, 
a year's visit to other universities, national, ooo, or NASA centers, by 
direct fellowship grants. with freedom to travel, or by small research 
grants covering their salaries and expenses. 
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Implementation 
of the 
Recommendations 

THOUGHTS ON PLANNING 

lmroductiort 

We are at the end of a decade of outstanding suocas, marked by the 
revelation.s or sueh new and uncx:pcc:ted phenomena that -.·e must be 
reminded of the great age of Cameo and Newton. What history led to the 
patlem or Americ-an astronomy today, with its record of achievement? 
How can thi.s hisloryguide us either in improving the system or, indeed, in 
finding any developing weaknesses in the partun? Teehnical capability, 
funds, scientific- competence, and careful planning are not in themselves 
creative, nor do they lead to great achievements in science: they provide 
the background against which the human inlellectual drama is enacted. 

The conditions that made the past dec.ade so suceessful are complex; 
they include the ripeness of modem technology and espeelally electronics 
and computers. the development of reliable space vehicles, and the 
development of new types of detectors for all wavelengths. These factors 
have made it possible to t-um astronomy from an observational into an 
experimenCaJ science. We may now ask questions, and hope for significant 
answers. about a celestial object at essentially all wavelenaths. This all· 
wavelength capability is provided in pan by the successes of space, radio, 
and infrared astronomy. Combined with the rich tradition of pound· 
based optical astronomy, it has predue<d an explosion or eaperimental 
knowledge. Novel experiments are enriched by the traditional, and the 
tbeo~ical tools of atomic and nuclear physics, plasma physics, and solid· 
state physics are applied to objects of intrinsic beauty and strangeness, to 
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analyze and to attempt to understand. In addition. we have developed a 
critical testing ground and stimulus for advanced technology, which must 
eventually find important practical applications. 

The all-wavelength capability provided by space astronomy is relatively 
expensive; yet the discoveries can be made no other way. Combined with 
observalion.s of the same objects at other wavelengths from the ground, 
the usefulness of space observations is greatly enhanced. 

A Lesson of the Decade-The Need for Balance 

In Chapter 4 we noted that the available funds per astronomer have 
dropped during this decade. But in spite of the leveling off of federal 
funding, we are in an enormously productive period. What historical 
background led to our present favorable condition? 

Optical astronomy has a long tradition in universities and observatories. 
founded by the states and individual philanthropic largess. After World 
War II, and especially following the completion of the privately endowed. 
200-in. Hale telescope, it was obvious that we needed to develop large 
facilities available to a wide section of the growing astronomical com
munity. A consortium of universities. Associated Universities for Research 
in Astronomy tAURAI, established the Kiu Peak National Observatory 
IKPI<OI, funded by the National Science Foundation and open to all 
qualified users. It has two main functions: first. it provides facilities for 
those who do not have such equipment, and, second, it provides major 
instruments for work on forefront problems. In 1971. the Kitt Peak 
telescopes were used by astronomers from 33 small institutions, which 
presumably lacked any modern large instrument; astronomers from 24 
larger university or observatory groups also used the telescopes. The 
observatory has served a large fraction of the astronomical centers of the 
country. with a broad geographic distribution. Few university or private 
facilities rival in size and diversity the K P~<o operation. and none can 
match it in terms of manpower, capital, and operating funds. 

For the last few years, the AURA group has been ac1ively engaged in 
construction of two large optical telescopes. ISO in. in aperture, one in 
Arizona and the other in Chile, together with sophisticated in
strumentation. The Chilean development provides an ucellent site also 
suitable for infrared observations and a needed U.S. facility in the 
southern hemisphere. 

Radio astronomy, too, had its origins in the universities, with a history 
beginning after World War II. A government research laboratory (the 
Naval Research Laboratory) and several university-based installations 
largely funded by the Department of Defense provided the backbone. The 
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ne<:d was felt for more generally available equipment. but in addition, new 
major instruments were desperately needed. The result was the founding 
of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory •~•Aoo by a university 
ooosonium. Associated Universities. Inc. IAUII. A national. rather than a 
single university-based, f3A:ility was required to serve all astrOnomers. Its 
large: instruments • ·ere considered to involve capital investments and 
support groups too large to be handled by a sinaJe university. ••Ao has 
unrivaled equipment in addition to its large permanent scientific and 
technical stall'. Recently, a seoond large radio facility, the Arecibo Ob
servatory. became a National Science Foundation center. with the same 
goals a.s NRAO of serving permanent staff and outside visitors. 

But If all of this is provided at national centers, why should there be any 
university-based observatories? The reasons arc compelling: the vitality of 
the U.S. astronomical elfort originated in the universities. Future progress 
would be restricted if insufficient support were given to such already 
developed centers. The majority or the talented astronomers arc located in 
the universities. They need adequate support if the Oow of young scien· 
tists. new scientific ideas, and technical innovations is to continue. 

For space projects, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
o•ASAl centers are essential to the enginee.-ing or much or the Oight 
hardware. Few oomplete satellite systems can be handled by university 
groups. and even rocket flights normally require specialized support for 
launch operations, pointing oontrOis, and telemetry. Nevertheless. rocket 
programs do provide an excellent opportunity for university scientists to 
obtain experience in space astrOnomy. to test new instruments, and to 
train graduate students. For the larger sateUite projeds. it is usually 
appropriate to have the engineers at a NASA center responsible for the 
basic spacecraft. In principle, all experiment packages are open on a 
oompetltlve basis to the entire scientific oommunity. including industrial 
laboratories, other government Jaboratories1 NASA centers, and university
centered research groups. 

The statistical material in Chapter 4 shows the diversity or sources of 
funding ror various branches of astronomy, involving a considerable 
number of federal agencies. The National Science Foundation is desig
nated as the lead agency for support of ground-based astronomy. although 
its funds have been limited. Certain parts of astronomical research were 
close enough to problems of interest to the national defense that the 
Department of Defense bas been traditionally involved as a funding 
agency. NASA expends part of its basic resean:b funding on astronomy
related topics. The extraordinarily good health or astronomy in the last 
decade depended on a well-balanced mix between space and ground
based techniques. It involved transfer or the sophisticated experimental 
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tcchniques of the physics laboratory into labocatories in space and on the 
ground. It has involved a growing young segment of the astronomical 
population in experiments using a remarkably wide range of te<:hnlques. 
It was funded in part by the state universities, by private universities and 
foundations, and by a considerable number of federal agencies. Balanee is 
the essential ingredient. 

Planning a Balanced Program for the 1970's 

We believe that a similar broad base of funding and a wide range of modes 
of operation holds the greatest promise for future accomplishments. One 
difficult quenion is the best balanoe between expenditures at national 
centers, or national observatories, as compared with those at smaller 
government laboratories, industrial laboratories and companies, or 
univenities and their observatories. Productivity has been high under very 
different management auspices. but there are important differences in 
management style and research rtyle, and no one pattern is likely to be 
successful. 

We recommend that for flight experiments. sponsored by NASA. the 
choice of payloads be based on scientific merit. technical competence. cost 
and compatibility with other experiments. without regard to the nature of 
the proposing institution. NASA should continue to seek the advice of 
outside scientists in choo<ing flight packages; these scientists should be 
further consulted if a final payload is to differ significantly from that 
originally recommended by them. An institution or eenter awarded a Oight 
experiment should be responsible for the design. fabrication. testing 
operation. and data analysis for that experiment. We urge that sufficient 
funds for data analysis be included in original planning, which has not 
always been the case. On all programmable observatories In space, 
significant amounts of observing time should he available to outside in· 
vestlgators with worthwhile proposals. 

For some yean, NASA supported a small number of research groups at 
individual universitits, which either had experiment packages in orbit, 
were analyzina data, or were preparing new equipment for future Oi&hts. 
The support for such univenity eenters has drastically decreased in recent 
years. The NASA traineeship program has been terminated. Sinee costs of 
experiment packages are high, university-centered groups in spaee 
astronomy depend almOS1 completely on federal funding. High com
petence in design. operat.ion, and interpretation of spaee experiments now 
exists in universities and organizations outside of NASA centers. It is 
critical that NASA recognize its responsibility to these outskje institutions 
as well as to iu own eenters. It should direct its available resources to 
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maintain the best g:roups in each field, including ground·based astronomy 
in support of space missions. 

Turning to ground-based astronomy. largely funded by the National 
Science Foundation H<~St-L recent trends and our newly recommended 
program raise questions about the possibility of maintaining the properly 
balanced effort. which we feel to be the most efficient mode of operation. 
The very large new res<arch facilities funded by lh< NSF hav< been based 
at the national optical and rad•o observatoriC'S, and recently at the Arec:ibo 
radio observatory: recent large optical telescopes at universities are the 
107-in. (T<xas). 90-in. (Arizona). and 88-in. (Hawaii). (The Texas and 
Hawaii instruments were largely supported by •••• .) Obligations for 
major research facilities and equipment at universities have averaged only 
I percent of th< ••• astronomy budget in the last four fiscal y<ars. as 
compared with 6 perc<nt in the previous four yurs (see Cbapt<r 4). Basic 
research grants to astronomy groups in univenities., which are the 
essential life blood of unh·<rsity-cent<red res<arch. hav< been only about 
2S percent of the budgets of the national obS<rvatori<S. Astronom<rs at 
smaller institutions. without lheir own facilities. are dependent on, and 
grateful to. the national obs<rvatori<S for providing generally utilizable 
faeiliti<S; but. without local support by res<arch grants, the health of the 
wide community isthreat<ned and th< usefulness of th< e<nters reduced. 

Of the large facilitieS recomm<nded in OUr n<W program, some, but not 
all, arc likely to be considered as part of the program for the national 
observatories. The national observatori<S can remain a central pan of the 
national elfon in ground-based astronomy. without automatically 
processing each new instrument. Th< policy qu<Stions that must be 
considered in a.llocating resources are (I) What size or cost must a facility 
reach to be viewed as the responsibility of the national observatori<S? 
(2) Where can new auxiliary instruments (sensors, electronic devices, Tv. 
and data-handling systems) and unique, even if expensive, types of new 
instruments best be developed? (3) How can we b""1 enhance interaction 
between all groups to stimulate each other to the highest lev<l of efficiency 
and economy? These qu<Stions may be answered differently i.n individual 
cases. Th<re is no obvious cutoff in siu or oost beyond which a single 
institution might not compete efficiently in design, construction, and use 
of a new device. The largest optical tel<Seope is privately owned and 
operated, but, cl<arly, any major instrum<nt largely funded by public 
monies must be available for a proper fraction of its time to all qualified 
users, whatever their institutional affiliation. ·•Nationally available;' 
how<V<r, is not id<ntical with "nationally designed and op<rated," just as 
"privately owned" telescopes arc. in pan. nationally supported and 
availabl< to qualified outside users. 

OiJf<t'<nc<S in style have existed between the universiti<S and private 
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optical obi<Mtories and the natlonal centers. At the fonncr, lona-duratlon 
progranu baoe been carried oot involving mended periods for ob
senation of objecu difficult to obsen-e. Many ofthe scientific pis for tht 
coming d~ad• w\11 Involve very faint objecu and require extended ob
set'Yatlonal procrams. This style of operation may thus become more 
common (for at least pan of tht available time) at the national ob
sti'Yatories. Another question of style concerns the reliability and sim
plidty of use of auxiliary equipment supplied to the often less-e~p<rienced 
users visiting Kitt Peak and Cen-o Tololo. This has placed different 
requirements on el~ronic equipment developed there from those im
posed on the one-of-a-kind. state-of-the-an equipment used or planned 
for at Lick, McDonald, Mount Wilson. and Palomar. Yet the abundant 
resources of the national obsei'Yatories have permitted Individual ex
perimentation w\th advanced devices by their permanent staff. and their 
telescopes have been ouHkiently Oexible to allow use by vlsltoro who brina 
their own advanced equipment. During a period when fundina does not 
increase rapidly. readjustments in tht program for basic, current suppon 
and construction of fKUities may be needed for the most efficient use of 
available funds. II fnailful interplay between the difl'erent styles of 
operation Is possible only if healthy operating budgets ealst at a variety of 
pl..,.._ 

Our studies emphasize larae facilities and the support of aood existlna 
larae groups. beeause of the difficulty of observing from SpKC and the 
groond the interesting objecu, which are most often the faintest. In this 
contnt. It lolnellicient for the total number of om all eroups to grow at the 
expense oft he larae facilities required by the scientific problems. Exlsling 
large centers can make available nationally, in a democratic manner, a 
proper fraction of their rime to outside visitoro. We also believe that larger 
Instruments than have hhheno been built at unlverohles with federal 
funds could well be maintained at univeroities in the future. The national 
centers and obsnvatorles provide opportunities for Jona proarams by their 
permanent staff. principal investigaton, and meritorious visitors. 

In addition, relatively small sums spent on travel vants. summer in
stitutes. and visiting appointments at large centers are ellicient, en
couraaina scienli6c =•tivity. 

It Is euy to advocate diveroity in styles of scientl6c resean:h and 
management, althoueh hard to implement in detail. Funds and fKilities 
should be put at places where there is the best possible manaaement and 
scientific talent. with a policy that Keommodates the diveroity in styles of 
both the best-establlohed scientins and the talented outsider>. All should 
have ample opponunity to display their talents and to use instruments as 
efficiently as possible. 

One quesllon proved difficult for the Committee to answer. It Involved 
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the possibility of international cost·shari.n& in major facilities con4 

stru<tion. Sevtral of us explon!d this privately with radio-asuooomy 
oi>Ktvatory di..,.,.ors and science planners from other countries. Since the 
world of astronomical researdJ divides fundamentally into two 
hemi>pheres, nonh and south. a fruitful opponunity for international 
cooperation arises where large facilities are to be built for both 
hemispheres. Our private con·oersations show that astronomers from other 
count,ries naturally favor international oooperation where U.S. technology 
is outstanding. One panicular area for special exploration is a millimeter
wave radio dish in the southern hemisphere; several coun•ries seemed 
strongly interested, and the British have funding for such a device. From 
Europe, where large centimeter-wave telescopes are built or planned, 
suggestions were made for exchange of observing time for use of the 
millimeter-wave radio telescope in the United States, when built. The high 
U.S. capability in receiver technology led to the recommendation, from 
our foreig11 colleagues, that the NRAO help by building receivers over the 
w"'c range of radio frequencies. A suggested long·ranae plan was an 
intcrnaciona.l radio-astronomy facility with European cooperation. similar 
to the CERN program for high-energy physics, for the I 'leO's. 

A number of European countries are building ISO. in. telescopes in the 
southern hemi>phere: unless a very·large~llecting·area, optical-array 
telescope becomes feasible. there is tilllc prospect or more than temporary 
e.~changes of facilities. An interesting possibility i1 international 
collaboration for the development of a new, dark slty. dry location in the 
nonhern hemisphere. Few possibilitits remain within the continental 
United St.ales; cooperative efl'ons with Mexican astronomers may be 
realistic and attractive. 

Some cooperation in space experiments ex-ists currently; the lead held 
by the United States has permitted other countries to use our spacecraft 
technology without facing independent development com. Such ten· 
dencies can be encouraged for the future, a.lthough we have not explon!d 
them specifically. Programs for ultraviolet astronomy leading toward the 
large space telescope, however, are so large that international cooperation, 
and possibly cost-sharing. would seem highly desirable, even at an early 
stage. 

PHILOSOPHY OF PRIORITI ES 

Within our field of study, which was large, n considered a program 
substantially supported b1 the federal government, which w<: discuss in 
some detail in Chapter 4. The approximate figures for research and 
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facilities are near S2JO million per year from NASA (of which nearly half is 
support overhead for NASA facilities). SJO million per year from the NSF, 

and SIO million per year from the DOD. The non federal budget (largely 
universities) lies near SJO million per year. The accumulated nonfederal 
capitalization is effectively larger than one would derive from the numbers 
we give, because it was provided at lower prices and involves university 
buildings and facilities of high replacement cost. 

Tire program outlined in Chapters 2 and 5 is in addition to current base 
level of suppon. We are not specific about individual rocket nights, 
research projects, or small facilities, and we hope that the level of support 
for these efforts will increase. In these competitive and quickly changing 
areas resides the current health of most of the astronomical community. 

The total spent on individual research projects from federal grant or 
contracts within the current program has been about level, maintaining a 
balance between terminations and new starts. New research areas and 
opportunities develop. and shifts of funding emphasis follow the ex
citement and promise of the science. Our recommendations do not 
consider in detail shifts of capital or research grants within the present 
funding level. Here, and in the pa.nel studies in Volume 2, we emphasize 
certain areas as promising for the next decade, thereby providing some 
guidance to funding agencies. What effect will the recommended program 
have on the current level of expenditure? 

Space 

One large effect will be on the NA SA astronomy program, where the High 
Energy Astronomical Observatory (Recommendation 4) will represent a 
virtually new effort and involve an estimated total cost of $380 million. 
Doubling the aircraft, balloon, and rocket program (Recommendation 6) 
would add $13 million per year to the NASA program; the solar satellites 
(~ecommendation 7) and ultraviolet program (Recommendation 9) are 
essentially continuations (or enlargements) of ongoing efforts. The net 
effect of the Committee's recommendations. ignoring year-to-year fluc
tuations, would be to increase the direct NASA astronomy program from 
SIJO million to $180 million per year and the total NASA contribution 
(including internal overhead) from $230 million to $280 million per year. 

Radio 

The Committee's recommendations in the area of radio astronomy call for 
an expenditure for capital equipment of $62 million for the Ve.ry Large 
Array (Recommendation 1), SlO million for a Large Millimeter-Wave Dish 
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(Recommendalion 5), and $35 million for a Large Centimeter-Wave Dish 
(Recommendalion 10). To 1his musl be added for operating expenses 10 
per«nt per year of the capilal costs, i.e., Sll million per year at the end of 
the decade when the three major facilities would be completed. The 
Committee also recommends an additional S2.S million per year for the 
construction of new university radio facilities. The magnitude of the 
program-$110 million in capital expenditure ($1 1 million per year over 
the coming decade) and a growth in support reaching 513.5 million per 
year-is a reflection of the fact that virtually none of the programs 
recommended for radio astronomy by the Whitford panel in 1964 has yet 
been implemented. 

Optical. ll!f'rared, Solar, and Theoretical 

In the area of optical astronomy, we strongly urge that SI.S million per 
year be expended for development and installation of electrooptical 
detectors and automation of the largest existing telescopes. We call for a 
capital expenditure of $5 million for an optical array, S25 million for a 
large optical array or single-mirror telescope. and SIS million for the 
construction of three intermediate-stud telescopes-one at a dark site, 
one for infrared observations (see below), and one to support the High 
Energy Astronomical Observatory (discussed above). The program thus 
involves SI.S million per year for upgrading existing instruments and a 
capital expenditure ofS4S million, i.e., an average ofS4.5 million per year 
over the decade, together with operating expenses growing to S4.5 million 
per year at the end of the decade. The Committee's infrared program, in 
addition to the intermediate-sized telescope mentioned above, involves a 
number of programs entailing an additional $2 million per year for 
support of this discipline. The solar program calls for Sl million per year 
for improved ground-based facilities. The Committee recommends in
creased support for theoretical astrophysics amounting to an additional 53 
million per year; it also calls for capital expenditures in dynamical 
astronomy amounting to S6.S million. 

Thus the Committee's recommendations in the area of ground-based 
astronomy involve capital expenditures of $160 million, or S16 million per 
year over the decade, and increased support and operating funds for new 
facilities growing to $25 miJiion per year by the end of the decade. 

Priorities and Alternatives 

The above program calls for a growth in the federal support for basic 
research in astronomy from $270 million per year to average S355 million 
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per year ovr.r the course of the next decade. a program that could be 
accomplished with a gr0'1'1h rate for funding averaging 51/t percent pe-r 
year. During a time when funding levels tend to be declining in rut 
dollars. even so modest a growth rate might seem unrulislically high. 
Whal alternatives exist if funding does not grow this rapidly! 

The Comminee has anempted to deal with pan or this question by 
establishing priorities among the programs it reeommends. The first four 
programs, recommended for immediat.e funding, are ranked in order of 
importance. They comprise a group of higher·priority recommendations 
than che remaining seven, within which the order of listing is not 
signific.ant. If funding is not immediately available for the inilialion of 
large capico1 programs, the Committee would recommend implementation 
of Its lower·cost programs of highest priority- increllSed support for 
university radio facilities together with possible initiation or the large 
millimcter·wave dish (which may be the lowest-.cost major radio facility); 
detector development and implementation for optic.al astronomy: in· 
c-reased support for infrared astronomy: and increased support for air· 
craft. rocket, and balloon astronomy. 

The funher question might "M:elJ arise as to the e.xun1 to which lhe 
program might be funded out or existing resou~. by omitting or c:ur· 
taU ina ponions of the current effort. let us e.xamine a bil m~ closely how 
c:urrent resourttt are utilized. or the $230 million per year that NASA 

devotes to basic resea:rch in astronomy, SIOO miiUon involves indirect 
suppor1 for NASA centers and management. This cannOt be repro-
gu.mmed to earry out new fiight efforts. The .. maining SIJO million 
maintains the night programs in solar and uJtrav•olet astronomy; air· 
planes. rockets, and balloons; astronomical e xperiments on certain in· 
terplanetary missions; and some ground· based programs. Since the High 
Energy Astronomical Observatory CH eAOJ program iJ essentially a new 
effort in this extremely important wavelength region, nny attempt to 
support this program out of funds already authoriud for current 
program$ would entail the virtual abandonment of entire areas of space 
science such as the solar or ultraviolet programs-programs that the 
Committee recommends be continued at or above the present level of 
etrort. The Committee places the highest priority on the ttEAO program 
but hopes it could be carried out "M;thout eliminatin& the other important 
space·aSlronomy programs. Since the R<:Ommendation for increased 
support for airplane. roc:ket, and balloon astronomy involves only 10 
percent or the present dfon. it could possibly be implemented without a 
signi6canl increase in funding. 

It is clear that funding for the major new ground·based radio facilities 
recommended by the Committee. such as the Very Large Array <VLAI . also 
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cannot come from within the current budget. The total NSF budget for 
astronomy facilities and equipment amounted to only $4.4 million in fiscal 
year 1971; this amounts to S44 million over the next decade---wnslderably 
less than the S62 million estimate for the YLA alone. The NSF support for 
operations at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory and the Arecibo 
Observatory amounted to only S8.5 million in fiscal year 1971; clearly, 
even drastic ~programming would not prnduce significant funds for new 
programs. The situation is even mo~ critical for current support of the 
national optical observatories. Support for the new national facilities (Kin 
Peak and Cerro Tololo) is just beginning, with two major telescopes being 
built. Support for auxiliary instrumentation will have to be increased 
within that current program. 

What about additional areas in the budget? The only other significant 
line Item In the NSF astronomy budget is the Basic Research Grants, 
amounting to $6.5 million in fiscal year 1971. This is one of the most 
important budget items-the life blond of university ~search in 
astronomy. It is already too smal.l to support current research needs; it 
makes no sense to reduce research support in order to construct new 
facilities. which could then not be used. 

The Committee believes that. in order to imp/f!ment to any JignifwanJ 
degrr.e ilS recommended progrtim, a modest but ntNenlteless real gro-...,lr 
in the federal support of astronomy amounting to some SYt percent JNT 
}'f'Gr is o fondamtntol nteusity. Without such growth it wdl be virtually 
impossible to carry out the program of exploration on whose th~hold 
astronomy now stands. 

Why do we feel now such an urgency in the need for major facilities and 
expanded research support? Astronomy has been in an explosive and 
happy situation of rapid discovery of unexpected objects that have 
required re-examination of our concepts of the nature or the universe and 
the forces within it. These discoveries have been made. however, with 
instruments designed. and largely constructed, before the 1964 Whitford 
report. The past few years have not seen a level of Investment in new 
facilities of the magnitude necessary to maintain this momentum. We fear 
that this lack of suppon will be ~fleeted in a diminishing scientific murn 
during the coming years; if, on the other ha.nd, new facilities are con· 
structed. the expectations for science are co~pondingly ~1. 

We must stress: that we li\te in a particularly fortunate time and place; 
modern technology and the aU·wavelength capability of space. radio, 
infra~. and optical techniques together provide us with powerful tools, 
within a science where major discoveries are still commonpl~. The 
imponance of radio astronomy for the detection of p~biological 
molecules and ultimately. perhaps, inteUigent life, suggests the need for 
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new funds for what may become a new science. Auxiliary electronic. 
television, and data-handling equipment for large telescopes bring us to 
an unprecedentedly high level of electrooptic technology. These large 
telescopes are needed to support the results found in space, by radio 
telescopes and by infrared. Without them, a much lower total scientific 
productivity can be expected in these newer fields. 

A number of our recommendations urge increase in the level of support 
of certain research areas. We concur with other studies recommending a 
doubling of the effort in space resean:h from ain:rafl, balloons, and 
rockets. The new discipline of infrared astronomy has proved very fruitful; 
its facilities and resean:h support must be enhanced to take advantage of 
both modem technology and the important scientific link the infrared 
provides between physical processes in the radio and optical regions. 
Theoretical astrophysics, whose tool is the large computer, is a relatively 
inexpensive subject that needs increased funds. Finally, we face tbe very 
expensive long-range program that would lead toward the large space 
telescope CLSTI. Ultraviole1 astronomy prior to the LST may be supported 
within HASA 's current budget with suitable reorientation. But the LST. 

the ultimate tool of ultraviolet and optical space astronomy, with man 
involved, may become a major component ofthe manned space program. 
Astronomy bas provided leader1hip for technology by providing ex· 
traordinary demands, which technology has met. We have, here, tried to 
foresee what technology can provide, and what the next decade of 
astronomy requires to ma1ntain its present rate of advance. 
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